
Blade Pack 4" (Buy 10 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Super Jet)
DDS0100-ABP01

Trade $550.00 $550.00

Blade Pack 9" (Buy 10 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Whisper Laser Ultra)
DDS0230-ABP01

Buy 10pc 9” / 230mm Whisper Laser Ultra blades and get a FREE Makita Grinder 9" GA9040SK 2400W
with case.

Trade $1,650.00 $1,650.00

Blade Pack 9" (Buy 12 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Super Cut)
DDS0230-ABP02

Buy 12pc 9” / 230mm Super Cut blades and get a FREE Makita Grinder 9" GA9040SK 2400W with case.

Trade $948.00 $948.00

BONUS: FREE 14" SLR saw with every 15pc Super Cut blades C

DDS0350-ABP01

This COMBO Cutter Pack comes with a FREE SLR FastCut petrol hand saw (made in Germany) with
water kit when you buy 15pc 14” / 350mm diamond saw blade (Super Cut)

Trade $2,985.00 $2,985.00

BONUS: FREE 16" SLR saw with every 15pc Super Cut blades C

DDS0400-ABP01

This COMBO Cutter Pack comes with a FREE 16” SLR FastCut petrol hand saw (made in Germany) with
water kit when you buy 15pc 16” / 400mm diamond saw blades (Super Cut)

Trade $3,375.00 $3,375.00

Cutter pack Basic* 9" (SC) C

incl Makita 9040SK & 9" Super Cut
MPT-HOL-CSPB0901

Trade $495.00 $495.00
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Cutter pack Premium*** 9" (SJU) C

incl Makita 9040SK & 9" Super Jet Ultra
MPT-HOL-CSPP0901

Trade $550.00 $550.00

Cutter pack Premium*** 9" (WLU) C

incl Makita 9040SK & 9" Whisper Laser Ultra
MPT-HOL-CSPP0902

Trade $550.00 $550.00

Super Cut 105x2x10 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0105-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.

Trade $22.00 $22.00

Super Cut 115x2x10 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0115-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Super Jet Ultra 115x2x10 D

Concrete, Universal, Granite, Steel
DDS0115-SJU-C6R

The Super Jet Ultra is the Premium*** line of diamond saw blades for angle grinders from Holer. Unlike
conventional diamond saw blades that are designed for cutting some materials, the Super Jet Ultra is a
4in1 blade and is designed to provide excellent cutting performance and long lifetime for cutting Concrete,
Universal Building material, Granite and pure Steel, therefore the ultimate all round blade for general use
on the building and construction site. Due to high quality raw materials and unique manufacturing
techniques, optimum cutting performance and long lifetime can be expected. This can be achieved by the
operator only applying moderate pressure and therefore also remaining machine and operator friendly.

Trade $75.00 $75.00

Super Cut 125x2x10 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0125-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.
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Trade $29.00 $29.00

Super Jet Ultra 125x2x10 D

Concrete, Universal, Granite, Steel
DDS0125-SJU-C6R

The Super Jet Ultra is the Premium*** line of diamond saw blades for angle grinders from Holer. Unlike
conventional diamond saw blades that are designed for cutting some materials, the Super Jet Ultra is a
4in1 blade and is designed to provide excellent cutting performance and long lifetime for cutting Concrete,
Universal Building material, Granite and pure Steel, therefore the ultimate all round blade for general use
on the building and construction site. Due to high quality raw materials and unique manufacturing
techniques, optimum cutting performance and long lifetime can be expected. This can be achieved by the
operator only applying moderate pressure and therefore also remaining machine and operator friendly.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

Super Cut 180x2.4x12 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0180-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.

Trade $59.00 $59.00

Super Jet Ultra 180x2.4x12 D

Concrete, Universal, Granite, Steel
DDS0180-SJU-C6R

The Super Jet Ultra is the Premium*** line of diamond saw blades for angle grinders from Holer. Unlike
conventional diamond saw blades that are designed for cutting some materials, the Super Jet Ultra is a
4in1 blade and is designed to provide excellent cutting performance and long lifetime for cutting Concrete,
Universal Building material, Granite and pure Steel, therefore the ultimate all round blade for general use
on the building and construction site. Due to high quality raw materials and unique manufacturing
techniques, optimum cutting performance and long lifetime can be expected. This can be achieved by the
operator only applying moderate pressure and therefore also remaining machine and operator friendly.

Trade $139.00 $139.00

Super Cut 230x2.4x10 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0230-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

Super Jet Ultra 230x2.4x12 D

Concrete, Universal, Granite, Steel
DDS0230-SJU-C6R

The Super Jet Ultra is the Premium*** line of diamond saw blades for angle grinders from Holer. Unlike
conventional diamond saw blades that are designed for cutting some materials, the Super Jet Ultra is a
4in1 blade and is designed to provide excellent cutting performance and long lifetime for cutting Concrete,
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Universal Building material, Granite and pure Steel, therefore the ultimate all round blade for general use
on the building and construction site. Due to high quality raw materials and unique manufacturing
techniques, optimum cutting performance and long lifetime can be expected. This can be achieved by the
operator only applying moderate pressure and therefore also remaining machine and operator friendly.

Trade $165.00 $165.00

Super Cut 350x3.0x10 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0350-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.

Trade $199.00 $199.00

Super Cut 400x3.2x10 D

Concrete Universal
DDS0400-SC

The Super Cut is designed for the occasional user. Well priced, yet good performance make this a popular
product. Ideally suited for cutting Concrete, brick &amp; block and general building material, wet and dry.

Trade $225.00 $225.00

Super Laser 180x2.6x9## D

Concrete block, abrasive material
DDS0180-SLA

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Super Laser 200x2.4x9##

Concrete block, abrasive material
DDS0200-SLA

Trade $185.00 $37.00

Whisper Laser Ultra 230x2.4x10 D

Concrete block, abrasive material
DDS0230-WLU

The Whisper Laser Ultra is a Premium*** product designed for the Pro user cutting Concrete block,
Medium-soft concrete with reinforcing, abrasive material such as lightweight concrete, Oamaru Stone and
Asphalt. Blade features include alligator back segments for instant self sharpening of the diamonds,
undercut protection segments to protect the steel core when cutting abrasive materials and also the
Whisper steel core featuring holes to reduce noise by up to 20% and aid in additional air cooling to the
steel body. Diamond blades require the steel body to remain stiff and only a cooled body will remain stiff.

Trade $165.00 $165.00
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Super Laser 250x2.6x9##

Concrete block, abrasive material
DDS0250-SLA

Trade $255.00 $51.00

Blade Pack 4" (Buy 10 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Super Stone)
DDS0100-ABP02

(Super Stone)

Trade $390.00 $390.00

Super Stone Ultra 106x2.1x10 D

Bore 20/16
DDS0105-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Super Stone Ultra 115x2.1x10 D

Bore 22.2/20
DDS0115-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $42.00 $42.00

Super Stone Ultra 125x2.1x10 D

Bore 22.2
DDS0125-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $47.00 $47.00
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Super Stone Ultra 150x2.4x10 D

Bore 22.2
DDS0150-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $62.00 $62.00

Super Stone Ultra 180x2.5x10 D

Bore 22.2
DDS0180-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $79.00 $79.00

Super Stone Ultra 200x2.8x10 D

Bore 25.4/22.2
DDS0200-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $89.00 $89.00

Super Stone Ultra 230x2.8x10 D

Bore 22.2
DDS0230-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Super Stone Ultra 250x2.8x10 D

Bore 25.4+pin
DDS0250-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $159.00 $159.00
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Super Stone Ultra 304x3.2x10 D

Bore 25.4+pin
DDS0300-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $199.00 $199.00

Super Stone Ultra 350x3.2x10 D

Bore 25.4+pin
DDS0350-SSU

The Super Stone Ultra is an evolution of the original Super Stone and has enhanced lifetime and also
enhanced precision characteristics to provide a precise, chip free and clean cut for Granite slabs and
Granite tiles. This blade is also suitable for cutting general hard stone, Concrete as well as thick Porcelain
and Vitrified tiles. The Super Stone Ultra blade features a Continuous Turbo rim (C3R).

Trade $235.00 $235.00

Rescue blade 230x2.8x4 FE200 D

Ductile, Metal pipes, Cast Iron, PVC, Masonry
DDS0230-FE200

Rescue / Ductile Iron Blade, featuring Electroplated Diamond Side Protection on steel core to eliminate the
blade from “pinching” when cutting pipes. The blade produces a fast &amp; smooth cut of ductile / Cast
Iron pipes. Compared to Abrasive cut off blades, the Rescue / Ductile Iron blade maintains its total outside
diameter, which eliminates constant blade change and ensures for full cutting depth at all time. Lifetime of
1 blade is approximately the equivalent of over 100 abrasive blades. Main applications include: Ductile
&amp; Cast Iron, Fire &amp; Rescue operation, Demolition, Metal pipes, PVC, Masonry, general
construction yard cutting.

Trade $169.00 $169.00

Rescue blade 350x2.8x4 FE200 D

Ductile, Metal pipes, Cast Iron, PVC, Masonry
DDS0350-FE200

Rescue / Ductile Iron Blade, featuring Electroplated Diamond Side Protection on steel core to eliminate the
blade from “pinching” when cutting pipes. The blade produces a fast &amp; smooth cut of ductile / Cast
Iron pipes. Compared to Abrasive cut off blades, the Rescue / Ductile Iron blade maintains its total outside
diameter, which eliminates constant blade change and ensures for full cutting depth at all time. Lifetime of
1 blade is approximately the equivalent of over 100 abrasive blades. Main applications include: Ductile
&amp; Cast Iron, Fire &amp; Rescue operation, Demolition, Metal pipes, PVC, Masonry, general
construction yard cutting.

Trade $275.00 $275.00
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Rescue blade 400x2.8x4 FE200 D

Ductile, Metal pipes, Cast Iron, PVC, Masonry
DDS0400-FE200

Rescue / Ductile Iron Blade, featuring Electroplated Diamond Side Protection on steel core to eliminate the
blade from “pinching” when cutting pipes. The blade produces a fast &amp; smooth cut of ductile / Cast
Iron pipes. Compared to Abrasive cut off blades, the Rescue / Ductile Iron blade maintains its total outside
diameter, which eliminates constant blade change and ensures for full cutting depth at all time. Lifetime of
1 blade is approximately the equivalent of over 100 abrasive blades. Main applications include: Ductile
&amp; Cast Iron, Fire &amp; Rescue operation, Demolition, Metal pipes, PVC, Masonry, general
construction yard cutting.

Trade $345.00 $345.00

Tile mighty 80x1.2x5 D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles, Bore 15mm
DDS0080-TMY-C3R

Tile Mighty: The preferred diamond saw blade for the Pro Tile Layer. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles and Granite, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style which
provides a fast &amp; chip free cut. The only blade with even better performance is the Tile Max.

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Blade Pack 4" (Buy 10 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Tile Mighty)
DDS0100-ABP03

Buy 10pc 4” / 105mm Tile Mighty blades and get a Free Makita Grinder 4" 9553 NBK 710W with case

Trade $390.00 $390.00

Tile master 106x1.2x8 D

Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles
DDS0105-TMA-C3R

Tile Master: A popular choice for both the Pro Tiler and the DIY user. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style rim which provides a fast
&amp; chip free cut. Incorporated into the steel body is a flange boss that provides extra safety and better
grinder flange attachment.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Tile Max 106x1.2x10 # D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles R/Body Bore 22.23/16
DDS0106-TMX-C3R

Tile Max: The latest development for tile cutting. The Tile Max is an evolution of the hugely popular Tile
Mighty blade. Features: Unique A fluted continues rim, chip free performance, provides a smoother &amp;
faster cut, raised collar bush for optimum flange support. The Tile Max can be used wet &amp; dry and is
suitable for: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic Tiles, Vitrified Tiles, Granite, any glazed Tiles

Trade $59.00 $59.00
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Tile mighty 106x1.4x8 D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles
DDS0106-TMY-C3R

Tile Mighty: The preferred diamond saw blade for the Pro Tile Layer. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles and Granite, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style which
provides a fast &amp; chip free cut. The only blade with even better performance is the Tile Max.

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Blade Pack 4.5" (Buy 10 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Tile Mighty)
DDS0115-ABP01

Trade $400.00 $400.00

Tile master 115x1.4x8 D

Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles
DDS0115-TMA-C3R

Tile Master: A popular choice for both the Pro Tiler and the DIY user. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style rim which provides a fast
&amp; chip free cut. Incorporated into the steel body is a flange boss that provides extra safety and better
grinder flange attachment.

Trade $21.00 $21.00

Tile Max 115x1.3x10 # D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles R/Body Bore 22.23/16
DDS0115-TMX-C3R

Tile Max: The latest development for tile cutting. The Tile Max is an evolution of the hugely popular Tile
Mighty blade. Features: Unique A fluted continues rim, chip free performance, provides a smoother &amp;
faster cut, raised collar bush for optimum flange support. The Tile Max can be used wet &amp; dry and is
suitable for: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic Tiles, Vitrified Tiles, Granite, any glazed Tiles

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Tile mighty 115x1.4x8 D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles
DDS0115-TMY-C3R

Tile Mighty: The preferred diamond saw blade for the Pro Tile Layer. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles and Granite, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style which
provides a fast &amp; chip free cut. The only blade with even better performance is the Tile Max.

Trade $40.00 $40.00

Blade Pack 5" (Buy 10 blades & get a free Grinder) C

(Tile Mighty)
DDS0125-ABP01

Trade $450.00 $450.00
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Tile master 125x1.4x8 D

Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles
DDS0125-TMA-C3R

Tile Master: A popular choice for both the Pro Tiler and the DIY user. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style rim which provides a fast
&amp; chip free cut. Incorporated into the steel body is a flange boss that provides extra safety and better
grinder flange attachment.

Trade $23.00 $23.00

Tile mighty 125x1.2x8 D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles
DDS0125-TMY-C3R

Tile Mighty: The preferred diamond saw blade for the Pro Tile Layer. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles and Granite, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style which
provides a fast &amp; chip free cut. The only blade with even better performance is the Tile Max.

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Tile mighty 150x1.6x8 D

Porcelain, Ceramic tiles
DDS0150-TMY-C3R

Tile Mighty: The preferred diamond saw blade for the Pro Tile Layer. Designed to cut, Porcelain &amp;
Ceramic Tiles and Granite, wet &amp; dry. The diamond section features a Thin Turbo style which
provides a fast &amp; chip free cut. The only blade with even better performance is the Tile Max.

Trade $59.00 $59.00
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Sharpening disc 125x20x22.2/55x10 38A46M7V5A C

not to exceed 40m/s or 6500rpm
MDX-AID-MASD1

The Sharpening disc is designed to re-expose dull Diamonds in Sintered Diamond Tools, due to glazing
caused by hard materials or wrong application. The sharpening can restore the original cutting / drilling /
grinding speed of the diamond tool. The disc must not be operated over its allowed 40m/s or 6500rpm.
Use on low or variable speed 5” / 125mm angle grinders.

Trade $69.00 $69.00

Sharpening block SP1 160x30x320 C

MDX-AID-MASP1

The Sharpening Block is designed to re-expose dull Diamonds in Sintered Diamond Tools, due to glazing
caused by hard materials or wrong application. The sharpening can restore the original cutting / drilling /
grinding speed of the diamond tool.

Trade $119.00 $119.00

Sharpening block SP2 80x25x150 C

MDX-AID-MASP2

The Sharpening Block is designed to re-expose dull Diamonds in Sintered Diamond Tools, due to glazing
caused by hard materials or wrong application. The sharpening can restore the original cutting / drilling /
grinding speed of the diamond tool.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Glue stirrer LG120# D

MPTX-EIB-STRLG120

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Mortar stirrer M160 (hex)# D

MPTX-EIB-STRM160

Trade $69.00 $69.00

Mortar stirrer MG120 (M14) Ø120mm# D

right
MPTX-EIB-STRMG120

Trade $54.90 $54.90
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Mortar stirrer MG140 (M14) Ø140mm# D

right
MPTX-EIB-STRMG140

Trade $59.50 $59.50

Mortar stirrer MG160 (M14) Ø160# D

right
MPTX-EIB-STRMG160

right

Trade $69.00 $69.00

Mortar stirrer R100 (hex)# D

MPTX-EIB-STRR100

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Mortar stirrer RG100 (M14)# D

MPTX-EIB-STRRG100

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Strait-line Chalk Powder 5lb YELLOW C

MPTX-HOL-006

Trade $85.00 $85.00

Dry Cut Blade Spacer Kit 19pce C

MPTX-HOL-BSK01

Is the bore (centre hole) of your diamond blade bigger than the arbor flange on your angle grinder or cut
off machine? Simply use an appropriate blade spacer. Holer has made it easy by offering this Blade
Spacer kit with contains a variety of blade spacers in various dimensions. Always ensure that any spacer
used has the correct inner / outer diameter, fits snug on the inside of the blade bore and the angle grinder
flange rim and that it is always the same thickness as the diamond blade. Prior start up, check that the
blade is fitted correctly and without any wobble.

Trade $9.00 $9.00

Category - Powertools
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Flush cut flange M14 for dry blades C

MPTX-HOL-CFCFM14

Trade $49.50 $49.50

Loop Handle for Makita Grinder 9040 A

MPTX-HOL-GDHAL

Trade $79.00 $79.00

Grinder Deluxe spanner D

MPTX-HOL-GDLUX

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Grinder nut adaptor 5/8" D

MPTX-HOL-GNA58

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Grinder nut adaptor M14 D

MPTX-HOL-GNAM14

Trade $45.00 $45.00

T-Type Hex Key 6mm Wrench D

MPTX-HOL-KT114506MR

Trade $6.00 $6.00

Category - Powertools
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PDL Inline RCD 16A 30MA IP33 Rewirable Unit

PDR955RW
ZSP-HOL-00000025

PDR955RW

Trade $111.50 $111.50

Polisher 12" DS301 220V C

MPT-CCT-6043607

Trade $3,999.00 $3,999.00

Eibenstock EFB 152 PX Tile Drill Machine C

1150W 250-1000rpm
MPT-EIB-EFB152

1150W 250-1000rpm

Trade $1,925.00 $1,925.00

Eibenstock EHM 162S mortar mixer D

1600W
MPT-EIB-EHM162S

Trade $695.00 $695.00

Eibenstock EHR 15SB mortar mixer# D

1000W
MPT-EIB-EHR15SB

1000W

Trade $450.00 $450.00

Eibenstock WPN 180 wet polisher C

MPT-EIB-WPN180

Trade $695.00 $695.00

Category - Powertools
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Grinder DRY Polishing pack Premium*** 5" C

MPT-HOL-GSP05

Trade $695.00 $695.00

Grinder DRY Polishing pack Standard** 5" C

MPT-HOL-GSP052

Trade $635.00 $635.00

Grinder DRY Polishing pack Basic* 5" C

MPT-HOL-GSP053

Trade $575.00 $575.00

Makita Cut-off Machine 2414NB 14" 2400W A

3,800rpm
MPT-MAK-2414NB

Trade $535.00 $535.00

Makita Cutter 14" 4114S 2400w C

Max cut 125mm, soft start
MPT-MAK-4114S

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00

Makita Drill Cordless Driver Kit 12v 6271DWPE C

2 x 1.3Ah batteries, 2 speed VSR, 16+1 torque settings
MPT-MAK-6271DWPE

Trade $245.00 $245.00

Category - Powertools
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Makita Grinder 7" GA7020 2200W C

8,500rpm, 4.7kg, with side grip
MPT-MAK-7020

Trade $325.00 $325.00

Makita Grinder 9" GA9040SK 2400W C

6,600rpm, 5.5kg, soft start, with carry case
MPT-MAK-9040S

6,600rpm, 5.5kg, soft start, with carry case

Trade $460.00 $460.00

Makita Sander / Polisher 7" 1,200w C

preset speed of 0-600/3,000rpm, Velcro pad type
MPT-MAK-9227CB

Trade $560.00 $560.00

Makita Grinder 4" 9553 NBK 710W C

11,000rpm, 1.4kg, side grip, plastic carry case
MPT-MAK-9553NBK

11,000rpm, 1.4kg, side grip, plastic carry case

Trade $142.50 $142.50

Makita Grinder 4-4.5" 9554NBK 710W C

10,000rpm, 1.4kg side grip, plastic carry case
MPT-MAK-9554NBK

Trade $147.50 $147.50

Makita Grinder 5" 9555 NBK 710W C

10,000rpm, 1.4kg, side grip, plastic carry case
MPT-MAK-9555NBK

Trade $154.00 $154.00

Category - Powertools
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Makita Grinder 4" 9556NB 840W C

11,000rpm, 1.6kg, side grip
MPT-MAK-9556NB

Trade $147.00 $147.00

Makita Grinder 4-4.5" 9557NB 840W C

11,000rpm, 1.6kg, side grip
MPT-MAK-9557NB

Trade $154.00 $154.00

Makita Grinder 5" 9558NB 840W C

11,000rpm, 1.6kg, side grip
MPT-MAK-9558NB

11,000rpm, 1.6kg, side grip

Trade $164.00 $164.00

Makita Grinder 4-1/2" 9564H 1,100W SJS System C

11,000rpm, 1.8kg, Super-joint sys
MPT-MAK-9564H

11,000rpm, 1.8kg, Super-joint sys

Trade $285.00 $285.00

Makita Grinder 5" 9565CV Variable speed 1400W C

2,800-11,000rpm, Super-joint sys, Elec limiter, soft start
MPT-MAK-9565CV

2,800-11,000rpm, Super-joint sys, Elec limiter, soft start

Trade $449.00 $449.00

Makita Grinder 5" 9565H 1,100W SJS System C

11,000rpm, 1.8kg, Super-joint sys
MPT-MAK-9565H

11,000rpm, 1.8kg, Super-joint sys

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Category - Powertools
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Makita Cutter Cordless 85mm CC300DW 10.8v Wet C

25.4mm cut, 1400rpm Lithium-Lon
MPT-MAK-CC300DW

Trade $349.00 $349.00

Makita Cutter Cordless 85mm CC300DW 10.8v Wet C

25.4mm cut, 1400rpm Lithium-Lon
MPT-MAK-CC300DW

Trade $349.00 $349.00

Makita Drill DP4010K 13mm 720w VSR 0-1200, 0-2900rpm C

Keyed chuck with plastic carry case
MPT-MAK-DP4010K

Trade $315.00 $315.00

Makita Demo Hammer SDS-Max 1100W/ 1100-2650bpm HM0871C C

11.6 joules, soft start, AVT
MPT-MAK-HM0871C

Trade $1,085.00 $1,085.00

Makita Demolition Hammer Kango HM1200K 940W C

Kango type Bits 2,000bpm steel case
MPT-MAK-HM1200K

Trade $1,425.00 $1,425.00

Makita Demolition Hammer SDXMAX HM1203C 1510W C

varable speed 950-1900pbm 9.2kg, plastic case
MPT-MAK-HM1203C

varable speed 950-1900pbm 9.2kg, plastic case

Trade $1,495.00 $1,495.00

Category - Powertools
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Makita Demolition Hammer SDS-MAX HM1214C 1500W C

MPT-MAK-HM1214C

Trade $1,895.00 $1,895.00

Makita Demolition Hammer 30mm Hex HM1317C 1510W C

730-1450 blows per min
MPT-MAK-HM1317C

comes with case &amp; wheels and chisel

Trade $1,895.00 $1,895.00

Makita Breaker 28.6mm Shank 2000W/ 1050bpm HM1810 C

Standard with Hex Wrench
MPT-MAK-HM1810

Trade $3,775.00 $3,775.00

Category - Powertools
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Core Cut CC811MH Petrol block saw, 24" blade cap A

11Hp Honda GX390 w/water pump
MST-CCT-CC811MH-24

Trade $8,500.00 $8,500.00

Core Cut CM875 block saw, 20" blade cap A

7.5HP/380V/50hz/3ph w/water pump
MST-CCT-CM875-20

Trade $7,500.00 $7,500.00

Core Cut CM875 block saw, 24" blade cap A

7.5HP/380V/50hz/3ph w/water pump
MST-CCT-CM875-24

7.5HP/380V/50hz/3ph w/water pump

Trade $7,950.00 $7,950.00

Tyrolit TME 650 block saw 3-phase B

650mm blade capacity
MST-TYT-TME0650

Trade $7,950.00 $7,950.00

Tyrolit TME 900 block saw 3-phase B

1000mm blade capacity
MST-TYT-TME0900

Trade $8,945.00 $8,945.00

BT Brick Saw - Electric

350mm blade capacity
MST-BTB-BSAW

Trade $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Category - Masonry Saw machines
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Tyrolit TBE 350mm brick saw c/w tilt C

3HP (2.2kW) / 230V / 10A / 50Hz
MST-TYT-TBE350S

The TBE350 is designed for the professional contractor in mind. Features include: Stainless steel water
tray, water pump, powerful 3HP (2.2kW) induction motor with direct drive, sturdy handle and spring lever
allowing for quick plunge cuts, chassis tilt for miter cuts. The saw can accommodate both 14” (350mm) and
16” (400mm) saw blades. Max cutting length 600mm.

Trade $2,450.00 $2,450.00

Achilli slab saw AMS 80 C

350mm blade capacity
MST-ACH-AMS080

Trade $2,955.00 $2,955.00

Achilli slab saw AMS 100 C

350mm blade capacity
MST-ACH-AMS100

Trade $2,995.00 $2,995.00

Achilli slab saw AMS 130 C

350mm blade capacity
MST-ACH-AMS130

Trade $3,350.00 $3,350.00

Achilli side table for AMS 80/130 C

MSTX-ACH-STAMS

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Achilli tile saw ATS 60 D

200mm blade capacity
MST-ACH-ATS60

Trade $2,450.00 $2,450.00
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Achilli tile saw ATS 80 D

200mm blade capacity
MST-ACH-ATS80

Trade $2,650.00 $2,650.00

Achilli side table for ATS 60/80 D

MSTX-ACH-STATS

Trade $99.00 $99.00
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Table saw 300x3x8 BSBL Super Silent C2GW D

Concrete & G/P, wet & dry
DTS0300-BSBL-C2GW

The BSBL is a brick / table saw blade designed for cutting general building material such as concrete
block, bricks &amp; pavers featuring a Sandwich Super Silent steel core for noise reduction. The diamond
blade is laser welded and can be used wet or dry on brick saw machines.

Trade $255.00 $255.00

Table saw 350x3x9 BSBL (Super Silent) D

Concrete, Bricks &amp; Pavers, G/P
DTS0350-BSBL-C2GW

The BSBL is a brick / table saw blade designed for cutting general building material such as concrete
block, bricks &amp; pavers featuring a Sandwich Super Silent steel core for noise reduction. The diamond
blade is laser welded and can be used wet or dry on brick saw machines.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Table saw 400x3x9 BSBL Super Silent C2GW D

Concrete & G/P, wet & dry
DTS0400-BSBL-C2GW

The BSBL is a brick / table saw blade designed for cutting general building material such as concrete
block, bricks &amp; pavers featuring a Sandwich Super Silent steel core for noise reduction. The diamond
blade is laser welded and can be used wet or dry on brick saw machines.

Trade $399.00 $399.00

Table saw 300x3x9 TSS10 Super Silent C2G#

Aust. hard clay pavers, wet only
DTS0300-TSS10-C2G

Trade $445.00 $49.00

Table saw 300x3x9 TSS20 Super Silent C2G

Aust. hard clay pavers, wet only
DTS0300-TSS20-C2G

The TSS20 is a table saw blade designed for cutting Hard Australian Clay Pavers / Bricks featuring a
Sandwich Super Silent steel core for noise reduction. The segments are soft bond and brazed and the
blade must be used wet only on brick saw machines.

Trade $255.00 $49.00

Category - Brick & Paver Saw blades
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Table saw 350x3.2x10 BSH (Super Silent) D

Austral bricks &amp; hard clay pavers, wet only!
DTS0350-BSH-001

The BSH is a brick / table saw blade designed for cutting the hardest building materials such as Austral
bricks and pavers, Australian hard clay paver, Klinker &amp; pavers featuring a Sandwich Super Silent
steel core for noise reduction.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Refractory saw 230x2.4x9 F80 C

DTS0230-F080-C2GW

Trade $415.00 $415.00

Refractory saw 350x3.2x7 F80 B

SuperSilent C2GW
DTS0350-F080-C2GW

Trade $650.00 $650.00

Refractory saw 400x3.2x7 F80 B

SuperSilent C2GW
DTS0400-F080-C2GW

Trade $715.00 $715.00

Refractory saw 450x3.2x9 F80 B

SuperSilent C2GW
DTS0450-F080-C2GW

Trade $950.00 $950.00

Refractory saw 500x3.6x9 F80 B

SuperSilent C2GW
DTS0500-F080-C2GW

SuperSilent C2GW

Trade $750.00 $750.00

Category - Brick & Paver Saw blades
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Refractory saw 600x3.6x9 F80 Brazed B

SuperSilent C2GW
DTS0600-F080-C2

Trade $950.00 $950.00

Refractory saw 600x3.6x9 F80 B

DTS0600-F080-C7W

Trade $850.00 $850.00

Category - Brick & Paver Saw blades
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Venom Dry tile bit 6mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0006-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $39.00 $31.00

Venom Dry tile bit 8mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0008-01

Trade $42.00 $42.00

Venom Dry tile bit 10mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0010-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $43.00 $43.00

Venom Dry tile bit 12mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0012-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $44.00 $44.00

Venom Dry tile bit 15mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0015-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $46.00 $46.00

Venom Dry tile Bit 20mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0020-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Category - Tile Core Drill Bits
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Venom Dry tile bit 25mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0025-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $57.00 $57.00

Venom Dry tile bit 32mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0032-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $72.00 $72.00

Venom Dry tile bit 35mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0035-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $79.00 $59.00

Venom Dry tile bit 50mm x 35mm M14 D

Vacuum brazed
DCD0050-01

Venom Bit (VB) designed for wet &amp; dry drilling of Granite, Tiles, Concrete and Masonry. Vacuum
brazed technology and ultra fast performance. M14 thread allows for direct connection to angle grinder.

Trade $99.00 $99.00

Tile drill pilot guide with suction cup D

DCW0001-T100-TDG1

Trade $75.00 $75.00

Tile core drill kit (7pc) with case D

incl: 6, 8, 10, 13mm; w/swivel, pilot guide
DCW0001-T100-TDK7

The T100 tile drill kit is ideal for all trades people and also for the DIY professional. Included with the kit is
a lockable aluminum case containing 4pc of the most common diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits (6, 8,
10 and 13mm), 1pc of the P12.7 water swivel &amp; Allen key and a drill guide (steady) with suction cup.
The T100 series diamond core drill bits are sintered and provide a fast and effective solution for core
drilling various material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total
drilling depth: 50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended
P12.7 water swivel allowing for optimum water cooling. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet, on
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non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more. All drill bits from this kit are also available as
individual items and all other T100 bits can be used with the water swivel up to 125mm.

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Tile core drill 6mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0006-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Tile core drill 8mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0008-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Tile core drill 10mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0010-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $51.00 $51.00

Tile core drill 13mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0013-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $59.00 $59.00
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Tile core drill 16mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0016-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $59.00 $59.00

Tile core drill 20mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0020-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $59.00 $59.00

Tile core drill 25mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0025-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $75.00 $75.00

Tile core drill 28mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0028-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $75.00 $75.00

Tile core drill 30mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0030-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.
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Trade $85.00 $85.00

Tile core drill 32mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0032-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $90.00 $90.00

Tile core drill 35mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0035-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $95.00 $95.00

Tile core drill 38mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0038-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $99.00 $99.00

Tile core drill 40mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0040-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

Tile core drill 45mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0045-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
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50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Tile core drill 50mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0050-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Tile core drill 62mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0062-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Tile core drill 72mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0072-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $149.00 $149.00

Tile core drill 82mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0082-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $155.00 $155.00
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Tile core drill 92mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0092-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $169.00 $169.00

Tile core drill 102mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0102-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $215.00 $215.00

Tile core drill 115mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0115-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $250.00 $250.00

Tile core drill 125mmx50xP12.7 T100 D

DCW0125-T100-P12

T100 Diamond Sintered Tile Core Drill bits provide a fast and effective solution for core drilling various
material, such as: Porcelain &amp; Ceramic tiles, Granite, Marble, Schist and Stone. Total drilling depth:
50mm. Featuring a 12.7mm (½”) back end that is designed to fit into the recommended P12.7 water swivel
allowing for optimum water cooling. Alternatively the drill bit will fit straight into most drill chucks, however
adequate water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided. The T100 Series is designed to be used wet,
on non-hammer action drilling machines with 750W or more.

Trade $275.00 $275.00

Pressure bottle w 2.5m hose & couplings (solo) C

MDX-AID-PRESSB01

Pressure bottle (Solo) with 2.5m hose and Gardena style water couplings and on/off valve. Ideal used in
conjunction with Diamond wet tile drill bits.

Trade $145.00 $145.00
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Dia-wire 1m Ø10.5mm (sintered) BS30 (orange) B

Reinforced Concrete
DWI1000-BS30

The BS30 is a Standard** quality diamond wire, designed to cut reinforced concrete. Featuring 40 sintered
beads per meter, with spring and rubber coating. The BS30 is an extremely durable and versatile diamond
wire that can handle tough conditions and is very forgiving even in the hands of non-experienced
operators. 1 linear meter produces 2-6 square meters of lifetime making it a very cost effective wire!
Cutting speed is generally 1-3 square meters per hour. Best matched to low (LP) and medium powered
(MP) wire saw machines. Operating speed: soft concrete &amp; low steel content: 20-25m/s, hard
concrete &amp; heavy steel 15-20 m/s.

Trade $149.00 $149.00

Dia-wire 1m Ø10.5mm (sintered) BS40 (black) B

Heavy Reinforced Concrete
DWI1000-BS40

The BS40 is a Premium*** quality diamond wire, designed to cut heavy reinforced concrete. Featuring 40
sintered beads per meter, with spring and rubber coating. The BS40 is an extremely durable and versatile
diamond wire that can handle tough conditions and is very forgiving even in the hands of non-experienced
operators. 1 linear meter produces 1-4 square meters of lifetime making it a very cost effective wire!
Cutting speed is generally 2-3 square meters per hour. Best matched to medium powered (MP) and high
powered (HP) wire saw machines. Operating speed: soft concrete &amp; low steel content: 20-25m/s,
hard concrete &amp; heavy steel 15-20 m/s.

Trade $159.00 $159.00

Dia-wire 1m Ø10.5mm (sintered) BS50 (yellow) B

Super Reinforced Concrete (Array diamonds)
DWI1000-BS50

Trade $169.00 $169.00

Dia-wire 1m Ø10.2mm (galvanic) DWM***-C (yellow) B

Ultra Reinforced Concrete &amp; Pure Steel
DWI1000-DWM

The DWM-C*** is a Premium*** quality diamond wire, designed to cut Ultra Reinforced concrete or pure
steel. Featuring 46 galvanic (electro plated) beads per meter, with spring and rubber coating. 1 linear
meter can produce 1-2 square meters of lifetime when cutting reinforced concrete or 0.01-0.1 square
meters. Cutting speed is generally very fast 3-4 square meters per hour. Best matched to medium
powered (MP) and high powered (HP) wire saw machines. Set feed pressure to medium Operating speed:
soft concrete &amp; low steel content: 20-25m/s, hard concrete &amp; heavy steel 15-20 m/s.

Trade $210.00 $210.00

Dia-wire 1m Ø8.5mm (galvanic) DWM***-C (yellow) B

Ultra Reinforced Concrete &amp; Pure Steel
DWI1000-DWM-85

The DWM-C*** is a Premium*** quality diamond wire, designed to cut Ultra Reinforced concrete or pure
steel. Featuring 46 galvanic (electro plated) beads per meter, with spring and rubber coating. 1 linear
meter can produce 1-2 square meters of lifetime when cutting reinforced concrete or 0.01-0.1 square
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meters. Cutting speed is generally very fast 3-4 square meters per hour. Best matched to medium
powered (MP) and high powered (HP) wire saw machines. Set feed pressure to medium Operating speed:
soft concrete &amp; low steel content: 20-25m/s, hard concrete &amp; heavy steel 15-20 m/s.

Trade $279.00 $279.00

Wire hydraulic hand press / crimp w case B

80kN Cembre
MWSX-HOL-WSC08

Trade $3,500.00 $3,500.00

Wire press / crimp insert (spare pair) B

Replacment jaws for Cembre
MWSX-HOL-WSCI08

Trade $337.00 $337.00

Handheld Punch / Fixing Device wire joiner B

MWSX-TYT-148130

Trade $86.50 $86.50

Assembly device SMGV for joint connector complete B

for pushing out pin
MWSX-TYT-SMGV

Trade $325.00 $325.00

Wire Joiner Repair Connector SVR 11mm A

single short sleeve
MWSX-TYT-SVR

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Replacement bolt for SMGV Wire Joiner A

MWSX-TYT-SWERKZ

Trade $45.00 $45.00
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Wire Joiner Universal SVG (each pair) A

sold as 5 pairs only
MWSX-TYT-VSG11

Trade $75.00 $75.00
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Wire notching pulley 200mm Holer B

MWSX-HOL-WSPNT02

Trade $990.00 $990.00

Wire plunge saw kit comp (Pair) B

MWSX-HOL-WSPSK01

Trade $8,900.00 $8,900.00

Wire guide device (xmas tree) Ø200mm cpl. New Style B

w 1pair turn pulleys, rig, cross bar
MWSX-HOL-WSPUT02

Trade $6,350.00 $6,350.00

Wire guide device (xmas tree) Ø280mm cpl. New Style B

w 1pair turn pulleys, rig, cross bar
MWSX-HOL-WSPUT03

Trade $8,350.00 $8,350.00

Deflection Pulley 200m compl for xmas tree

ZSP-HOL-P50050

Trade $679.56 $679.56

Rubber Lining 200mm SB (all) SK-B (drive) hard r

0000-60147-33
ZSP-TYT-960575

0000-60147-33

Trade $82.35 $82.35
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Deflection pulley 200mm compl (hard r)

99MS-60129-70
ZSP-TYT-961901

Trade $695.25 $695.25

Deflection pulley 200mm compl w hole 13mm (75 shore)

99MS-60129-60
ZSP-TYT-961902

Trade $685.10 $685.10

Drive Unit (SB top) complete set of 7

99MS-60129-30
ZSP-TYT-961927

Trade $4,470.17 $4,470.17

Deflection pulley unit (SB bottom) complete set of 6

99MS-60129-40
ZSP-TYT-961935

Trade $2,527.49 $2,527.49

Deflection pulley 200mm compl (soft r)

99MS-60139-06
ZSP-TYT-964254

99MS-60139-06

Trade $571.86 $571.86

Drive wheel w rubber lining 280mm SK-SD

99MS-60053-31
ZSP-TYT-976998

Trade $558.15 $558.15

Category - Wiresaw machines
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Rubber Lining 200mm SK-SD / SK-B (all deflection) soft r

0000-60086-68
ZSP-TYT-977529

Trade $74.05 $74.05

Wiresaw GS-180-30 (18m storage, 30kW) A

2c Ø360mm drive wheels, var speed
MWI-HOL-GS-180-30

Trade $113,000.00 $113,000.00

Wire saw system: High-Frequ circular CCE25 / P2 A

500-2500mm openings
MWI-TYT-CCE25

High Cycle / High Frequency circular wire saw. To create openings in any form: oval, round or any other.
Suitable for openings from 500mm to 2500mm.

Trade $59,950.00 $59,950.00

Wire saw system: High Frequ WCE14 / P2 A

14.2m storage
MWI-TYT-WCE14P2

High Cycle / High Frequency wire saw. To create unlimited cuts into any structure, depth or shape.

Trade $77,950.00 $77,950.00

Wire saw system: High Frequ WCE8 / P2 A

7.5m storage
MWI-TYT-WCE8

High Cycle / High Frequency wire saw. To create unlimited cuts into any structure, depth or
shape.<br><br><a target="_blank" href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyGlJzAcl4A"><img
style="width:70px;height:49px;float:left" src="/Server/youtube-logo2.jpg"></a><br><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyGlJzAcl4A">Click here to view Holer Diamond Wire Youtube
video</a>

Trade $65,950.00 $65,950.00

Wire saw system: Hydraulic SB

15.5m storage
MWI-TYT-SB-KIT-1

Trade $49,950.00 $49,950.00
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Wire saw system: Hydraulic WCH8 A

7.5m storage
MWI-TYT-SK-B-KIT

Trade $26,950.00 $26,950.00

Wire saw system: Hydraulic SK-SD A

10.8m storage, dual drive
MWI-TYT-SK-SD-KIT

Trade $31,500.00 $31,500.00

Wire saw system: Hydraulic circular CCH25 A

500-2500mm openings
MWI-TYT-SL-KIT-1

Hydraulic circular wire saw. To create openings in any form: oval, round or any other. Suitable for openings
from 500mm to 2500mm.

Trade $22,500.00 $22,500.00

Wire saw system: Hydraulic WCH14 A

14.2m storage
MWI-TYT-WCH14P

Trade $36,950.00 $36,950.00

Category - Wiresaw machines
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Wall saw track foot (rotary) multi swivel foot cpl.

99MS-60023-80
ZSP-TYT-10977452

Trade $1,664.00 $1,664.00

Wall saw track G type 2200mm alu

ZSP-TYT-10981818

Lightweight aluminium rail suitable for applications up to 25 kW, featuring steel insert guides, replaceable
steel tooth profile, extendable.

Trade $6,095.00 $6,095.00

Wall saw track G type 1100mm alu

ZSP-TYT-10982079

Lightweight aluminium rail suitable for applications up to 25 kW, featuring steel insert guides, replaceable
steel tooth profile, extendable.

Trade $3,200.00 $3,200.00

Blade guard 800mm 3pc All In One

ZSP-TYT-10984099

Trade $6,250.00 $6,250.00

Blade guard 1000mm 3pc All In One

ZSP-TYT-10984100

Trade $6,500.00 $6,500.00

Blade guard 1200mm 3pc All In One

ZSP-TYT-10984101

Trade $6,995.00 $6,995.00
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Wall saw track foot for V type foot angle (not swivel)

99MS-60136-05
ZSP-TYT-961983

Trade $2,042.88 $2,042.88

Track stopper for VAS tracks

99MS-60058-70
ZSP-TYT-963698

Trade $168.74 $168.74

Wall saw track foot for V type alu flat

99MS-60022-77
ZSP-TYT-965987

99MS-60022-77

Trade $844.80 $844.80

Wall saw track VS type 1100mm steel

ZSP-TYT-974400

Trade $4,678.00 $4,678.00

Wall saw track VS type 2200mm steel

ZSP-TYT-974406

Trade $9,450.00 $9,450.00

Wall saw track foot for V type (DZ/FZ black)

ZSP-TYT-974478

Trade $785.00 $785.00
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Blade guard 2200mm 2-part

ZSP-TYT-976184

Trade $9,500.00 $9,500.00

Blade guard holder for bolt (for 2 part guard)

ZSP-TYT-977334

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00

Blade guard 1600mm 2-part

(requires ZSP-TYT-977334)
ZSP-TYT-977606

Trade $5,250.00 $5,250.00

Wall saw system: High Freq EX A

Gear drive, 11kW, max blade 750mm
MWS-TYT-EX-KIT

11kW of power with overall weight of just 26kg thanks to ergonomic design. Different blade diameters can
be used, max. 750mm with a cutting depth of max 320mm. Optimum cutting speed due to integrated
automatic feed mechanism. Suitable for floor cutting and flush cutting due to the adjustable saw head (50
mm). Useful for quick, easy door and window cutting thanks to rail system with rotating rail support.

Trade $59,950.00 $59,950.00

Wall saw system: High Freq WSE1217 / P2 A

Gear drive, max blade 1600mm
MWS-TYT-WSE1217-KIT

Significantly increased reliability and cutting performance thanks to innovative Tyrolit P2 Technology.
Higher productivity due to reduced service costs and maintenance-friendly design. Easy assembly and
transport because of very lightweight, compact system components. Optimized cutting characteristics
thanks to new automatic feed mechanism. Compatible with proven VAS track system. The high cycle
components can be used for 4 applications using the modular system: Wall sawing / wire sawing / circular
wire sawing / drilling.<br><br><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tV7XBxARavw"><img style="width:70px;height:49px;float:left"
src="/Server/youtube-logo2.jpg"></a><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tV7XBxARavw"><br>Click here to view WSE1217 Wall Saw
Youtube video</a>

Trade $85,950.00 $85,950.00
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Wall saw system: Hydraulic DZ-S2 A

Belt drive, max blade 1200mm
MWS-TYT-DZS2-KIT

Trade $33,950.00 $33,950.00

Wall saw system: Hydraulic FZ-2ST: A

Belt drive, max blade 1600mm
MWS-TYT-FZ2ST-KIT

Trade $48,950.00 $48,950.00

Wall saw system: Hydraulic FZ-4S A

Gear drive, max blade 2200mm
MWS-TYT-FZ4S-KIT

Trade $55,950.00 $55,950.00

Wall saw system: Hydraulic WZ A

Gear drive, max blade 1600mm
MWS-TYT-WZ-KIT2

Trade $42,950.00 $42,950.00
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Wall saw 615 x 5.0 x 12 C5ZW ZERO B

52* 24 x 5.0 x 12
DWS0600-MP001

The new ZERO wall saw blade is the latest development for cutting reinforced concrete at lightning speed!

Trade $795.00 $795.00

Wall saw 815 x 5.0 x 12 C5ZW ZERO B

70* 24 x 5.0 x 12
DWS0800-MP001

The new ZERO wall saw blade is the latest development for cutting reinforced concrete at lightning speed!

Trade $1,095.00 $1,095.00

Wall saw 908 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW ZERO B

79* 24 x 4.7 x 12
DWS0900-MP001

The new ZERO wall saw blade is the latest development for cutting reinforced concrete at lightning speed!

Trade $1,195.00 $1,195.00

Wall saw 1015 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW ZERO B

87 * 24 x 4.7 x 12
DWS1000-MP001

The new ZERO wall saw blade is the latest development for cutting reinforced concrete at lightning speed!

Trade $1,395.00 $1,395.00

Wall saw 1200 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW ZERO B

106 * 24 x 4.7 x 12
DWS1200-MP001

The new ZERO wall saw blade is the latest development for cutting reinforced concrete at lightning speed!

Trade $1,795.00 $1,795.00

Wall saw 600 x 5.0 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS0600TXMP-VT

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $695.00 $695.00
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Wall saw 750 x 5.0 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS0750TXMP-VT

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $925.00 $925.00

Wall saw 800 x 5.0 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS0800TXMP-VT

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $950.00 $950.00

Wall saw 900 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS0900TXMP-VT

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $995.00 $995.00

Wall saw 1000 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS1000TXMP-VT

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00

Wall saw 1200 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS1200TXMP-VT

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $1,450.00 $1,450.00

Wall saw 1400 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS1400TXMP-TU

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $2,150.00 $2,150.00
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Wall saw 1600 x 4.5 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS1600TXMP-TU

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $2,650.00 $2,650.00

Wall saw 1800 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS1800TXMP-TU

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $3,695.00 $3,695.00

Wall saw 2000 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS2000TXMP-C7

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $6,950.00 $6,950.00

Wall saw 2200 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX MP A

DWS2200TXMP-C7

The Standard range of wall saw blades is designed to cut mature reinforced concrete, suitable for MP
Medium powered wall saws (15kW – 25kW).

Trade $19,500.00 $19,500.00
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Hydraulic Hose Set (rubber) 4m w couplings A

MHHX-HOL-04M

Trade $809.00 $809.00

Hydraulic Hose Set (rubber) 10m w couplings A

MHHX-HOL-10M

Trade $859.00 $859.00

Hydraulic Hose Set (rubber) 20m w couplings A

MHHX-HOL-20M

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Hycon HFD Oil Flow Divider A

Oil out: 20, 30 or 40l/min @ 160bar
MHHX-HYC-3030060

Trade $1,490.00 $1,490.00

Hycon Hydraulic Breaker HH10RV A

20l/min @ 160bar, 2100 blow/min Hex 19x50mm
MHH-HYC-HH10RV

HYCON HH27 is exceptionally strong coping with all jobs requiring extreme power (75% higher
performance than HH20). Best power to weight ratio. It is designed for breaking hard concrete, asphalt,
ramming jobs etc. HH27 comes standard with the HYCON PROLINE vibration-reduced handle. It is
especially used by contractors, armies, rail roads etc. Standard tool size is hex 32x160 mm. The breaker
can be connected to the HYCON powerpacks and other hydraulic power sources. It is available both as 20
and 30 l.p.m. models

Trade $3,350.00 $3,350.00

Hycon Hydraulic Breaker HH20 A

20l/min @ 160bar, 1560 blow/min Hex 32x160mm
MHH-HYC-HH20

HYCON HH20 is a compact all-round breaker. Despite low weight it handles even the toughest jobs. It is
designed for breaking concrete, asphalt, frozen ground, brick wall etc. It comes standard with the HYCON
PROLINE vibration-reduced handle, which brings high operator comfort. HH20 is preferred by contractors,
municipalitiies, utilities, armies, railroads, etc. and is perfect for rental. The breaker can be connected to
the HYCON powerpacks and other hydraulic power sources.

Trade $4,250.00 $4,250.00
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Hycon Hydraulic Breaker HH25 A

20-30l/min @ 160bar, 1380 blow/min
MHH-HYC-HH25

HYCON HH25 is compact and has very high performance in relation to its weight. It is designed for tough
jobs of breaking strong concrete, asphalt, frozen ground, ramming jobs, etc. HH25 comes standard with
the HYCON PROLINE vibration-reduced handle. It is available both as 20 and 30 l.p.m.models. It is
especially used by contractors, armies, asphalt companies, supply companies, rental etc. Standard tool
size is hex 32x160 mm. The breaker can be connected to the HPP-series and other hydraulic power
sources. Other tool sizes on request.

Trade $4,750.00 $4,750.00

Hycon Hydraulic Breaker HH27 A

20-30l/min @ 160bar, 1260 blow/min
MHH-HYC-HH27

HYCON HH27 is exceptionally strong coping with all jobs requiring extreme power (75% higher
performance than HH20). Best power to weight ratio. It is designed for breaking hard concrete, asphalt,
ramming jobs etc. HH27 comes standard with the HYCON PROLINE vibration-reduced handle.It is
especially used by contractors, armies, rail roads etc. Standard tool size is hex 32x160 mm. The breaker
can be connected to the HYCON powerpacks and other hydraulic power sources. It is available both as 20
and 30 l.p.m. models.

Trade $4,850.00 $4,850.00

Hycon Hydraulic Rock Drill HRD20 (max Ø45mm) A

20-25l/min @ 160bar
MHH-HYC-HRD20

The HYCON HRD20 rock drill is the only tool on the market with built in air flushing and 4 different settings
of blow frequency and rotations. The investment in a HYCON HRD20 rock drill and a HYCON powerpack
is therefore the best investment on the market. The rock drill is characterized by a very high performance
in relation to weight, and its high quality means long life. The drill rods are hex 22x108 mm, and therefore
all standard drills can be used. The rock drill can be connected to a HYCON powerpack or excavators or
the like. Maximum recommended drilling performance is ø45 mm and approx. 3 m deep. Depending on the
circumstances, the rock drill can reach a drilling speed of 3½ - 10 cm per minute. For holes deeper than
800 mm it needs additional air supply.

Trade $8,950.00 $8,950.00

Breaker 19x50mm Hex Moil Point A

Suit HH10RV
MHHX-HYC-4010500

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Breaker 19x50mm Hex Chisel 19mm Wide A

Suit HH10RV
MHHX-HYC-4010501

Trade $29.00 $29.00
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Breaker 19x50mm Hex Chisel 50mm Wide A

Suit HH10RV
MHHX-HYC-4010502

Trade $69.00 $69.00

Breaker 19x50mm Hex Chisel 75mm Wide A

Suit HH10RV
MHHX-HYC-4010503

Trade $89.00 $89.00

Breaker 32x160mm Hex Moil Point A

Suit HH20/25/27
MHHX-HYC-4010530

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Breaker 32x160mm Hex Chisel 32mm Wide A

Suit HH20/25/27
MHHX-HYC-4010531

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Breaker 32x160mm Hex Chisel 75mm Wide A

Suit HH20/25/27
MHHX-HYC-4010532

Trade $95.00 $95.00

Breaker 32x160mm Hex Chisel 125mm Wide A

Suit HH20/25/27
MHHX-HYC-4010533

Trade $169.00 $169.00
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Hycon powerpack HPP09 (9HP Honda) A

20l/min @ 150bar
MPP-HYC-HPP09

HYCON HPP09 is the most sold powerpack. It is used especially for rental, contractors, municipalities,
supply companies (power-water-gas-heat-sewage-telecom) etc. who mostly use 20 lpm. tools like
breakers, core drills, saws, submersible pumps etc. It is very compact with small dimensions and low
weight. Therefore it can be transported in any car, van etc. The investment in this powerpack and a
breaker is usually less than half the price of a 4m³ compressor and breaker, and the performance is the
same. Integrated oil alert on engine oil level. HPP09 comes standard with the HYCON POR system
(Power on Request) = automatic regulation of power.

Trade $6,995.00 $6,995.00

Hycon powerpack HPP13 FLEX 11ccm (13HP Honda) A

20-30l/min @ 150bar inc hourmeter
MPP-HYC-HPP13

HYCON HPP13 FLEX is the bestseller in our FLEXLINE-series of powerpacks. It is used mainly for
contractors, rental, municipalities, supply companies etc. With its infinitely variable flow adjustment from 0
to 30 lpm., the HPP13 FLEX can be used for many tools. The perfect power source for high performance
tools like breakers, cut-off saws, core drills, submersible pumps, ring saws and diamond chain saws.
HPP13 FLEX is very compact, has low weight, and is easy to transport in any vehicle. Integrated oil alert
on engine oil level.

Trade $8,950.00 $8,950.00

Hycon powerpack HPP13D (11HP Lombardini Diesel)

30l/min @ 140bar
MPP-HYC-HPP13D

HYCON HPP13D is a medium sized hydraulic diesel powerpack made for demanding users. This
powerpack gives you absolute maximum power to operate tools like breakers, submersible pumps, cut-off
saws, drilling tools, core drills, impact wrenches and many other tools.

Trade $10,500.00 $10,500.00

Hycon powerpack HPP18E (11kW/400V/35A) A

40 l/min @ 160bar
MPP-HYC-HPP18E

HYCON HPP18E is equipped with a powerful 11 kW motor. It is mostly used indoor. Typically the
customers are professional companies specialized in drilling/cutting concrete, who use ø400/ø450 mm
cut-off saws, diamond chain saws and ring saws. Also widely used for ground water lowering with
hydraulic trash pumps. In spite of the strong motor, the HPP18E is a compact powerpack easy to transport
in any van. It is very strongly built, and can work even under the toughest conditions, because the motor
and the electric box are approved for IP55 and IP54, respectively. HPP18E has a slow start function
reducing the load during starting. It needs no water cooling as it has integrated oil cooler, which is a great
advantage - especially in the winter time.

Trade $9,950.00 $9,950.00
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Hycon powerpack HPP18E FLEX (11kW/400V/35A) A

20-30-40 l/min @ 160bar
MPP-HYC-HPP18E-FLEX

HYCON HPP18E FLEX has an 11 kW motor, and the flow can be set to 20 or 30 or 40 lpm. = the perfect
powerpack for professional and specialized companies within concrete drilling and cutting. The output is
regulated by a frequency converter. This way the motor rpm is adjusted to the exact oil flow required -
meaning no cooling problems. On conventional electric powerpacks of other makes, the oil flow is adjusted
by means of valves, and in this case the oil is often overheated from insufficient cooling. The HYCON
HPP18E FLEX is the only powerpack on the market with this technical feature. The powerpack needs no
water cooling, as it has integrated oil cooler, which is a great advance - especially in the winter time.

Trade $13,950.00 $13,950.00

Hycon powerpack HPP18V Multi-FLEX (18HP Briggs) A

20-30-40 l/min @ 160bar
MPP-HYC-HPP18Multi

HYCON HPP18V MULTIFLEX is the big brother in the FLEXLINE series of powerpacks. It is intended for
simultaneous operation of 2 tools. MULTI means many. This powerpack has the most different flow
settings on the market. No other features as much as 8 different flows: 1x10-15-20-30-40 and 2x10-15-20
lpm In other words: MULTIFLEX can operate any tool! With its compact measures it can be transported in
any van. 2 persons can easily lift it. With both electric and recoil start it can be started, even if the battery is
dead.

Trade $12,950.00 $12,950.00

Hycon powerpack HPP18V FLEX (18HP Briggs) A

20-30-40 l/min @ 160bar
MPP-HYC-HPP18V-FLEX

Electric &amp; Pull start, Variable flow 20l/min or 30l/min or 40l/min, Output Pressure: Max 160bar.
Suitable for: Hand saws, Core Drills, Breakers

Trade $9,950.00 $9,950.00

Hydrostress power pack system PPH20P A

20kW, water cooled, 4-speed, int remote
MPP-TYT-PPH20P-KIT-1

Trade $41,950.00 $41,950.00

Hydrostress power pack system PPH20RRP A

20kW, water cooled, 4-speed, radio remote
MPP-TYT-PPH20RR-KIT

Trade $45,950.00 $45,950.00
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Hydrostress power pack system PPH25RRP A

25kW, water cooled, 4-speed, radio remote
MPP-TYT-PPH25RR-KIT

Trade $55,950.00 $55,950.00

Hydrostress power pack system PPH40RRP A

40kW, water cooled, 4-speed, radio remote
MPP-TYT-PPH40RR-KIT

Trade $74,500.00 $74,500.00
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Hydrostress Power pack - AU400/50 EU A

Op pressure up to 2000bar, incl Tool box
MPP-TYT-AU400-KIT

Trade $36,450.00 $36,450.00

Hydrostress Burster Head 260t Ø200mm. A

MWB-TYT-BTH350

Trade $9,290.00 $9,290.00

Hydrostress Burster Head 110t Ø110mm. A

MWB-TYT-CP110

Trade $7,490.00 $7,490.00

Hydrostress Crusher BZ 30t system: A

MWS-TYT-BZ30-KIT-1

Crusher BZ system: Consisting of the Crusher head &amp; power pack. Handheld concrete crusher with
up to 30ton of crushing power, for walls from 120mm – 300mm. Concrete dismantling without water, noise,
dust and vibration. The BZ crushing head only weights 47kg due to high-strength aluminum body and can
easily be handled by two operators. The crushing of the concrete is achieved via smooth and even high
pressure ram application through the hydraulic system. The suitable BW-2 hydraulic power pack operates
at low flow 7.5 l/min but extreme high pressure 750bar.

Trade $52,150.00 $52,150.00

Pressure Plate

0001-51260-05
ZSP-TYT-970271

Trade $498.00 $498.00

BZ distance washer 25mm

ZSP-TYT-970630

Trade $145.00 $145.00
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BZ distance washer 50mm

ZSP-TYT-970632

Trade $202.00 $202.00

BZ press head pointed

20HS-BZ010
ZSP-TYT-973910

Trade $1,300.00 $1,300.00

BZ press head for soft wall round

99MB-53670-02
ZSP-TYT-974204

Trade $1,300.00 $1,300.00
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Bit Buddie 35 (Slurry / Dust Collection ring 35mm) C

MDX-SLU-0010

The BitBuddie can be used for capturing dust and slurry when drilling into concrete or solid materials. Fast
and easy to use, the BitBuddie is self-holding in place by means vacuum suction. No clamps or braces are
required. Simply turn on your wet or dry vacuum unit and place the BitBuddie where you want it, and
you're ready to drill. Choose from 3 sizes: 35mm, 100mm and 200mm. The 35mm BitBuddie is ideal for
drilling holes in Granite bench tops or tiles. The 100mm BitBuddie can be used with diamond core bits up
to 100mm in diameter, but you can also cut a slot in it and use it with a drywall saw to cut wallboard.
Drywall contractors like using the 100mm BitBuddie for cutting holes in ceilings for can lights and other
fixtures. The 200mm BitBuddie is for diamond core bits up to 200mm in diameter. Contractors like this
economical, compact and simple way to capture dust or slurry when using a core drill. BitBuddie 35 Outlet
Port: ID 30mm / OD 36mm Suits: Makita 447L, Nilfisk 50-21XC &amp; 560-21XC, Ermator W350, Wirbel
980, Ghibli AS59 &amp; WS3.

Trade $85.00 $85.00

Bit Buddie 100 (Slurry / Dust Collection ring 100mm) C

MDX-SLU-0015

The BitBuddie can be used for capturing dust and slurry when drilling into concrete or solid materials. Fast
and easy to use, the BitBuddie is self-holding in place by means vacuum suction. No clamps or braces are
required. Simply turn on your wet or dry vacuum unit and place the BitBuddie where you want it, and
you're ready to drill. Choose from 3 sizes: 35mm, 100mm and 200mm. The 35mm BitBuddie is ideal for
drilling holes in Granite bench tops or tiles. The 100mm BitBuddie can be used with diamond core bits up
to 100mm in diameter, but you can also cut a slot in it and use it with a drywall saw to cut wallboard.
Drywall contractors like using the 100mm BitBuddie for cutting holes in ceilings for can lights and other
fixtures. The 200mm BitBuddie is for diamond core bits up to 200mm in diameter. Contractors like this
economical, compact and simple way to capture dust or slurry when using a core drill. BitBuddie 100
Outlet Port: ID 30mm / OD 36mm Suits: Makita 447L, Nilfisk 50-21XC &amp; 560-21XC, Ermator W350,
Wirbel 980, Ghibli AS59 &amp; WS3.

Trade $95.00 $95.00

Bit Buddie 200 (Slurry / Dust Collection ring 200mm) C

MDX-SLU-0020

The BitBuddie can be used for capturing dust and slurry when drilling into concrete or solid materials. Fast
and easy to use, the BitBuddie is self-holding in place by means vacuum suction. No clamps or braces are
required. Simply turn on your wet or dry vacuum unit and place the BitBuddie where you want it, and
you're ready to drill. Choose from 3 sizes: 35mm, 100mm and 200mm. The 35mm BitBuddie is ideal for
drilling holes in Granite bench tops or tiles. The 100mm BitBuddie can be used with diamond core bits up
to 100mm in diameter, but you can also cut a slot in it and use it with a drywall saw to cut wallboard.
Drywall contractors like using the 100mm BitBuddie for cutting holes in ceilings for can lights and other
fixtures. The 200mm BitBuddie is for diamond core bits up to 200mm in diameter. Contractors like this
economical, compact and simple way to capture dust or slurry when using a core drill. BitBuddie 200
Outlet Port: ID 58mm / OD 60mm, comes with Adaptor / Reducer MVCX-OEM-HOSE39 to 38mm to suit
Ermator W350, Wirbel 980, Ghibli AS59 &amp; WS3.

Trade $139.00 $139.00

Water retention ring holder (pair) w spring# C

MDX-SLU-WRHOL

Trade $99.00 $99.00
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Water retention ring 70mm compl#

MDX-SLU-WRR070

Trade $169.00 $169.00

Dust shroud 100mm (grinding) Standard** D

Collar size: 42mm / Vacuum Nozzle ID35/OD38
MPTX-HOL-GDG100

Protect your lungs and the people around you! This custom designed shroud is suitable to attach to most
dry vacuum units for dust extraction when grinding concrete, sanding wood and plaster board or any other
dust. The simple collar and screw adjustment means it can be fitted to most angle grinders or sanders. The
featured Velcro backed skirt can be adjusted to accommodate various backing pad or diamond cup grinder
heights. Designed and Made in New Zealand. CE approved, complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Dust shroud 125mm (grinding) Standard** D

Collar size: 42mm / Vacuum Nozzle ID35/OD38
MPTX-HOL-GDG125

Protect your lungs and the people around you! This custom designed shroud is suitable to attach to most
dry vacuum units for dust extraction when grinding concrete, sanding wood and plaster board or any other
dust. The simple collar and screw adjustment means it can be fitted to most angle grinders or sanders. The
featured Velcro backed skirt can be adjusted to accommodate various backing pad or diamond cup grinder
heights. Designed and Made in New Zealand. CE approved, complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Dust shroud 125mm (grinding) w rem. front Premium*** D

42mm collar / incl nut and spacer
MPTX-HOL-GDG125R

Trade $235.00 $235.00

Dust shroud 150mm (cutting & crack chasing) Premium*** B

MPTX-HOL-GDG150C

Trade $490.00 $490.00
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Dust shroud 180mm (grinding) Makita/Hitachi Standard** D

Collar size: 65mm / Vacuum Nozzle ID35/OD38
MPTX-HOL-GDG180

Protect your lungs and the people around you! This custom designed shroud is suitable to attach to most
dry vacuum units for dust extraction when grinding concrete, sanding wood and plaster board or any other
dust. The simple collar and screw adjustment means it can be fitted to most angle grinders or sanders. The
featured Velcro backed skirt can be adjusted to accommodate various backing pad or diamond cup grinder
heights. Designed and Made in New Zealand. CE approved, complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $179.00 $179.00

Dust shroud 180mm (grinding) Bosch Standard** D

Collar size: 74mm / Vacuum Nozzle ID35/OD38
MPTX-HOL-GDG180B

Protect your lungs and the people around you! This custom designed shroud is suitable to attach to most
dry vacuum units for dust extraction when grinding concrete, sanding wood and plaster board or any other
dust. The simple collar and screw adjustment means it can be fitted to most angle grinders or sanders. The
featured Velcro backed skirt can be adjusted to accommodate various backing pad or diamond cup grinder
heights. Designed and Made in New Zealand. CE approved, complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Dust shroud 180mm (grinding) Bosch Premium*** C

MPTX-HOL-GDG180PB

Introducing the best development for optimum dust control on angle grinders. The New Angle Grinder Dust
Shroud 180mm Premium made by Holer. Made of cast aluminum, our custom made dust shroud has been
carefully developed to satisfy the Pro Concrete Grinders with no compromises in design or materials used.
No more skirt adjustments. This shroud fits every 7” Holer Cup Grinder ACT body type, no matter if the
diamond cup is a PCD, MONSTA or standard series new or nearly worn out. The custom rubber
diaphragm will automatically adjust flush to the concrete surface. (Please note old style Cosmo cups
require the outer flange mounted underneath the cup to raise it high enough, only on initially fitting).
Adjustable built in Air Vent to reduce vacuum pressure if suction of vacuum cleaner is too strong. 5mm
replaceable Nylon wear strips have been fitted to prolong the lifetime of shroud. The removable edge
grinder mouth piece allows grinding right up to the edge 99% dust free. The design of the non detachable
mouth piece prevents it from getting lost. No tools are required to open or close the mouth piece thanks to
the magnets and hinge design. Collars can be made to fit most popular angle grinders. Vacuum ports are
designed to fit perfectly with Makita 447L and Ermator 26 Vacuums (ID 35 / OD 50). CE approved,
complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $495.00 $495.00

Dust shroud 180mm (grinding) Hitachi Premium*** C

MPTX-HOL-GDG180PHI

Introducing the best development for optimum dust control on angle grinders. The New Angle Grinder Dust
Shroud 180mm Premium made by Holer. Made of cast aluminum, our custom made dust shroud has been
carefully developed to satisfy the Pro Concrete Grinders with no compromises in design or materials used.
No more skirt adjustments. This shroud fits every 7” Holer Cup Grinder ACT body type, no matter if the
diamond cup is a PCD, MONSTA or standard series new or nearly worn out. The custom rubber
diaphragm will automatically adjust flush to the concrete surface. (Please note old style Cosmo cups
require the outer flange mounted underneath the cup to raise it high enough, only on initially fitting).
Adjustable built in Air Vent to reduce vacuum pressure if suction of vacuum cleaner is too strong. 5mm
replaceable Nylon wear strips have been fitted to prolong the lifetime of shroud. The removable edge
grinder mouth piece allows grinding right up to the edge 99% dust free. The design of the non detachable
mouth piece prevents it from getting lost. No tools are required to open or close the mouth piece thanks to
the magnets and hinge design. Collars can be made to fit most popular angle grinders. Vacuum ports are
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designed to fit perfectly with Makita 447L and Ermator 26 Vacuums (ID 35 / OD 50). CE approved,
complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $455.00 $455.00

Dust shroud 180mm (grinding) Makita Premium*** C

MPTX-HOL-GDG180PM

Introducing the best development for optimum dust control on angle grinders. The New Angle Grinder Dust
Shroud 180mm Premium made by Holer. Made of cast aluminum, our custom made dust shroud has been
carefully developed to satisfy the Pro Concrete Grinders with no compromises in design or materials used.
No more skirt adjustments. This shroud fits every 7” Holer Cup Grinder ACT body type, no matter if the
diamond cup is a PCD, MONSTA or standard series new or nearly worn out. The custom rubber
diaphragm will automatically adjust flush to the concrete surface. (Please note old style Cosmo cups
require the outer flange mounted underneath the cup to raise it high enough, only on initially fitting).
Adjustable built in Air Vent to reduce vacuum pressure if suction of vacuum cleaner is too strong. 5mm
replaceable Nylon wear strips have been fitted to prolong the lifetime of shroud. The removable edge
grinder mouth piece allows grinding right up to the edge 99% dust free. The design of the non detachable
mouth piece prevents it from getting lost. No tools are required to open or close the mouth piece thanks to
the magnets and hinge design. Collars can be made to fit most popular angle grinders. Vacuum ports are
designed to fit perfectly with Makita 447L and Ermator 26 Vacuums (ID 35 / OD 50). CE approved,
complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $455.00 $455.00

Dust shroud 180mm (grinding) Metabo Premium*** C

MPTX-HOL-GDG180PME

Introducing the best development for optimum dust control on angle grinders. The New Angle Grinder Dust
Shroud 180mm Premium made by Holer. Made of cast aluminum, our custom made dust shroud has been
carefully developed to satisfy the Pro Concrete Grinders with no compromises in design or materials used.
No more skirt adjustments. This shroud fits every 7” Holer Cup Grinder ACT body type, no matter if the
diamond cup is a PCD, MONSTA or standard series new or nearly worn out. The custom rubber
diaphragm will automatically adjust flush to the concrete surface. (Please note old style Cosmo cups
require the outer flange mounted underneath the cup to raise it high enough, only on initially fitting).
Adjustable built in Air Vent to reduce vacuum pressure if suction of vacuum cleaner is too strong. 5mm
replaceable Nylon wear strips have been fitted to prolong the lifetime of shroud. The removable edge
grinder mouth piece allows grinding right up to the edge 99% dust free. The design of the non detachable
mouth piece prevents it from getting lost. No tools are required to open or close the mouth piece thanks to
the magnets and hinge design. Collars can be made to fit most popular angle grinders. Vacuum ports are
designed to fit perfectly with Makita 447L and Ermator 26 Vacuums (ID 35 / OD 50). CE approved,
complies 2006/42/EC.

Trade $495.00 $495.00

Velcro Loop & Rubber Belt 640mm for Standard Dust shroud C

Cut to suit (suits all shrouds 4", 5", 7")
MPTX-HOL-GDGX01

Stitched Velcro loop and rubber belt to suit the “new” Holer Standard** grinding dust shrouds. Supplied
only in 1 length (640mm) which is the standard length for the 7”/180mm shroud. For smaller size shrouds,
cut with knife at the desired length. Length guide: 4"/100mm = 410mm, 5"/125mm = 480mm, 7"/180mm =
640m.

Trade $25.00 $25.00
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Rubber strip for dust shroud / metre old type C

*only sold per meter*
MPTX-HOL-GDGX05

Rubber strip, attaches to the "old style" dust shrouds from Holer. Length guide: 4"/100mm = 410mm,
5"/125mm = 480mm, 7"/180mm = 640mm

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Rubber Strip for Dust Shroud 7"Ø old type 640mm Long C

MPTX-HOL-GDGX06

Trade $23.00 $23.00

Rubber Strip for Dust Shroud 5"Ø old type 480mm Long C

MPTX-HOL-GDGX07

Trade $16.00 $16.00

Rubber Strip for Dust Shroud 4"Ø old type 410mm Long C

MPTX-HOL-GDGX08

Trade $14.00 $14.00

Velcro Hook Self Adh 640mm for Dust shroud Ø180mm C

MPTX-HOL-GDGX09

Trade $17.00 $17.00

Hose Adaptor / Reducer - Bit Buddie 200 Ø58-&gt;38mm A

To fit Ermator W350 / Werbil 980 / Ghibli AS59 & WS3
MVCX-OEM-HOSE39

Trade $19.00 $19.00
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ERMATOR Air Cleaner A1700#

MVA-ERM-A1700

Trade $5,250.00 $1,575.00

ERMATOR Air Cleaner A2000

2000m3/h
MVA-ERM-A2000

Trade $4,490.00 $1,347.00

ERMATOR vacuum cl S26 (2500W, 2-motor/16A) C

50mm hose outlet, incl longopac
MVC-ERM-S26

Pullman Ermator S26 – Powerful twin motor dust separator suitable for fine dust that delivers 400 m3/h
Suction capacity and 22 kPa vacuum. Can handle building, grinding, plaster and concrete dust. Equipped
with a fine filter (flushable) and H13 filter which meets the asbestos requirements. An hour counter and
vacuum meter for filter control are supplied as standard. Collection in Longopac (20m endless plastic bag).
Efficient air pulse cleaning. The wheels are of the “non-marking type”, puncture free and lockable at the
front. Supplied fitted and complete with cleaning equipment and transport protection.

Trade $3,695.00 $3,695.00

ERMATOR vacuum cl T11000 ASF
Item

75mm hose outlet, incl longopac
MVC-ERM-T11000

3 phase dust separator with no less than 11kW. Perfect for large concrete floors or grinding machines with
more than three grinding heads. Able to suck up large quantities during long periods of operation. Exhaust
air is centered and can be led out through a hose when grinding e.g. epoxy. The cyclone’s separation
solutions keep down dust from the filter cassette. Jet pulse filter cleaning and oversize HEPA H13 filters
mean that the very smallest, most hazardous particles are filtered even in spite of very high air flow.
Collection in Longopac®. Suction capacity 1100 m3/h, Vacuum 28 kPa.

Trade $22,950.00 $22,950.00

ERMATOR vacuum T7500 (5.5kW/380V) ASF
Item

75mm hose outlet, incl longopac
MVC-ERM-T7500

The follow-up to the popular T75 model. The T7500 has a 20% increased filter area and has been lowered
by 10cm for easy transportation. Wear resistant pre filter hoses and a HEPA H13 main filter. Longopac®
bag hose system for dust free bag changes. Suitable as a central vacuum and all types of floor grinders.
5.5 kW motor, suction capacity 600m3/h, vacuum 28 kPa.

Trade $14,950.00 $14,950.00
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HTC Vacuum 80iD 7.5kW A

380V / 16.7A / 50/60 Hz
MVC-HTC-80ID

HTC 80iD improves your efficiency with up to 15% compared to a traditional solution. The HTC 80iD is
equipped with a high performance integrated pre-separator (cyclone) that removes up to 95% of the dust
and increase filter lifetime. With the HTC 80iD you will reduce the non-productive time as it is designed for
continuous operation. The operator has no excuse to stop before lunch, it's nonstop production! Adapts to
your needs and habits. The HTC 80iD can be used in various ways depending on your setup. For
maximum efficiency and output we recommend a remote controlled grinder. If you use a traditional grinder
without remote control you can still benefit from the double Longopac or make use of the optional remote
control to turn on &amp; off the dust extractor from a distance. HEPA 13: Like all HTC's dust extractors,
the HTC 80iD is HEPA 13 classified which makes it suitable also for asbestos removal. Max theoretical
airflow: 700m³/h / 476cfm.

Trade $20,495.00 $20,495.00

HTC vacuum GL40D (4kW/380V/9Amp) B

50mm hose outlet, incl longopac
MVC-HTC-GL40D

HTC Greyline 40D is a three-phase dust extractor which is designed to support all grinders in the HTC
Greyline™ series and also many of HTC’s more advanced grinders. The robust and sturdy construction
provides a handy machine with high quality and great reliability. The machine is optimized to handle dry
grinding of natural stone, concrete, floor preparation and wood, but the machine is also excellent for other
areas where extraction of dust is required. The machine use the Longopac™ system for collection of dust,
resulting in very easy handling of grinding residue. The machine is also equipped with HEPA 13 filter and
anti-static hoses for improved quality and safety. During transportation, to use as little space as possible,
the height of the machine can be adjusted to only 1540 mm (60.5 in). The machine comes with a cleaning
kit included. Max airflow 420 m³/h.

Trade $11,495.00 $11,495.00

Nilfisk Aero 25-21 Vacuum 25L Wet & Dry C

3600L/min 1400W
MVC-OEM-25-21

Trade $525.00 $525.00

Nilfisk Attix 30-01PC Vacuum 30L Wet & Dry C

3700L/min 1500W
MVC-OEM-30-01

Trade $975.00 $975.00

Category - Dry vacuum cleaners

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Makita 447L Wet & Dry Vacuum C

with auto filter cleaning
MVC-OEM-447L

# Totally automatic self cleaning air pulse filtering system, 45 litre capacity, Variable suction control for
delicate work, Auto cut out carbon brushes to prevent motor burnout, Ideal extractor when working with
masonry or fibre cement products

Trade $1,495.00 $1,495.00

Nilfisk Alto Attix Vacuum 763-21ED Wet & Dry 70L C

3800L/min 1700W Bag Disposal
MVC-OEM-763-21ED

Trade $3,090.00 $3,090.00

Nilfisk Alto Attix Vacuum 965-21SDXC Wet & Dry 50L C

2 x3600L/min 2 x1500W Twin Motor
MVC-OEM-965-21SDXC

Trade $3,225.00 $3,225.00

Nilfisk Aero Back 5L Dry Vacuum C

2862L/min 1100W
MVC-OEM-BACKVAC

Trade $735.00 $735.00

Nilfisk Multi 20 Vacuum 20L Wet & Dry C

4000L/min 1400W
MVC-OEM-MULTI20

Trade $315.00 $315.00

Pre filter A1700

ZSP-ERM-10064

Trade $130.00 $130.00

Category - Dry vacuum cleaners

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Hepa Filter A1700

ZSP-ERM-10085

Trade $875.00 $875.00

Category - Dry vacuum cleaners

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653

http://www.holer.co.nz/Product/info/ZSP-ERM-10085


ERMATOR Cyclone pre-filter C1300# B

38mm
MVC-ERM-C1300

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00

ERMATOR Cyclone pre-filter C3000 CSF
Item

50mm hose outlet, incl longopac
MVC-ERM-C3000

A pre-separator equipped with Longopac® for separation of large quantities of dust.

Trade $2,250.00 $2,250.00

ERMATOR Cyclone pre-filter C5500 ASF
Item

75mm hose outlet, incl longopac
MVC-ERM-C5500

75mm hose outlet, incl longopac

Trade $3,950.00 $3,950.00

HTC Pre-Seperator GL PS C

MVC-HTC-GLPS

Trade $3,450.00 $3,450.00

Category - Dust Cyclones

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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Pullman Ermator wet Vac & Slurry Recycle W2000/2 A

Hold: 50l, 2 units recycle to clean water
MVC-ERM-W2000/2

Trade $6,995.00 $6,995.00

Pullman wet Vac W350 B

Hold: 50l
MVC-ERM-W350

Trade $2,490.00 $2,490.00

Pullman wet Vac W350P A

Hold: 50l, w integrated water pump
MVC-ERM-W350P

Trade $3,995.00 $3,995.00

Wirbel Wet/Dry Vac 980PCBN w tilt B

Hold: 56l / 2-motor / 1900W
MVC-HOL-980PCBN

Wet/dry vacuum cleaner mounted on chassis with 2 motors which can be used separately or in
combination. 56l drum is mounted on a tilting chassis to simplify emptying.

Trade $985.00 $985.00

Rockler Dust Right Seperator Cyclone - 10 gallon C

MVC-HOL-TACB182N

The created vortex effect collects dust and debris longer, without losing suction caused by prematurely
clogged filters on any vacuum. 10-gallon translucent bucket is conveniently easy to empty. Holds twice the
capacity of competitors' products and is easy to see when it's full. When used with most power tools and
shop vacuums, the Dust Right&amp;reg; Separator captures sawdust, wood chips, and other debris before
it enters your vacuum, preventing the loss of suction power caused by a clogged vacuum filter. The
five-caster base makes it exceptionally stable and easy to maneuver around the shop. Plus, hoses connect
inside the in/out ports, preventing unintentional disconnections. Includes a 36" flexform hose that connects
the Dust Right&amp;reg; Separator to any vacuum with a standard 2-1/4" ID inlet port. The Dust Right®
Separator creates a cyclonic air flow that causes most wood dust particles and other materials that are
heavier than air to separate, preventing them from being passed to the vacuum. Not intended for fine
airborne dust such as drywall dust.

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Category - Wet vacuum cleaners

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Gangway Squeegee - Wirbel 980 PCBN A

MVCX-HOL-6103051

Trade $380.00 $380.00

Category - Wet vacuum cleaners

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653

http://www.holer.co.nz/Product/info/MVCX-HOL-6103051


ERMATOR plastic bag 15l (25pc) Seperator C1300 C

615 x 700
MVCX-ERM-1376004

615 x 700

Trade $54.76 $54.76

ERMATOR plastic bag 15l (25pc) S1300 C

440 x 600
MVCX-ERM-1376005

440 x 600

Trade $45.00 $45.00

LongoPac 4pc magazine C

MVCX-ERM-LPACK04

Trade $225.00 $225.00

Filter Gown L Red Silk A

MVCX-HOL-FGL

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Filter Gown XL Red Silk A

MVCX-HOL-FGXL

Trade $135.00 $135.00

27mm Vacuum Hose / per Metre - Alto & Makita Vac A

Ø27mm ID
MVCX-OEM-HOSE02

Replacement 27mm ID vacuum / suction hose - Please indicate lengths in meters when ordering.

Trade $17.00 $17.00

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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27mm Hose Tool Adaptor socket - Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 27mm ID hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE03

Tool socket that screws onto Ø27mm ID hose. Outlet has an OD of 35mm which is suitable for Holer
premium (ID 35mm / OD 50mm) and standard dust shoud (ID 35mm / OD 38mm).

Trade $19.50 $19.50

27mm Hose cuff vac end - Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 27mm ID hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE04

Vacuum end hose cuff to suit 27mm ID vacuum hose.

Trade $36.57 $16.50

27mm Hose & cuffs kit 27mmx3.5m - Alto & Makita Vac A

Ø27mm ID
MVCX-OEM-HOSE05

3-piece 27mm ID vacuum hose set. Includes 3.5m 27mm ID suction hose with tool socket and vacuum end
cuff.

Trade $145.00 $145.00

32mm Hose cuff vac end - Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 32mm ID hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE08

Vacuum end hose cuff to suit 32mm ID vacuum hose.

Trade $20.00 $20.00

32mm Hose Tool Adaptor Socket - 35mm & 38mm OD A

Suits 32mm ID hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE09

Tool socket to suit 32mm ID hose. Steped tool socket with OD of 35mm &amp; 38mm which is suitable for
Holer premium (ID 35mm / OD 50mm) and standard dust shoud (ID 35mm / OD 38mm).

Trade $24.00 $24.00

40mm Hose cuff vac end - Ghibli A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE11

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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36mm Vacuum Hose / per Metre - Alto & Makita Vac A

36mm ID
MVCX-OEM-HOSE12

Replacement 36mm ID vacuum / suction hose - Please indicate lengths in meters when ordering

Trade $30.00 $30.00

36mm Hose Cuff Operator end Cuff- Quick Release system 447L A

Suits 36mm ID Hose - Quick Release system
MVCX-OEM-HOSE14

Trade $36.40 $36.40

40mm Hose cuff tool end - Ghibli Vac A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE17

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Crevice Tool Plastic - Alto & Makita Vac A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE18

Crevice Tool, plastic 300mm shock and abrasion proof.

Trade $19.50 $19.50

32mm Vacuum Hose / per Metre - Alto & Makita Vac A

32mm ID
MVCX-OEM-HOSE19

Replacement 32mm ID vacuum / suction hose - Please indicate lengths in meters when ordering.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Floor Tool Combi - Alto & Makita Vac A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE20

Combi suction nozzle for floor cleaning. Plastic, 260mm, foot operated with thread picker and swivel joint
for carpets and smooth floors.

Trade $52.50 $52.50

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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32mm Curved Hand Piece - Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 32mm ID Hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE22

Trade $22.50 $22.50

32mm Hose & cuffs kit 32mmx3.0m - Alto & Makita Vac A

32mm ID
MVCX-OEM-HOSE23

3 pce 32mm ID vacuum hose set. Includes 3.0m 32mm ID suction hose with hand piece and vacuum end
cuff.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

Floor Tool with Brushes - Alto & Makita Vac A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE24

Professional plastic 350mm floor nozzle with wheels and brushes.

Trade $78.00 $78.00

Extension Tubes Aluminium 2 x 500mm - Alto & Makita Vac A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE25

2 x 500mm straight extension aluminium tubes.

Trade $45.00 $45.00

32mm Bushing (Hose Ring) -Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 32mm ID hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE26

Fitted in conjunction with MVCX-OEM-HOSE27 on tool end of suction hose.

Trade $7.50 $7.50

32mm Hose Ring - Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 32mm ID hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE27

Fitted in conjunction with MVCX-OEM-HOSE26 on tool end of suction hose.

Trade $7.50 $7.50

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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50mm Aluminium Camlock - Female Coupling & hosetail A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE29

Trade $33.65 $33.65

75mm Aluminium Camlock - Female Coupling & hosetail A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE30

Trade $44.90 $44.90

27mm OD / 21mm ID Festo hose power tool adaptor / reducer A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE31

For use with all Makita Vacuum tool adaptors to fit smaller power tools.

Trade $8.90 $8.90

Hose adaptor Joint - tool socket 25mm OD A

MVCX-OEM-HOSE32

For use with all Makita Vacuum tool adaptors to fit smaller power tools.

Trade $17.10 $17.10

36mm Hose Tool Adaptor Socket for Quick relase System A

Suits 36mm ID Hose - Quick release system
MVCX-OEM-HOSE33

Tool Adaptor socket suitable for 36mm ID hose with Quick release system. Outlet has an OD of 35mm
which is suitable for Holer premium (ID 35mm / OD 50mm) and standard dust shoud (ID 35mm / OD
38mm).

Trade $73.20 $73.20

36mm Antistatic Hose Tool Adaptor socket - Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 36mm ID Hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE34

Antistatic Hose Tool Adaptor socket that screws on to 36mm ID hose, with 38mm ID / 45mm OD Tool
socket which is suitable for Holer standard dust shoud (ID 35mm / OD 38mm).

Trade $39.85 $39.85

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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36mm Quick Coupling Hose Tool Adaptor 35mm OD A

Suits 36mm ID Hose - Quick release system
MVCX-OEM-HOSE36

Tool socket suitable for 36mm ID hose Quick release system. Outlet has an OD of 35mm which is suitable
for Holer premium (ID 35mm / OD 50mm) and standard dust shoud (ID 35mm / OD 38mm).

Trade $25.00 $25.00

36mm Hand Piece Curved Tube SS for Quick Release System A

Suits 36mm ID Hose - Quick release system
MVCX-OEM-HOSE37

Curved Stainless Steel Hand Piece suitable for 36mm ID hose with Quick Release System

Trade $103.50 $103.50

36mm Hose Cuff Vac End Alto & Makita Vac A

Suits 36mm ID Hose
MVCX-OEM-HOSE38

Trade $16.50 $16.50

75mm Aluminium Camlock - Female Coupling with 50mm hosetail A

Reducer 75-50mm
MVCX-OEM-HOSE40

Trade $88.05 $88.05

Hose cuff end 38mm / S1300 Ermator A37B #

Replaced by 1335016
ZSP-ERM-1335006

Trade $20.50 $20.50

Hose cuff 38-50m / S1300 Ermator

ZSP-ERM-1335007

Trade $42.50 $42.50

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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info@holer.co.nz
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Hose cuff end 38-50mm C37C

ZSP-ERM-1335024

Trade $20.50 $20.50

Filter Polyester W350 400-2C Ø214/156x126

ZSP-ERM-1337019

Trade $139.00 $139.00

Tube Male - Cuff for 75mm Hose Ermator

ZSP-ERM-200600100

Trade $60.28 $60.28

Tube Female - Cuff for 75mm Hose Ermator

ZSP-ERM-200600101

Trade $159.00 $159.00

Nilfisk Dust Bags 4 pack Multi 20 A

ZSP-MAK-107402336

Trade $30.00 $30.00

Disposal Bag (set 5) Plastic Allto & Makita 447L Vac A

ZSP-MAK-302001311

For collection and easy disposal of wood shavings and light weight dust.

Trade $73.50 $73.50

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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Disposal Bag (set 5) Plastic Attix 7 & 9 A

ZSP-MAK-302001480

Trade $82.50 $82.50

Vacuum Accessory Kit Makita 446L & 447L A

ZSP-MAK-302002734

7 pciece kit, which includes 3m 32mm ID hose, 2xExtension 36x500mm, crevice nozzle, universal nozzle,
sound suction brush and 300mm floor nozzle with brushes.

Trade $126.26 $126.26

Nilfisk filter bags Fleece (5pc) for Attix 50-47L A

Fleece
ZSP-MAK-302004004

Fleece filter support reusable bag, which prevents burst of filter bag while vacuuming fine dust.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

Water ret ring gasket 130 mm

0002-54363-01
ZSP-TYT-976128

Trade $59.00 $59.00

Water ret ring gasket 70 mm

0000-60057-14
ZSP-TYT-977348

Trade $43.52 $43.52

Water ret ring gasket 250mm

0000-60092-81
ZSP-TYT-977447

Trade $89.30 $89.30

Category - Vacuum Accessories

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Magic pad velcro 75mm x M14 D

Green / Flexible
DPX0075-MAP1-M14

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Flexible rubber (Green) type allowing contour polishing.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Magic pad velcro 100mm x M14 D

Green / Flexible
DPX0100-MAP1-M14

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Flexible rubber (Green) type allowing contour polishing.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Magic Pad velcro Firm 100mm x M14 Black D

Black / Firm type
DPX0100-MAP2-M14

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Rigid plastic (Black) type allowing for even pressure distribution when
polishing. Especially suited when stock removal with coarse grits.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Magic pad velcro 125mm x M14 D

Green / Flexible
DPX0125-MAP1-M14

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Flexible rubber (Green) type allowing contour polishing.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Magic pad velcro 125mm x M14 (Suit Fenix Pads) D

Firm, strong hook
DPX0125-MAP1-M14F

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Flexible rubber (Green) type allowing contour polishing.

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Magic Pad velcro Firm 125mm x M14 Black D

Black / Firm type
DPX0125-MAP2-M14

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Rigid plastic (Black) type allowing for even pressure distribution when
polishing. Especially suited when stock removal with coarse grits.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Magic pad velcro 180mm x M14 (w Foamflex) D

DPX0180-MAP1-M14

Magic pad with Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads, featuring centre hole for water
supply. Can be used wet or dry. Flexible rubber type allowing contour polishing.

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm #50 D

DPV0100-DRY3-0050

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm #100 D

DPV0100-DRY3-0100

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm #200 D

DPV0100-DRY3-0200

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm #400 D

DPV0100-DRY3-0400

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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Dry polishing pad 100mm #800 D

DPV0100-DRY3-0800

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm #1500 D

DPV0100-DRY3-1500

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm #3000 D

DPV0100-DRY3-3000

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Dry polishing pad 100mm Set (7) D

DPV0100-DRY3-SET-7

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #30# D

DPV0100-FPP9-0030

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
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Floor polishing pad 100mm #50# D

DPV0100-FPP9-0050

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #200#

DPV0100-FPP9-0200

Trade $49.00 $9.80

Floor polishing pad 100mm #300# D

DPV0100-FPP9-0300

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #400# D

DPV0100-FPP9-0400

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #800# D

DPV0100-FPP9-0800

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #1500# D

DPV0100-FPP9-1500

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
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Floor polishing pad 100mm #3000# D

DPV0100-FPP9-3000

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #6000# D

DPV0100-FPP9-6000

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Floor polishing pad 100mm #8000# D

DPV0100-FPP9-8000

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm #50 D

DPV0125-DRY3-0050

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm #100 D

DPV0125-DRY3-0100

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm #200 D

DPV0125-DRY3-0200

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Dry polishing pad 125mm #400 D

DPV0125-DRY3-0400

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm #800 D

DPV0125-DRY3-0800

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm #1500 D

DPV0125-DRY3-1500

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm #3000 D

DPV0125-DRY3-3000

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Dry polishing pad 125mm Set (7) D

DPV0125-DRY3-SET-7

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $155.00 $155.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
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HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Gray #40 CSF
Item

211964
DPV0130-EZG-0040

Trade $165.00 $165.00

HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Brown #60 CSF
Item

211938
DPV0130-EZG-0060

Trade $165.00 $165.00

HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Black #100 CSF
Item

211942
DPV0130-EZG-0100

211942

Trade $165.00 $165.00

HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Blue #200 CSF
Item

211943
DPV0130-EZG-0200

211943

Trade $165.00 $165.00

HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Red #400 CSF
Item

211944
DPV0130-EZG-0400

Trade $165.00 $165.00

HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 White #800 CSF
Item

211945
DPV0130-EZG-0800

211945

Trade $165.00 $165.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Yellow #1500 CSF
Item

211946
DPV0130-EZG-1500

Trade $165.00 $165.00

HTC EZgrind Polish Ø 130 Green #3000 CSF
Item

211947
DPV0130-EZG-3000

Trade $165.00 $165.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #50 D

DPV0075-DRY3-0050

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #100 D

DPV0075-DRY3-0100

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #200 D

DPV0075-DRY3-0200

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #400 D

DPV0075-DRY3-0400

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Category - Velcro Polishing pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #800 D

DPV0075-DRY3-0800

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #1500 D

DPV0075-DRY3-1500

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm #3000 D

DPV0075-DRY3-3000

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Dry polishing pad 75mm Set (7) D

DPV0075-DRY3-SET-7

Dry Polishing pad designed for polishing Concrete &amp; Stone. The white Resin ensures that the pad
does not mark any light colored material such as Terrazzo. Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro
backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air polishers and not exceeding 4,000rpm. Alternatively
these pads can also be used on floor polishing machines including planetary grinders to great result.

Trade $99.00 $99.00

Wet Polishing pad 100mm S/Flex # 30 D

DPV0100-SFX3-0030

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Category - Velcro Polishing pads
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Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #50M D

Blue
DPH0900-FOAM-0060

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #100M D

Yellow
DPH0900-FOAM-0100

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #200M D

White
DPH0900-FOAM-0200

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #400M D

Red
DPH0900-FOAM-0400

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #600M#

White
DPH0900-FOAM-0600

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $35.00 $17.50

Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #800R D

Green
DPH0900-FOAM-0800

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Category - Foam backed Diamond hand pads

7 Nov 2013
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Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #1500R D

White
DPH0900-FOAM-1500

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Diamond hand pad 90x55mm #3000R D

Black
DPH0900-FOAM-3000

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Diamond hand pad kit 90x55mm (4pc) D

(50/100/200/400)
DPH0900-FOAM-SET4

Diamond sand paper on foam back. Ideal for hand sanding edges of Tiles, Glass, Stone and Concrete.
Must be used wet.

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Category - Foam backed Diamond hand pads

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
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PVA dry polishing wheel 100x16 #60 D

High speed (12,000 rpm) for stone, concrete, steel
DPW0100-PVA10-0060

PVA wheels are an inexpensive solution for shaping and grinding Concrete, Granite, Marble, Travertine
and Stone. Unlike conventional abrasive shaping stones, the PVA wheels have the advantage of being
able to be operated on conventional high speed angle grinders up to 12,000rpm.

Trade $10.00 $10.00

PVA dry polishing wheel 100x16 #120 D

High speed (12,000 rpm) for stone, concrete, steel
DPW0100-PVA10-0120

PVA wheels are an inexpensive solution for shaping and grinding Concrete, Granite, Marble, Travertine
and Stone. Unlike conventional abrasive shaping stones, the PVA wheels have the advantage of being
able to be operated on conventional high speed angle grinders up to 12,000rpm.

Trade $10.00 $10.00

PVA dry polishing wheel 100x16 #220 D

High speed (12,000 rpm) for stone, concrete, steel
DPW0100-PVA10-0220

PVA wheels are an inexpensive solution for shaping and grinding Concrete, Granite, Marble, Travertine
and Stone. Unlike conventional abrasive shaping stones, the PVA wheels have the advantage of being
able to be operated on conventional high speed angle grinders up to 12,000rpm.

Trade $10.00 $10.00

PVA dry polishing wheel 100x16 #320 D

High speed (12,000 rpm) for stone, concrete, steel
DPW0100-PVA10-0320

PVA wheels are an inexpensive solution for shaping and grinding Concrete, Granite, Marble, Travertine
and Stone. Unlike conventional abrasive shaping stones, the PVA wheels have the advantage of being
able to be operated on conventional high speed angle grinders up to 12,000rpm.

Trade $10.00 $10.00

PVA dry polishing wheel 100x16 #500 D

High speed (12,000 rpm) for stone, concrete, steel
DPW0100-PVA10-0500

PVA wheels are an inexpensive solution for shaping and grinding Concrete, Granite, Marble, Travertine
and Stone. Unlike conventional abrasive shaping stones, the PVA wheels have the advantage of being
able to be operated on conventional high speed angle grinders up to 12,000rpm.

Trade $10.00 $10.00

Category - PVA Polishing Wheels (high speed)
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Hand saw 405x3.2x12 WT20 C

Hydraulic &amp; 3-phase saws
DHS0400-WT20-C1W

WT20: The Premium*** blade for hydraulic hand sawing. Designed for quick cutting in reinforced concrete
including tilt panels but also concrete block and general building material. The WT20 performs well on belt
drive and direct drive hydraulic hand saws. Best performance is generally achieved when the hydraulic
power pack output is set at 30-35 l/min (determines the blade RPM) and at 150-170bar (pressure/torque).
When operating hydraulic hand saw machines, it is crucial to keep the blade RPM up as hydraulic hand
saw machines do not have the same torque performance as 2-stroke hand saws. Pre-cut to depth
25-35mm, followed by subsequent cuts 75-125mm in depth. Always let the blade do the cutting and always
keep the diamond segment in contact with concrete and avoid riding only on steel.

Trade $495.00 $495.00

Hand saw 450x3.2x12 WT20 C

Hydraulic &amp; 3-phase saws
DHS0450-WT20-C1W

WT20: The Premium*** blade for hydraulic hand sawing. Designed for quick cutting in reinforced concrete
including tilt panels but also concrete block and general building material. The WT20 performs well on belt
drive and direct drive hydraulic hand saws. Best performance is generally achieved when the hydraulic
power pack output is set at 30-35 l/min (determines the blade RPM) and at 150-170bar (pressure/torque).
When operating hydraulic hand saw machines, it is crucial to keep the blade RPM up as hydraulic hand
saw machines do not have the same torque performance as 2-stroke hand saws. Pre-cut to depth
25-35mm, followed by subsequent cuts 75-125mm in depth. Always let the blade do the cutting and always
keep the diamond segment in contact with concrete and avoid riding only on steel.

Trade $545.00 $545.00

Hand saw 510x3.2x12 HSH-C46 C

Hydraulic &amp; 3-phase saws
DHS0500-HSH-C46-C1W

C46: A Premium Hand saw blade for the Pro Cutter. Predominately a very quick blade for petrol / 2-stroke
gas saws but often also used as a 2in1 blade for hydraulic hand saw machines. The C46 diamond blade
features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for Ultra Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard
Aggregate. It is the fastest hand saw blade for petrol / 2-stroke gas saws in our range. A similar cutting
performance but more lifetime can be expected from the HSF2 spec (only suited for petrol / 2-stroke gas
saws) or select the WT20 for a fully dedicated Hydraulic hand saw blade.

Trade $595.00 $595.00

Hand saw 534x3.2x12 HSH-C46 C

Hydraulic &amp; 3-phase saws
DHS0534-HSH-C46-C1W

C46: A Premium Hand saw blade for the Pro Cutter. Predominately a very quick blade for petrol / 2-stroke
gas saws but often also used as a 2in1 blade for hydraulic hand saw machines. The C46 diamond blade
features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for Ultra Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard
Aggregate. It is the fastest hand saw blade for petrol / 2-stroke gas saws in our range. A similar cutting
performance but more lifetime can be expected from the HSF2 spec (only suited for petrol / 2-stroke gas
saws) or select the WT20 for a fully dedicated Hydraulic hand saw blade.

Trade $595.00 $595.00
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Hand saw 534x3.2x12 WT20 C

Hydraulic &amp; 3-phase saws
DHS0534-WT20-C1W

WT20: The Premium*** blade for hydraulic hand sawing. Designed for quick cutting in reinforced concrete
including tilt panels but also concrete block and general building material. The WT20 performs well on belt
drive and direct drive hydraulic hand saws. Best performance is generally achieved when the hydraulic
power pack output is set at 30-35 l/min (determines the blade RPM) and at 150-170bar (pressure/torque).
When operating hydraulic hand saw machines, it is crucial to keep the blade RPM up as hydraulic hand
saw machines do not have the same torque performance as 2-stroke hand saws. Pre-cut to depth
25-35mm, followed by subsequent cuts 75-125mm in depth. Always let the blade do the cutting and always
keep the diamond segment in contact with concrete and avoid riding only on steel.

Trade $695.00 $695.00

Hand saw 600x3.5x10 HSH C49V C

Concrete, for hydr & 3-phase saw
DHS0600-HSH-0001

Concrete, for hydr & 3-phase saw

Trade $895.00 $895.00

Blade Pack 14" BS10 (Buy 10 blades & get a free TS420) A

DHS0350-ABP01

Trade $2,990.00 $2,990.00

Hand saw 350x3.2x12 HS-TOP C

Concrete - Soft/medium, long life
DHS0350-HS

HS TOP: Suitable for soft-medium reinforced concrete. Ideal for cutting driveways, curb &amp; channel or
general all round blade including green concrete.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Hand saw 350x3.2x12 HSF1-TOP C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0350-HSF1

The HSF1 is a fast cut spec hand saw blade also suitable for low power (LP) floor saws up to 20HP, or
medium power (MP) floor saws up to 27HP. Other applications also include operation on electric floor saw
up to 15kW.

Trade $265.00 $265.00
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Hand saw 350x3.2x12 HSF2 C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0350-HSF2

The HSF2 is one of our Premium Hand saw blades for the Pro Cutter. Designed to be operated on petrol /
2-stroke gas saws. The HSF2 diamond blade features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for
Heavy Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard Aggregate. The only diamond hand saw blade performing
faster is the C46.

Trade $395.00 $395.00

Hand saw 350x3.2x12 HSL3 C

Med Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate
DHS0350-HSL3

Med Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate

Trade $245.00 $245.00

Hand saw 400x3.2x12 HSF-TOP# C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate
DHS0400-HSF

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate

Trade $355.00 $355.00

Hand saw 416x3.2x12 HSF1-TOP (Husqv) C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0400-HSF1

The HSF1 is a fast cut spec hand saw blade also suitable for low power (LP) floor saws up to 20HP, or
medium power (MP) floor saws up to 27HP. Other applications also include operation on electric floor saw
up to 15kW.

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Hand saw 410x3.2x12 HSF1-TOP (Stihl) C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0400-HSF1S

The HSF1 is a fast cut spec hand saw blade also suitable for low power (LP) floor saws up to 20HP, or
medium power (MP) floor saws up to 27HP. Other applications also include operation on electric floor saw
up to 15kW.

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Hand saw 416x3.2x12 HSF2 (Husqv) C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0400-HSF2

The HSF2 is one of our Premium Hand saw blades for the Pro Cutter. Designed to be operated on petrol /
2-stroke gas saws. The HSF2 diamond blade features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for
Heavy Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard Aggregate. The only diamond hand saw blade performing
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faster is the C46.

Trade $415.00 $415.00

Hand saw 410x3.2x12 HSF2 (stihl) C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0400-HSF2S

The HSF2 is one of our Premium Hand saw blades for the Pro Cutter. Designed to be operated on petrol /
2-stroke gas saws. The HSF2 diamond blade features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for
Heavy Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard Aggregate. The only diamond hand saw blade performing
faster is the C46.

Trade $415.00 $415.00

Hand saw 416x3.2x12 HSL3 (Husqv) C

Med Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate
DHS0400-HSL3

Med Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate

Trade $279.00 $279.00

Hand saw 404x3.2x12 C46 (Stihl) C

Ultra Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0400-HSP-C46

C46: A Premium Hand saw blade for the Pro Cutter. Predominately a very quick blade for petrol / 2-stroke
gas saws but often also used as a 2in1 blade for hydraulic hand saw machines. The C46 diamond blade
features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for Ultra Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard
Aggregate. It is the fastest hand saw blade for petrol / 2-stroke gas saws in our range. A similar cutting
performance but more lifetime can be expected from the HSF2 spec (only suited for petrol / 2-stroke gas
saws) or select the WT20 for a fully dedicated Hydraulic hand saw blade.

Trade $385.00 $385.00

Hand saw 410x3.2x12 HSL3 (stihl) C

Med Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate
DHS0410-HSL3

Med Reinforced Concrete / HM Hard-Med Aggregate

Trade $279.00 $279.00

Hand saw 416x3.2x12 C46 (Husqv) C

Ultra Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0416-HSP-C46

C46: A Premium Hand saw blade for the Pro Cutter. Predominately a very quick blade for petrol / 2-stroke
gas saws but often also used as a 2in1 blade for hydraulic hand saw machines. The C46 diamond blade
features Auto Array Diamond distribution and is designed for Ultra Reinforced Concrete with Ultra Hard
Aggregate. It is the fastest hand saw blade for petrol / 2-stroke gas saws in our range. A similar cutting
performance but more lifetime can be expected from the HSF2 spec (only suited for petrol / 2-stroke gas
saws) or select the WT20 for a fully dedicated Hydraulic hand saw blade.
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Trade $385.00 $385.00

Hand saw 450x3.2x12 HSF1-TOP C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0450-HSF1

The HSF1 is a fast cut spec hand saw blade also suitable for low power (LP) floor saws up to 20HP, or
medium power (MP) floor saws up to 27HP. Other applications also include operation on electric floor saw
up to 15kW.

Trade $365.00 $365.00

Hand saw 500x3.2x12 HSF1-TOP C

Heavy Reinforced Concrete / UH Ultra Hard Aggregate
DHS0500-HSF1

The HSF1 is a fast cut spec hand saw blade also suitable for low power (LP) floor saws up to 20HP, or
medium power (MP) floor saws up to 27HP. Other applications also include operation on electric floor saw
up to 15kW.

Trade $450.00 $450.00

Ring saw 350x4.0x9 C220 Premium***#

Concrete - Block/soft, long life
DHS0350-C220RING

The C220 Ring saw blade is designed to cut soft concrete and concrete block and is suitable for both
hydraulic &amp; petrol saws. Drive roller included

Trade $395.00 1 - 2 @ $197.50 3 and Up @
$98.75

Ring saw 350x4.2x10 C330 Standard**#

DHS0350-C330RING

The C330 ring saw blade is an economy spec for concrete and block. Driver roller included

Trade $235.00 1 - 2 @ $164.50 3 and Up @
$141.00

Ring saw 350x4.2x9 RSL (w roller) C

Fast Cut - Hard concrete
DHS0350-RSL-RING

Suits Husqvarna (Partner) 350mm ring saw machines. The RSL ring saw is a fast cut spec for reinforced
concrete, concrete pipes and tilt panel. Ideal for both petrol and hydraulic machines. Blade comes
complete with drive roller.

Trade $299.00 $299.00
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Ring saw 350x4.2x9 RSM (w roller) C

Long life - Soft concrete
DHS0350-RSM-RING

Suits Husqvarna (Partner) 350mm ring saw machines. The RSM ring saw is a long life spec for concrete
block and brick or general concrete. Suitable for hydraulic saws but better used on petrol saws. Blade
comes complete with drive roller.

Trade $239.00 $239.00

Hand saw Ring pre-cut 400x4.5x10 C93# C

DHS0400-C093-045

Trade $595.00 $595.00

Ring saw Hycon 400x4.0x9 C518 (20 yellow) C

(incl drive roller)
DHS0400-C518RING

Suits Hycon 16" / 400m Ring saw machine.

Trade $495.00 $495.00

Hand saw Ring pre-cut 400x4.2x10 HSL

DHS0400-HSP-001

Trade $395.00 $395.00

Hand saw Ring pre-cut 450x4.5x10 C93 C

DHS0450-C093-045

Trade $715.00 $715.00

Ring saw drive roller (spare) (s Husqvarna / Partner) C

ZSP-HOL-00000001

Trade $49.00 $49.00
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Weka E-Hand Saw TS40 ANNA W/cooled (400mm/165mm) A

3700W @ 230V / 6500W @ 400V incl frequ converter
MHH-WEK-TS40

Powerful electric hand saw for the multi-purpose use in stone, asphalt, concrete and masonry. Diamond
saw blade capacity of 400mm diameter, / 165mm cutting depth High frequency drive: Nominal power at
230 Volt is maximum 3700W and at 400 Volt 3 AC max 6500W. Water-cooled motor with the cooling
principle patented by WEKA. The cooling circuit is hereby completely separated from the electrical part of
the motor. If seals would fail, the cooling water does not enter the inner of the motor, but only leaks to the
outside. Motor control: Controlled by a very efficient converter, the FU 6, which is located in a small and
stable aluminum box. It supplies the required energy, controls current input and speed. The integrated
(Powerfactor Correction) ensures that a none-current is not drawn from the mains, but only energy that is
converted into mechanical power. Converter recognizes if connected to 230V or 400V and adapts current
and power accordingly. Motor current is controlled according to the requirements and limited to the
maximum, thus machine cannot be overloaded. The temperature of motor is checked constantly. If loaded
too high or cooled too little, power electronic switches off before anything can happen. Handling and
operation: Via converter connected to the 400V mains. For use at 230V mains, adapter cable is used. By
the adjustable handle and the variable position of blade guard, machine can be adapted to every sawing
job optimal. Integrated safety switch prevents an unintended start of the motor as far as possible. Machine
is water cooled, but if operated dry, a bypass outlet can be utilized. Blade change is easy without guard
removal. Blade cooling via saw spindle. The ball control valve is attached under the switch handle in the
way that it can be easily operated with the forefinger without letting the saw loose. Stability and weight:
Aluminum housing and total weight only 9.4kg. Corrosion and water protection: Case and blade guard are
made from aluminum, all main parts are rustproof. Converter is not only very powerful and robust, but also
splash water proof according protection class IP 55 referring to EN60 529, i.e. on proper use no water can
enter into internal. Oil bath lubrication: Like all gears of the WEKA family - is fitted with an oil bath
lubrication and thus efficient, low in maintenance and long-living. Life time: The operation hours counter
which is integrated in a micro controller allows for 300 hours of work. Once reached, operator will be
alerted to arrange service by starting only when start button is pushed three times.

Trade $7,350.00 $7,350.00

Cutter pack Premium*** 14" (SSU) C

incl Makita 4114S & 14" Super Stone Ultra
MPT-HOL-CSPP1401

Trade $1,595.00 $1,595.00

Holer hydraulic hand saw 21" HS853-20 A

30-40 l/min @ 170bar, (max cut 210mm)
MHH-HOL-HS853-20

The Holer HS853-20 hydraulic hand saw machine has a 535mm blade capacity to give 210mm cutting
depth. The 2 piece blade guard provides flush cut capability on walls and floors. Automatic water ON/OFF
feature via blade trigger. Built-in pressure relief valve providing correct oil flow and pressure for operator
protection. Pressure / Flow recommendation: 140-160 bar @ 30-40 liters

Trade $5,500.00 $5,500.00

Hycon hydraulic hand saw 16" HCS16 A

20-40 l/min @ 170bar, (max cut 160mm)
MHH-HYC-HCS16

Max blade 16”/400mm with cutting depth up to 162mm. Can be mounted in the saw cart. Will cut any
material including rebar. The cut-off saw offers top safety with the built-in ASCO System (Automatic Safety
Cut off). The tool automatically cuts off if the disc jams - no injury to the operator.

Trade $3,100.00 $3,100.00
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Hycon hydraulic hand saw 18" HCS18 A

20-40 l/min @ 170bar, (max cut 187mm)
MHH-HYC-HCS18

Max blade 18”/450mm with cutting depth up to 187mm. Can be mounted in the saw cart. Will cut any
material including rebar. The cut-off saw offers top safety with the built-in ASCO System (Automatic Safety
Cut off). The tool automatically cuts off if the disc jams - no injury to the operator.

Trade $3,350.00 $3,350.00

Hycon hydraulic Ring Saw Incl. 2m hose & Blade A

30-40 l/min @ 160bar (max 250bar)
MHH-HYC-HRS

Diamond ring saw blade 400mm, Cutting depth 300mm Hydraulic requirements: 30-40 l/min @ max
160bar Vibration level (3 axis) 2.5 m/s² Noise level 1 m LPA dB 109 Cutting speed: 37-49 m/s Rotation:
1750-2350 rpm<br><br><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0rD7HTRZ78"><img style="width:70px;height:49px;float:left"
src="/Server/youtube-logo2.jpg"></a><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0rD7HTRZ78"><br>Click here to view Hydraulic Hand Saw
Youtube video</a>

Trade $7,200.00 $7,200.00

Hycon Cart f/cut-off saw A

MHHX-HYC-CART01

Trade $1,200.00 $1,200.00

BONUS: FREE Hand saw blade with every 2pc FSL-G4 green blades C

AAPR-BOM-010

The SLR pack is a Limited Super Value Deal. It includes the SLR saw, suitable blade for cutting concrete,
Holer Beanie and a Holer High-Vis Jacket (please specify size on order).

Trade $1,899.00 $1,899.00

SLR 400 pack: 1 saw, 1 blade, 1 Jacket, 1 Beanie C

AAPR-BOM-015

The SLR pack is a Limited Super Value Deal. It includes the SLR saw, suitable blade for cutting concrete,
Holer Beanie and a Holer High-Vis Jacket (please specify size on order).

Trade $2,599.00 $2,599.00
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Cutter Pack Stihl TS420 14" (+ 30% off voucher) A

(1x TS420, 1x 14" SC)
MHH-HOL-CP14A-01

This Cutter Pack includes 1pc Stihl TS420 saw with water kit and 1pc 14” / 350mm diamond saw blade
(Super Cut) and a 30% off discount voucher for any 5pc additional hand saw blades*. *To take advantage
of this discount voucher, the order for the diamond tools needs to be placed at the same time of machine
purchase. The voucher will expire after that and cannot be used again.

Trade $2,195.00 $2,195.00

Cutter Pack Stihl TS700 14" (+ 30% off voucher) A

(1x TS700, 1x 14" SC)
MHH-HOL-CP14B-01

This Cutter Pack includes 1pc Stihl TS700 saw with water kit and 1pc 14” / 350mm diamond saw blade
(Super Cut) and a 30% off discount voucher for any 5pc additional hand saw blades*. *To take advantage
of this discount voucher, the order for the diamond tools needs to be placed at the same time of machine
purchase. The voucher will expire after that and cannot be used again.

Trade $2,495.00 $2,495.00

Cutter Pack SLR 14" (+ 30% off voucher) C

(1x SLR, 1x 14" SC)
MHH-HOL-CP14C-01

This Cutter Pack includes 1pc SLR FastCut petrol hand saw with water kit and 1pc 14” / 350mm diamond
saw blade (Super Cut) and a 30% off discount voucher for any 5pc additional hand saw blades* *To take
advantage of this discount voucher, the order for the diamond tools needs to be placed at the same time of
machine purchase. The voucher will expire after that and cannot be used again.

Trade $1,895.00 $1,895.00

Cutter Pack Stihl TS800 16" (+ 30% off voucher*) A

(1x TS800, 1x 16" SC)
MHH-HOL-CP16B-01

This Cutter Pack includes 1pc Stihl TS800 petrol hand saw with water kit and 1pc 16” / 400mm diamond
saw blade (Super Cut) and a 30% off discount voucher for any 5pc additional hand saw blades* *To take
advantage of this discount voucher, the order for the diamond tools needs to be placed at the same time of
machine purchase. The voucher will expire after that and cannot be used again.

Trade $2,595.00 $2,595.00

Cutter Pack SLR 16" (+ 30% off voucher) C

(1x SLR, 1x 16" SC)
MHH-HOL-CP16C-01

This Cutter Pack includes 1pc Core Cut SLR saw with water kit and 1pc 16” / 400mm diamond saw blade
(Super Cut) and a 30% off discount voucher for any 5pc additional hand saw blades*. *To take advantage
of this discount voucher, the order for the diamond tools needs to be placed at the same time of machine
purchase. The voucher will expire after that and cannot be used again.

Trade $2,195.00 $2,195.00
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Cutter Pack Basic*-14 (1+1) C

(1x SLR14, 1x SC)
MHH-HOL-CSP14SCJ2

Trade $2,195.00 $2,195.00

Cutter Pack Basic*-14 (1+1) C

(1x SLR14, 1x SC)
MHH-HOL-CSP14SCJ2

Trade $2,195.00 $2,195.00

Trolley Complete for Dolmar / Makita DPC7331 A

MHHX-DOL-TRO-010

This trolley will accommodate both Makita and Dolmar (and Wacker) power cutters from 12", 14" and 16"
types Thanks to the patented "Quick-Lock" mounting system, Makita Power Cutters (not included) can be
mounted on the trolley in a matter of seconds without the use of tools Wheel axle may be displaced to left
or right of travel direction, enabling close trimming at edges and obstacles Trolley is equipped with an
adjustable depth limiter for precise cuts to a desired depth An angled fuel filler cap is supplied for ease of
refuelling 15 litre gravity feed water tank with water connection is supplied with the unit

Trade $1,095.00 $1,095.00

Spacer Kit Stihl Hand saw 25,4-20x9 4pce A

MHHX-HOL-BSK01

Trade $14.50 $14.50

Spacer Kit Partner Hand saw 25,4-15mm 4pce A

MHHX-HOL-BSK02

Trade $39.50 $39.50

Custom Chase Trolley suits Stihl TS700/800 A

MHHX-HOL-TRO-010

Trade $995.00 $995.00
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Stihl Oil 1 litre (2-stroke) A

warranty approved 50:1 low pollutant
MHHX-STI-0100

warranty approved 50:1 low pollutant

Trade $19.95 $19.95

FW20 Stihl trolley for TS400/420/700/800 A

MHHX-STI-TRO-010

Trade $1,269.57 $1,269.57

FW20 Pointer for Stihl trolley A

MHHX-STI-TRO-011

Trade $160.87 $160.87

FW20 Water Tank for Stihl trolley A

MHHX-STI-TRO-012

Trade $286.95 $286.95

FW20 Mounting kit for Stihl trolley TS700/800 A

MHHX-STI-TRO-013

Trade $369.57 $369.57

FW20 Mounting kit for Stihl trolley TS410/420 A

MHHX-STI-TRO-014

Trade $355.00 $355.00
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ICS 880F4 Bar saw kit - 15" A

w 15" chain, bar & case
MHH-ICS-880F4-15

w 15" chain, bar & case

Trade $5,500.00 $5,500.00

ICS 880F4 Flush cut Bar saw head A

head only, requires chain & bar
MHH-ICS-880F4-FL-15

Trade $6,995.00 $6,995.00

ICS 680GC-12 Bar saw kit - 80cc C

w 12" chain(Twin Max) & bar
MHH-ICS-680GC-12

w 12" chain(Twin Max) & bar

Trade $2,550.00 $2,550.00

ICS 695F4-16 Bar saw kit - 94cc 6.4hp C

w 16" F4 chain & bar
MHH-ICS-695F4-16

w 16" F4 chain & bar

Trade $3,950.00 $3,950.00

Category - ICS Chainsaw

7 Nov 2013
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Fast Fix Shoe w heavy duty velcro C

to suit Twister &amp; Fenix pads
MFGX-HOLD-FF001

Use on FastFix holding plate when operating Twister or other type polishing / burnishing pads. Generally
recommended to use 6pc.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Fast Fix Shoe adaptor (bolt-on type) C

zink coated, w 3 screws countersunk 6mm
MFGX-HOLD-FFBOS3

Features 3 tapped holes to allow for screwing onto any other grinding plate or tool holder

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Fast Fix Shoe adaptor (fit for HTC) C

6mm thread holes
MFGX-HOLD-FFEZSH

To operate HTC EZ change shoes on FastFix tool holder.

Trade $61.00 $61.00

Fast Fix Shoe adaptor w 60mm round velcro C

Fits Fenolic 60mm FP series
MFGX-HOLD-FFRO60

To operate 60mm round Fenolic or Resin pads on FastFix tool holder.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

Fast Fix Tool Holder 180mm (HTC420 & GL450) C

zink coated
MFGX-HOLD-FFS180

To operate FastFix shoes on HTC420 grinding machine.

Trade $145.00 $145.00

Fast Fix Tool Holder 230mm to Fit HTC Floor Grinder A

MFGX-HOLD-FFS230

To operate FastFix shoes on HTC grinding machines.

Trade $220.00 $220.00

Category - FastFix Shoes

7 Nov 2013
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Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Fast Fix Tool Holder 250mm (FloorPro Revo 250) C

zink coated
MFGX-HOLD-FFS250

To operate FastFix shoes on grinding machines with 250mm diameter capacity.

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Fast Fix Tool Holder 290mm Husqvarvana P6280SF C

40mm hole in centre
MFGX-HOLD-FFS290

To operate FastFix shoes on Husqvarna grinding machines.

Trade $265.00 $265.00

Fast Fix Tool Holder 300mm (FloorPro Revo 300) C

zink coated
MFGX-HOLD-FFS300

To operate FastFix shoes on grinding machines with 300mm diameter capacity.

Trade $195.00 $195.00

FastFix Shoe box (empty) with Shoe inserts and hammer* B

*get 30% discount off case when you buy any 3 sets of FF shoes
MFGX-HOL-FFCASE

The FastFix Box is designed to contain up to 6 sets of 6pc FastFix griding shoes. It comes complete with
shoe inserts, a tap hammer and intermediate lid with a grinding guide. (picture shown displays the box with
some FastFix shoes, these do not come with this box)

Trade $395.00 $395.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM4/GF1 - Brown (#60/80) DS C

(PCG80)
DGSFF-STGF1-DS

HM4 / GF1 Brown (#60/80): Scratch remover used after Grey. Can be used for a first cut if the desired
finish is to be smooth and not too much material is required to be removed. The finish will be smooth and
will allow for most paint application or coatings. For clear coating applications, continue to next step
BLACK.

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM4/GF1 - Brown (#60/80) SS C

(PCG80)
DGSFF-STGF1-SS

HM4 / GF1 Brown (#60/80): Scratch remover used after Grey. Can be used for a first cut if the desired
finish is to be smooth and not too much material is required to be removed. The finish will be smooth and
will allow for most paint application or coatings. For clear coating applications, continue to next step
BLACK.

Category - FastFix Shoes

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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Trade $29.00 $29.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM5/GF2 - Black (#80/140) DS C

(PCG89)
DGSFF-STGF2-DS

HM5 / GF2 Black (#80/140): Scratch remover after BROWN. Suitable for clear coating application in most
cases.

Trade $54.00 $54.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM5/GF2 - Black (#80/140) SS C

(PCG89)
DGSFF-STGF2-SS

HM5 / GF2 Black (#80/140): Scratch remover after BROWN. Suitable for clear coating application in most
cases.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM6/GF4 - Blue (#140/325) DS C

(PCG97)
DGSFF-STGF4-DS

HM6 / GF4 Blue (#140/325): Final Scratch remover after BLACK and last metal bond offered.

Trade $54.00 $54.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM6/GF4 - Blue (140/325) SS C

(PCG97)
DGSFF-STGF4-SS

HM6 / GF4 Blue (#140/325): Final Scratch remover after BLACK and last metal bond offered.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM2/GH2 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

(PCG22)
DGSFF-WMGH2-DS

HM2 / GH2 Gold (#25/35): First cut for Hard to Medium Concrete and thin Coatings. Ideal for LP (low
Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM2/GH2 - Gold (#25/35) SS C

(PCG22)
DGSFF-WMGH2-SS

HM2 / GH2 Gold (#25/35): First cut for Hard to Medium Concrete and thin Coatings. Ideal for LP (low
Power) machines up to 6kW.

Category - FastFix Shoes

7 Nov 2013
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Trade $29.00 $29.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM3/GH3 - Grey (#35/60) DS C

(PCG32)
DGSFF-WMGH3-DS

HM3 / GH3 Grey (#35/60): First or Second cut for Hard to Medium Concrete and thin Coatings. Ideal for
LP (low Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Fast Fix Shoe HM3/GH3 - Grey (#35/60) SS C

(PCG32)
DGSFF-WMGH3-SS

HM3 / GH3 Grey (#35/60): First or Second cut for Hard to Medium Concrete and thin Coatings. Ideal for
LP (low Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Fast Fix Shoe MS4/GF3 - Brown (#60/80) DS C

(PCG82)
DGSFF-STGF3-DS

MS4 / GF3 Brown (#60/80): Scratch remover used after Grey. Can be used for a first cut if the desired
finish is to be smooth and not too much material is required to be removed. The finish will be smooth and
will allow for most paint application or coatings. For clear coating applications, continue to next step
BLACK.

Trade $54.00 $54.00

Fast Fix Shoe MS4/GF3 - Brown (#60/80) SS C

(PCG82)
DGSFF-STGF3-SS

MS4 / GF3 Brown (#60/80): Scratch remover used after Grey. Can be used for a first cut if the desired
finish is to be smooth and not too much material is required to be removed. The finish will be smooth and
will allow for most paint application or coatings. For clear coating applications, continue to next step
BLACK.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Fast Fix Shoe MS2/GS1 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

(PCG53)
DGSFF-WMGS1-DS

MS2 / GS1 Gold (#25/35): First cut for Medium to Soft Concrete &amp; thin Coatings. The most popular
spec in our range. Suits most machines, even LP (low Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $54.00 $54.00

Category - FastFix Shoes

7 Nov 2013
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Fast Fix Shoe MS2/GS1 - Gold (#25/35) SS C

(PCG53)
DGSFF-WMGS1-SS

MS2 / GS1 Gold (#25/35): First cut for Medium to Soft Concrete &amp; thin Coatings. The most popular
spec in our range. Suits most machines, even LP (low Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Fast Fix Shoe MS3/GS2 - Grey (#35/60) DS C

(PCG50)
DGSFF-WMGS2-DS

MS3 / GS2 Grey (#35/60): Second cut after GOLD for Medium to Soft Concrete &amp; thin Coatings. Suits
most machines, even LP (low Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Fast Fix Shoe MS3/GS2 - Grey (#35/60) SS C

(PCG50)
DGSFF-WMGS2-SS

MS3 / GS2 Grey (#35/60): Second cut after GOLD for Medium to Soft Concrete &amp; thin Coatings. Suits
most machines, even LP (low Power) machines up to 6kW.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Fast Fix shoe PCD Anticlock (A) SS C

Hammer Head (Large)
DGSFF-PCD-A

Single Segment (SS) Hammerhead PCD: Extremely aggressive and ideal to remove Vinyl, Cork, Black
Jack, thick and sticky glue, paint and acrylics, epoxy and coatings over &amp;gt;3mm. The Hammerhead
is made up of a large 12mm diameter half moon PCD diamond with a 40RHC steel protection bar that
assists with protecting the diamond and also avoids the tool from digging to deep into the surface. The tool
is not designed for conventional grinding and the PCD segments can leave deep gauges in the surface.
Care has to be taken, to ensure the PCD diamond is being operated in the correct direction! Anti-clock (A)
or Clock (B) direction is clearly marked on each grinding shoe. If used incorrect, it can damage the tool.
Clock (A) is the primary type sold and the (B) type is generally used when the tool is operated on multi
head machines with both clock &amp; anticlock operation. Prior grinding any surface or material, the floor
must be inspected for any reinforcing or bolts protruding as they will also damage the PCD diamond! The
ideal grinding operation is to overlap just like with conventional grinding.

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Fast Fix shoe PCD Clockwise (B) SS C

Hammer Head (Large)
DGSFF-PCD-B

Single Segment (SS) Hammerhead PCD: Extremely aggressive and ideal to remove Vinyl, Cork, Black
Jack, thick and sticky glue, paint and acrylics, epoxy and coatings over &amp;gt;3mm. The Hammerhead
is made up of a large 12mm diameter half moon PCD diamond with a 40RHC steel protection bar that
assists with protecting the diamond and also avoids the tool from digging to deep into the surface. The tool
is not designed for conventional grinding and the PCD segments can leave deep gauges in the surface.
Care has to be taken, to ensure the PCD diamond is being operated in the correct direction! Anti-clock (A)
or Clock (B) direction is clearly marked on each grinding shoe. If used incorrect, it can damage the tool.
Clock (A) is the primary type sold and the (B) type is generally used when the tool is operated on multi

Category - FastFix Shoes
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head machines with both clock &amp; anticlock operation. Prior grinding any surface or material, the floor
must be inspected for any reinforcing or bolts protruding as they will also damage the PCD diamond! The
ideal grinding operation is to overlap just like with conventional grinding.

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Round (60) Fenolic FP10 - Black (#80/140) # CSF
Item

211507
DGSRO-FP10-60

211507

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Round (60) Fenolic FP20 - Blue (#140/325)# CSF
Item

211506
DGSRO-FP20-60

211506

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Round (60) Fenolic FP30 - Red (#325/500) # CSF
Item

211505
DGSRO-FP30-60

211505

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Round (60) Fenolic FP40 - White (#500/800) # CSF
Item

211504
DGSRO-FP40-60

211504

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Round (60) Fenolic FP50 - Yellow (#800/1500) # CSF
Item

211503
DGSRO-FP50-60

211503

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Category - FastFix Shoes
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Round (60) Fenolic FP60 - Green (#1500/3000) # CSF
Item

211502
DGSRO-FP60-60

211502

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Floor polishing pad 75mm #100 D

DPV0075-FPP9-0100

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Floor polishing pad 75mm #200 D

DPV0075-FPP9-0200

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Floor polishing pad 75mm #800 D

DPV0075-FPP9-0800

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Fast Fix Shoe SA2/GS3 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

(PCG65)
DGSFF-WMGS3-DS

SA2 / GS3 Gold (#25/35): First cut for Asphalt, Green Concrete, rain damaged concrete or soft &amp;
abrasive material. Floor Prepping: Will leave scratches on surface and aggregate. Polished Concrete: Not
suitable, best to use MS2 Gold or MS3 Grey.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

Fast Fix Shoe SA2/GS3 - Gold (#25/35) SS C

(PCG65)
DGSFF-WMGS3-SS

SA2 / GS3 Gold (#25/35): First cut for Asphalt, Green Concrete, rain damaged concrete or soft &amp;
abrasive material. Floor Prepping: Will leave scratches on surface and aggregate. Polished Concrete: Not
suitable, best to use MS2 Gold or MS3 Grey.

Trade $49.00 $49.00
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Fast Fix Shoe UH2/GH5 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

DGSFF-WMGH5-DS

UH2 / GH5 Gold (#25/35): First cut grind for ultra hard concrete. Floor Prepping: Will leave strong
scratches on concrete surface and aggregate which will provide an ideal bond for any glue, adhesive or
coating. Polished Concrete: Requires to be follow up with UH3 - Grey (#35/60) for deep scratch removal of
concrete surface and aggregate prior to proceeding to any finer grits such Brown (typically #60/80).

Trade $54.00 $54.00

Fast Fix Shoe UH2/GH5 - Gold (#25/35) SS C

DGSFF-WMGH5-SS

UH2 / GH5 Gold (#25/35): First cut grind for ultra hard concrete. Floor Prepping: Will leave strong
scratches on concrete surface and aggregate which will provide an ideal bond for any glue, adhesive or
coating. Polished Concrete: Requires to be follow up with UH3 - Grey (#35/60) for deep scratch removal of
concrete surface and aggregate prior to proceeding to any finer grits such Brown (typically #60/80).v

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Fast Fix Shoe UH3 - Grey (#35/60) DS C

DGSFF-WMUH3-DS

UH2 Grey (#35/60): For ultra hard concrete, when Gold is too aggressive as a first cut or as a Second cut
to remove deep scratches created by Gold. Floor Prepping: Will leave minor scratches on concrete surface
and aggregate. Exposed concrete or Polished Concrete: Use prior Brown to flatten surface.

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Fast Fix Shoe UH3 - Grey (#35/60) SS C

DGSFF-WMUH3-SS

UH2 Grey (#35/60): For ultra hard concrete, when Gold is too aggressive as a first cut or as a Second cut
to remove deep scratches created by Gold. Floor Prepping: Will leave minor scratches on concrete surface
and aggregate. Exposed concrete or Polished Concrete: Use prior Brown to flatten surface.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Fast Fix shoe UH Velocity Anticlock - Silver (#16/25) (A) SS C

DGSFF-1VT-A

Single Segment (SS) Velocity Shoe: This grinding shoe is ideally suited for removing thin Coatings, yet still
leaves a reasonable medium finish. Care has to be taken, to ensure the Velocity Arrow is being operated
in the correct direction! Anti-clock (A) or Clock (B) direction is clearly marked on each grinding shoe.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Fast Fix shoe UH Velocity Clockwise - Silver (#16/25) (B) SS C

DGSFF-1VT-B

Single Segment (SS) Velocity Shoe: This grinding shoe is ideally suited for removing thin Coatings, yet still
leaves a reasonable medium finish. Care has to be taken, to ensure the Velocity Arrow is being operated
in the correct direction! Anti-clock (A) or Clock (B) direction is clearly marked on each grinding shoe.

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Category - FastFix Shoes
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EZ SuperResin Big Block BB3 - Grey (#35/60) CSF
Item

212042
DGSEZ-SR03-BB

An all-round tool with a coarse removal capacity and an extreme long life.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

EZ SuperResin Big Block BB4 - Brown (#60/80) CSF
Item

212043
DGSEZ-SR04-BB

An all-round tool with a good removal capacity and an extreme long life.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

EZ SuperResin Big Block BB5 - Black (#80/140) CSF
Item

212044
DGSEZ-SR05-BB

An all-round tool for fine removal and with an extreme long life.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

EZ SuperResin Big Block BB6 - Blue (#140/325) CSF
Item

212045
DGSEZ-SR06-BB

An all-round tool for fine removal and with an extreme long life.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

EZ SuperResin Big Block BB7 - Red (#325/500) CSF
Item

212046
DGSEZ-SR07-BB

An all-round tool for polishing and with an extreme long life.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

EZ SuperResin Big Block BB8 - White (#500/800) CSF
Item

212047
DGSEZ-SR08-BB

An all-round tool for polishing and with an extreme long life.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

Category - HTC EZ Shoes
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EZ Grind Shoe CA2 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

211100 / 211782
DGSEZ-CA02-DS

EZ CA 2 Gold: An all-around segment for concrete, natural stone and terrazzo. The tool has a long life and
high removal capacity.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

EZ Grind Shoe CA3 - Grey (#35/60) DS C

211102 / 211786
DGSEZ-CA03-DS

EZ CA 3 Gray: A slightly finer concrete segment that also works well for paint removal. Can in some
situations be used as the first step on normal concrete.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

EZ Grind Shoe CA4 - Brown (#60/80) DS C

211791
DGSEZ-CA04-DS

EZ CA 4 Brown: Use this tool after a previous grinding step if a high removal rate is desired. Gives an
almost score-free surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

EZ Grind Shoe CA5 - Black (#80/140) DS C

211118/211795
DGSEZ-CA05-DS

EZ CA 5 Black: Gives a slightly finer surface after a previous grinding step. Used for concrete, natural
stone, and terrazzo.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

EZ Grind Shoe CA6 - Blue (#140/325) DS# C

211122/211799
DGSEZ-CA06-DS

EZ CA 6 Blue: CA 6 is used on natural stone, terrazzo and concrete. This is an excellent tool for fine
grinding polished concrete (HTC Superfloor™).

Trade $125.00 $125.00

EZ Grind Shoe CX2 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

212191
DGSEZ-CX02-DS

EZ CX 2 Gold: The ideal starting tool for normal to extremely hard concrete floors.

Trade $95.00 $95.00

Category - HTC EZ Shoes
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EZ Grind Shoe CX2 - Gold (#25/35) SS C

212192
DGSEZ-CX02-SS

EZ CX 2 Gold: The ideal starting tool for normal to extremely hard concrete floors.

Trade $55.00 $55.00

EZ Grind Shoe CX3 - Grey (#35/60) DS C

212194
DGSEZ-CX03-DS

EZ CX 3 Grey: A finer starting tool with extremely good properties for normal to extremely hard concrete
floors.

Trade $95.00 $95.00

EZ Grind Shoe CX3 - Grey (#35/60) SS C

212195
DGSEZ-CX03-SS

EZ CX 3 Grey: A finer starting tool with extremely good properties for normal to extremely hard concrete
floors.

Trade $55.00 $55.00

EZ Grind Shoe CX4 - Brown (#60/80) SS C

212197
DGSEZ-CX04-SS

EZ CX 4 Brown: Should be used after EZ CX 2 or EZ CX 3.

Trade $55.00 $55.00

HTC Fenix II 10 Green #1500/3000 5" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0125-212447-10

FENIX GREEN: Suitable for polishing and should be used as the last step after Fenix 8 White or 9 Yellow.
Creates an extremely fine surface.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

HTC Fenix II 4 Brown #60/80 5" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0125-212447-4

FENIX Brown: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey. Creates a coarse surface.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

Category - HTC EZ Shoes
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HTC Fenix II 5 Black #80/140 5" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0125-212447-5

FENIX Black: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

HTC Fenix II 6 Blue #140/325 5" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0125-212447-6

FENIX Blue: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

HTC Fenix II 7 Red #325/500 5" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0125-212447-7

FENIX Red: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 5 Black or 6 Blue. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

HTC Fenix II 8 White #500/800 5" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0125-212447-8

FENIX White: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 6 Blue or 7 Red. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $79.00 $79.00

HTC Fenix II 10 Green #1500/3000 7" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0180-212448-10

FENIX GREEN: Suitable for polishing and should be used as the last step after Fenix 8 White or 9 Yellow.
Creates an extremely fine surface.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

HTC Fenix II 4 Brown #60/80 7" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0180-212448-4

FENIX Brown: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey. Creates a coarse surface.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

Category - HTC EZ Shoes
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HTC Fenix II 5 Black #80/140 7" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0180-212448-5

FENIX Black: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

HTC Fenix II 6 Blue #140/325 7" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0180-212448-6

FENIX Blue: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

HTC Fenix II 7 Red #325/500 7" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0180-212448-7

FENIX Red: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 5 Black or 6 Blue. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

HTC Fenix II 8 White #500/800 7" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0180-212448-8

FENIX White: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 6 Blue or 7 Red. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $89.00 $89.00

HTC Fenix II 10 Green #1500/3000 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-10

FENIX GREEN: Suitable for polishing and should be used as the last step after Fenix 8 White or 9 Yellow.
Creates an extremely fine surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

HTC Fenix II 3 Grey #35/60 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-3

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process

Trade $109.00 $109.00
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HTC Fenix II 4 Brown #60/80 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-4

FENIX Brown: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey. Creates a coarse surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

HTC Fenix II 5 Black #80/140 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-5

FENIX Black: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

HTC Fenix II 6 Blue #140/325 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-6

FENIX Blue: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

HTC Fenix II 7 Red #325/500 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-7

FENIX Red: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 5 Black or 6 Blue. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

HTC Fenix II 8 White #500/800 9" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0230-212449-8

FENIX White: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 6 Blue or 7 Red. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

HTC Fenix II 5 Black #80/140 11" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0270-212450-05

FENIX Black: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $125.00 $125.00
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HTC Fenix II 10 Green #1500/3000 11" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0270-212450-10

FENIX GREEN: Suitable for polishing and should be used as the last step after Fenix 8 White or 9 Yellow.
Creates an extremely fine surface.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

HTC Fenix II 4 Brown #60/80 11" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0270-212450-4

FENIX Brown: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey. Creates a coarse surface.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

HTC Fenix II 6 Blue #140/325 11" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0270-212450-6

FENIX Blue: Suitable for grinding and is a very efficient first step with a high capacity or a second step
after Fenix 3 Grey or 4 Brown. Creates a fine surface.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

HTC Fenix II 7 Red #325/500 11" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0270-212450-7

FENIX Red: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 5 Black or 6 Blue. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

HTC Fenix II 8 White #500/800 11" C

Concrete - HTC Superfloor process
DPV0270-212450-8

FENIX White: Suitable for polishing and should be used after Fenix 6 Blue or 7 Red. Creates a very fine
surface.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

EZ fenolic polishing shoe FP30 Red (#325/500) #

211496
DGSEZ-FP30-05

Trade $39.00 $7.80
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EZ fenolic polishing shoe FP40 White (#500/800)# C

211497
DGSEZ-FP40-05

Trade $39.00 $39.00

EZ fenolic polishing shoe FP50 Yellow (#800/1500)#

211498
DGSEZ-FP50-05

Trade $39.00 $7.80

EZ fenolic polishing shoe FP60 Green (#1500/3000) CSF
Item

211499
DGSEZ-FP60-05

Final polish Resin

Trade $39.00 $39.00

EZ Grind Shoe SF1 - Silver (#16/25) DS C

210886
DGSEZ-SF01-DS

EZ SF 1 Silver: A standard segment for concrete, removal of adhesive, rain-damaged surfaces and
newly-cast floors. The segment gives a coarsely-structured surface.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

EZ Grind Shoe SF1 - Silver (#16/25) SS

211218
DGSEZ-SF01-SS

EZ SF 1 Silver: A standard segment for concrete, removal of adhesive, rain-damaged surfaces and
newly-cast floors. The segment gives a coarsely-structured surface.

Trade $59.00 $59.00

EZ Grind Shoe SF2 - Gold (#25/35) DS C

210887
DGSEZ-SF02-DS

EZ SF 2 Gold: A very efficient segment for grinding concrete. Recommended for normal to hard concrete.

Trade $109.00 $109.00
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EZ Grind Shoe SF2 - Gold (#25/35) SS C

211219
DGSEZ-SF02-SS

EZ SF 2 Gold: A very efficient segment for grinding concrete. Recommended for normal to hard concrete.

Trade $59.00 $59.00

EZ Grind Shoe SF3 - Grey (#35/60) DS C

210888
DGSEZ-SF03-DS

EZ SF 3 Grey: A slightly finer concrete segment that also works well for paint removal. Can be used as
step 1 on very hard concrete.

Trade $109.00 $109.00
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Core Cut CC113 1- head grinder C

13HP Honda, 300mm
MFG-CCT-CC113H

Trade $5,950.00 $5,950.00

Core Cut Single head grinder CC175E3 B

7.5HP/380V/50Hz
MFG-CCT-CC175E3

7.5HP/380V/50Hz

Trade $6,475.00 $6,475.00

FloorPro REVO 300 1-head grinder w FF plate C

3HP(2.2kW)/230V, 300mm
MFG-HOL-FP300RV

3HP(2.2kW)/230V, 300mm

Trade $3,995.00 $3,995.00

COMBO: FloorPro REVO & Ermator S26 Vaccum B

MFG-HOL-FPKIT1

Combo that includes the industries 2 best! The FloorPro REVO 300 single phase grinder and the Ermator
S26 dry vac. An unbeatable combination for the professional!

Trade $6,950.00 $6,950.00

Tile Smasher (suits Makita HM1317C) C

incl Makita Shank & Tile Smasher Blade
MHHX-HOL-0010

Tile Lifter/Removal Head: Machined out of a solid block of tool-grade steel, the Tile Smasher suits most
jackhammer types and is built to last. The tool includes a durable 2mm thick high tensile steel blade held
together with high tensile fine thread bolts and high grade Loctite thread lock. Countersunk bolts eliminate
the risk of the bolts sheering off as found in other models. The tool comes fully assembled and lifts up tiles,
vinyl and cork. It can also be used for cleaning tile beds. Known in the industry as a certified "Tile Lifter",
this sturdy tool comes with a 6 month guarantee.

Trade $583.00 $583.00

Flippable Wide Chisel 75mm (suits Makita HM1317C) C

MHHX-HOL-0015

Suitable for the popular Makita Hitachi Hammer, this strength hardened steel chisel has a demolition head
suitable for most materials. This one-stop jackhammer tool has been used in endless situations and will
outlast and outperform other chisels with its unique flippable design which keeps an ever-sharp tip. This
understated tool improves efficiency and extends the chisel’s life over other chisels on the market.

Category - Floor Grinding & Preparation
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Trade $65.00 $65.00

Tile Smasher Blade - Replacement C

MHHX-HOL-0016

Replacement blades for Tile Smasher. Made of durable 2mm thick high tensile steel blade. Install via the 3
countersunk head screws and tighten to 160Nm

Trade $54.00 $54.00

FloorPro Tile Lifter Trolley (trolley only) C

(fits Makita HM1317C Jack Hammer)
MHHX-HOL-TRO-020

(fits Makita HM1317C Jack Hammer)

Trade $1,695.00 $1,695.00

FloorPro Tile Lifter Trolley Combo C

MPT-HOL-FSP001

The FloorPRO Tile Lifter Trolley is an innovative demolition tool for the fast and easy removal of floor tiles,
vinyl and cork from concrete and wooden surfaces. It can also be used to remove residue from tile beds
and for breaking rocks, blocks, concrete and sandstone. The FloorPro Tile Lifter Trolley quickly removes
floor tiles with some customers claiming they can do their demolition job up to 6 times faster than when
using a jackhammer alone. No more struggling or bending trying to handle heavy jackhammers! The
FloorPro Tile Lifter Trolley carries most of the weight of the jackhammer while the user positions
themselves behind the trolley and pushes it along. The ergonomic design reduces vibration impact to the
user. Adjustable to 6 different positions ranging from 20-80 degrees to suit most demolition jobs.

Trade $3,395.00 $3,395.00

HTC Tool Holder 230mm for FP60# (white type) C

210004
MFGX-HOLD-210004

210004

Trade $65.00 $65.00

HTC Tool Holder 160mm black for HTC420# CSF
Item

210669 for FP60
MFGX-HOLD-210669

210669 for FP60

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Category - Floor Grinding & Preparation
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HTC Tool Holder 160mm white for HTC420 # CSF
Item

210670 (for cleaning & maintanance) USE 212243
MFGX-HOLD-210670

210670 (for cleaning & maintanance) USE 212243

Trade $129.00 $129.00

HTC TWISTER & Fenix Pad Holder Ø270mm CSF
Item

suits HTC800 - HTC950 211023
MFGX-HOLD-211023

suits HTC800 - HTC950 211023

Trade $135.00 $135.00

HTC TWISTER & Fenix Pad Holder Ø180mm CSF
Item

suits HTC420 212243
MFGX-HOLD-212243

Use to attached Twister &amp; Fenix pads for HTC 420

Trade $75.00 $75.00

HTC TWISTER & Fenix Pad Holder Ø230mm CSF
Item

suits HTC500- HTC650 212245
MFGX-HOLD-212245

suits HTC500- HTC650 212245

Trade $115.00 $115.00

HTC Tool Holder 230mm - Suit Husqvarna PG530 & 680 CSF
Item

MFGX-HOLD-212417

Trade $225.00 $225.00

HTC Tool Holder 270mm - Suit Husqvarna PG820 CSF
Item

MFGX-HOLD-212418

Trade $225.00 $225.00
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HTC TWISTER & Fenix Pad Holder Ø270mm - HTC270EG CSF
Item

501911
MFGX-HOLD-501911

Trade $269.90 $269.90

HTC Tool Holder EZ Elastic 180mm for HTC420 CSF
Item

112794
MFGX-HOLD-EZF180

Trade $408.00 $408.00

HTC Tool Holder EZ Elastic 230mm (3) CSF
Item

211469
MFGX-HOLD-EZF230

Elastic tool holder for 3 EZchange™ tools. Use for fine grinding or polishing.

Trade $475.00 $475.00

HTC Tool Holder EZ Flexible 270mm (6) CSF
Item

211461
MFGX-HOLD-EZF270

Trade $300.00 $300.00

HTC Tool Holder EZ 180mm for HTC420 CSF
Item

112761
MFGX-HOLD-EZS180

112761

Trade $145.00 $145.00

HTC Tool Holder EZ 230mm (6) CSF
Item

112783
MFGX-HOLD-EZS230

Trade $165.00 $165.00
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HTC Tool Holder EZ 270mm CSF
Item

112785
MFGX-HOLD-EZS270

112785

Trade $185.00 $185.00

HTC Tool Holder EZ 400mm (9) New type BSF
Item

112787
MFGX-HOLD-EZS400

Trade $475.00 $475.00

Slip Tester With Printer FSC 2000 ASF
Item

MHH-HOL-FSC2000

Trade $14,500.00 $14,500.00

Gloss Checker Horiba IG-310 A

MHH-HOL-HORIBA

Trade $1,795.00 $1,795.00

Hammer EZ System

ZSP-HTC-10711

Trade $46.00 $46.00

HTC GL270 1-head & Edge Grinder kit 1.5kW/230V# A

Single speed 960rpm
MFG-HTC-GL270E

HTC Greyline 270 is a single headed grinder that is easy to carry and reaches into tight, impractical areas.
With the included special accessory kit, the HTC Greyline 270 turns into an effective edge grinder in
minutes. Just change the floating cover and with a few “clicks” on the motor and on the chassis, you now
got an edge grinder. Depending on which way along the edge you want to grind, you simply switch the
grinding head over to the other side, which is easily done in seconds.

Trade $3,950.00 $3,950.00
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HTC GL400 1-head grinder 4kW/380V/8.26A A

Single speed 1400rpm
MFG-HTC-GL400

HTC Greyline™ 400 is a single headed three-phase grinder with an incredible removal rate. It is perfect for
removal of floor coverings, molded joints and faults in the concrete from casting. The machine separates
for easy transport.

Trade $5,590.00 $5,590.00

HTC GL450 3-head planet. grinder 1.5kW/230V/8.31A A

Single speed 480rpm
MFG-HTC-GL450

HTC Greyline™ 450 is a single-phase, planetary grinder with three grinding heads and a counter-rotating
grinding wheel for a stabile grinding without lateral forces. It works equally well for concrete grinding and
floor prep as it does for grinding/sanding of wooden floors. The machine separates for easy transport.

Trade $6,590.00 $6,590.00

HTC GL550 3-head planet. grinder 4kW/380V/8.26A A

Single speed 750rpm
MFG-HTC-GL550

HTC Greyline™ 550 is a strong three-phase grinder that is perfect for larger areas. It has three grinding
heads and a counter-rotating grinding wheel. It is comparable with HTC Greyline™ 450, but the weight and
the more powerful engine makes the grinder more efficient. The machine separates for easy transport.

Trade $10,950.00 $10,950.00

HTC 270EG 1-head Edge grinder 2.2kW/230V A

Var speed 460-1220rpm
MFG-HTC-0270EG

Switching to an HTC 270 EG means that the time spent on edge grinding can be seriously reduced for any
contractor. We are confident to say that the HTC 270 EG is the world first true professional edge grinder.
The core focus in HTC’s product development has always been ergonomics, economy and ecology and
HTC 270 EG is no exception. The machine is advanced, yet simple to use and many different options in
configuration enables a more controlled and ergonomic edge grinding than ever before. Variable grinding
speed 460-1220rpm with a grinding pressure of 36kg and 270mm diameter 4-shoe head.

Trade $9,950.00 $9,950.00

HTC 420VS 3-head planet. grinder 2.2kW/230V A

Var speed 300-1350rpm
MFG-HTC-0420VS

HTC 420 is the machine for those who need a small, durable machine with a large capacity. Flooring
contractors set high demands on effective, flexible machines and HTC 420 lives up to the expectations.
The machine handles everything from floor preparation and grinding to fine polishing and does an
excellent job. In addition, HTC 420 can remove tough coatings like adhesive, screed and paint. A light and
handy all-round machine for concrete, natural stone, terrazzo as well as&nbsp;wood
sanding!&nbsp;Frequency-controlled, ergonomically designed.&nbsp;The machine can be used for coarse
grinding, preparation, maintenance and polishing.&nbsp;Collapsable for easier transport.&nbsp;Adapted
for the EZchange™ system. If used for wood sanding, utilize the <a
href="http://www.holer.co.nz/#/product/category/Product_Group-Diamond-Grinding-HTC_EZ_Shoes-Wood"
target="_blank"><strong>wood sanding kit</strong></a>.
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Trade $9,950.00 $9,950.00

HTC 500 3-head planet. grinder 4kW/380V/16A A

Var speed 300-1300rpm
MFG-HTC-0500E

HTC 500 is an excellent choice if you are looking for an effective concrete polisher and a good grinding
machinery with a very high capacity for its size. The HTC 500 is a three-phase frequency controlled
machine with infinitely variable speed, providing increased capacity. The motor is extra tolerant to voltage
drop which allows it to run more smoothly. HTC Superfloor™ - Approved Equipment, the machine can be
used for coarse grinding, preparation, grinding, and maintenance as well as HTC Superfloor™. Equipped
with three extra weights for varied grinding pressure. Machine comes with a 2 year warranty.

Trade $16,950.00 $16,950.00

HTC 650 3-head planet. grinder 7.5kW/380V/16A A

Var speed 360-1400rpm
MFG-HTC-0650C

The HTC 650 Classic series is an excellent choice and is an effective and versatile machine. The machine
is powerful and robust while being very easy to operate. The Classic model is fitted with the new hub
system which makes the machine extremely reliable and reduces the need of service and maintenance.
The Classic model is fitted with three grinding discs. HTC Superfloor™ – Approved Equipment. Comes
with a 2 year warranty.

Trade $26,950.00 $26,950.00

HTC 800HD 3-head planet. grinder 11kW/380V/30A A

Var speed 300-1300rpm
MFG-HTC-0800HDC

The HTC 800 Classic series is an excellent choice and a very effective and versatile machine, featuring
three grinding heads. The machine is powerful and robust while being easy to operate. The Classic model
is fitted with the new hub system which makes the machine extremely reliable and reduces the need of
service and maintenance. Fitted with a 11.0kW motor and the new floating dust shroud. HTC Superfloor™
– Approved Equipment.

Trade $35,950.00 $35,950.00

HTC 650HDX 4-head planet. grinder 11KW/380V/25A A

Var speed 300-1400rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-0650HDXM

The 4 head grinder for fast results! The HTC 650HDX is a good choice for fast results. The model is
popular for its versatility and easy handling and includes floating dust shroud. Since HTC’s grinding covers
are flexible you can grind much closer to corners and edges. HTC 650 HDX is a 4 head grinder with a
patented drive system that perfectly balance the machine and makes grinding completely level. Handy and
easily manageable 4 head grinder. Adjust the grinding pressure using the integrated weight system. Mist
Cooler System is optional. The machine can be used for coarse grinding, preparation, maintenance and
polishing. HTC Superfloor™ - Approved Equipment. Comes with 2 year warranty.

Trade $33,950.00 $33,950.00
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HTC 650RX 4-head planet. grinder w radio 11kW/380V/25A A

Var speed 300-1400rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-0650RXM

HTC has now created a smaller remote controlled grinding machine based on the same reliable technique
as the hard worker HTC 950 RX. A machine loaded with features that takes grinding to a new level. Better
turning radius and more effective grinding time are a couple strong advantages with this machine which is
suitable for both small and large surfaces.

Trade $41,950.00 $41,950.00

HTC 800HDX 4-head planet. grinder 15kW/380V/25A A

Var speed 450-1400rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-0800HDXM

The planetary grinder HTC 800 offers high performance and efficiency. The machine is powerful, yet easy
to maneuver and handy. HTC 800 HDX has a powerful 15 kW motor. This planetary grinder is ideal for
those with high demands on cutting capacity since the grinder comes with 55 kg of additional integrated
weights. The HTC 800 HDX is a perfect choice for grinding concrete floor in accordance with the HTC
Superfloor™ method.

Trade $51,500.00 $51,500.00

HTC 800RX 4-head planet. grinder w radio, 15kW/380V/32A A

Var speed 300-1400rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-0800RXM

The HTC 800 RX uses the same reliable technology as the larger HTC 950 RX and it is similarly equipped,
with a battery and an extra wheel for transport. The HTC 800 RX, just like the HTC 950 RX, is a powerful
and efficient machine. In addition, the machine's width of 860 mm means it can pass through all standard
doors. The remote control makes the machine very easy to use and it minimizes the risks for work related
injuries. Without interrupting the grinding, the operator can also handle telephone calls, the dust extractor
and other surfaces on the premises, which doubles the capacity. Moreover, the HTC 800 RX is equipped
with HTC's patented and well-known drive system, with 2-year warranty. Furthermore, it is equipped as
standard with: MCS™, floating cover, integrated weight system, EZchange™ and it has a foldable handle
that facilitates grinding in cramped spaces.

Trade $59,500.00 $59,500.00

HTC 950DRX 4-head planet. grinder w radio 15kW/380V/32A A

Var speed 450-1400rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-0950HDXM

The HTC950RX remote control grinder significantly simplifies the work and increases the daily grinding
capacity. The work also becomes more efficient since dust extractors can be emptied and cords handled
while the machine is run on remote control. Another advantage is that it is easy and convenient to
transport, load and unload the machine due to the built-in battery drive. Features 4 270mm grinding heads
in alternate rotation.

Trade $80,950.00 $80,950.00
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HTC 1500iXT Ride-on planet. grinder 2x11kW/380V/63A A

Var speed 300-2000rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-1500it

The HTC 1500 ixT is a ride-on concrete grinder for both large and smaller areas. It rotates 180° on the
spot. The grinder's grinding head consists of two modified 650 HDX heads, the grinding width is around
1.4 m and the motors are 11 kW each. This concrete grinder is incredibly effective and grinds large areas
in a short time, which means huge time-savings for the client. The HTC 1500 ixT is compact and easy to
operate, with a clear, easy-to-understand control panel. It is also silent and has a considered ergonomic
design. The concrete grinder is electrically-powered, but also has batteries that make transportation easier,
as you can drive the machine for loading and unloading. The HTC 1500 ixT is equipped with the MCS™
(Mist Cooler System) and has two integrated suction devices that contribute to a better working
environment. The grinding head can be raised and lowered which, combined with the EZchange™ system,
makes it easy and convenient to replace tools and saves a lot of time. If you want an effective concrete
grinder that strips large areas in a short time, that also can work in small areas, provides a professional
impression and which you can learn to operate quickly, then the HTC 1500 ixT is the right grinder for you.
The HTC 1500 ixT grinds up to 30 m² of HTC Superfloor™ per machine hour.

Trade $269,000.00 $269,000.00

HTC 2500iX Ride-on planet. grinder 117kW Diesel A

Var speed 450-400rpm / w mist kit
MFG-HTC-2500iX

The HTC 2500 iX is the world’s largest grinding machine. The machine consists of 3 grinding heads with
15 kW motors that grind up to 2.4 meters in width. It’s the perfect machine for large areas that need to be
grinded rapidly. The machine is controlled with joysticks and, despite its size, is very easy to maneuver
thanks to the articulated frame steering that provides an excellent swing radius. The driver sits in a cab
with excellent visibility and has a clear control panel and a touch screen for all functionalities in front of
him. The driver’s cab is hydrobox-mounted, which insulates against all vibrations, ensuring the driver has a
comfortable workday. The HTC 2500 iX has an integrated suction system that provides a good working
environment, it is diesel-powered and has a particle filter so that it can be operated indoors without any
problems. The grinding heads can easily be raised and lowered to make tool replacement easy and
effective – EZchange of course! In order to make the machine even more comfortable and user-friendly,
you can equip it with air conditioning, a radio, CD player, DVD player and communications radio. If you
need a powerful machine that strips large areas fast and effectively, then the HTC 2500 iX is the right
machine! The HTC 2500 iX grinds up to 500 m² of HTC Superfloor™ during an 8-hour day.

Trade $695,000.00 $695,000.00
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SureLock Stain Protector 18.90 ltr (5 gallon) A

50/50 Concentrate, water based. Indoor use
XSO-ADC-SIPRO5

SureLock Stain Protector: Penetrating stain repellant finishing treatment for interior polished concrete that
is a water-based mixture. It is a milky blue liquid, shipped as a concentrate and is intended to be diluted
50/50 with water by the user. On polished concrete floors, SureLock™ Stain Protector will cover
approximately 49-60 m2/l, depending on the porosity of the concrete.

Trade $595.00 $595.00

Microfibre Triple Action Flat Mop - Oates A

XSO-HOL-EV011

Microfiber Mop tool comes complete with 1 Microfiber pad. To be used when applying on polished
concrete for HTC Cure / Impregnator or Supershield WB or any other kind of sealer.

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Microfibre Floor Mop Refill A

XSO-HOL-MF011

Spare Microfiber pad.

Trade $14.00 $14.00

HTC Cleaner (1lt) D

soap for daily cleaning w mop / twister
XSO-HTC-SOL001-0100

HTC Cleaner is a natural stone soap developed for daily cleaning of polished concrete floors. The soap is
entirely based on natural products, and the mixed solution has a pH of 8. The solution leaves a durable
upper surface that simplifies future maintenance. It can be applied with a mop or an autoscrubber with
TWISTER. Mixing Instruction: Mix with water 1:400 (0.25dl to 10l of water, OR 0.025ml to 10l of water.
Material usage: Depends on cleaning method, 1 liter of mixed solutions will cover approx 500 sq/m. HTC
Superfloor approved product.

Trade $25.00 $25.00

HTC Cleaner (5lt) D

soap for daily cleaning w mop / twister
XSO-HTC-SOL001-0500

HTC Cleaner is a natural stone soap developed for daily cleaning of polished concrete floors. The soap is
entirely based on natural products, and the mixed solution has a pH of 8. The solution leaves a durable
upper surface that simplifies future maintenance. It can be applied with a mop or an autoscrubber with
TWISTER. Mixing Instruction: Mix with water 1:400 (0.25dl to 10l of water, OR 0.025ml to 10l of water.
Material usage: Depends on cleaning method, 1 liter of mixed solutions will cover approx 500 sq/m. HTC
Superfloor approved product.

Trade $85.00 $85.00
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HTC Stain Protection (10lt) D

solvent based, penetrating sealer, industrial app
XSO-HTC-SOL024-1000

A solvent based product for impregnation and sealing of all natural stone, terrazzo and concrete floors.
Provides a water and oil resistant surface. HTC Stain Protector will darken the surface (to minimize this,
first apply HTC Stain Protection Primer) HTC Superfloor approved product.

Trade $1,390.00 $1,390.00

HTC Stain Protection Primer (10lt) D

solvent based undercoat, penetrading
XSO-HTC-SOL025-1000

This product may be used as the first treatment prior applying HTC Stain Protection, when the least color
change in surface is to be achieved. HTC Stain Protection Primer may also fill / cover small pores / hair
line cracks / small scratch marks. HTC Stain Protection Primer is only effective if used in conjunction with
HTC Stain Protection and of no benefit if used on its own. HTC Superfloor approved product.

Trade $790.00 $790.00

HTC Cure (25kg) water based D

to harden surface, 1lt = 5sq/m
XSO-HTC-SOL032-2500

HTC Cure is a modified water glass solution (densifier) for hardening and strengthening the surface of
concrete. Leave minimum 8 hours to cure, preferably overnight. HTC Superfloor approved product.

Trade $325.00 $325.00

SuperShield WB (20lt) D

water based, penetrating
XSO-HTC-SOL033-2000

SuperShield WB is a water based and environmentally friendly, ready to use, high performance
penetrating sealer, providing long lasting protection from the effects of water borne and oil based
contaminants. If used in conjunction with non-coated polished concrete such as HTC Superfloor,
Supershield WB may alter the appearance from the original polished surface, by slightly darkening the
concrete and giving the impression of a glossy, shiny and high luster look. However SuperShield WB is a
penetrating sealer and it is in the surface rather than on the surface and the true effect of this luster is as a
result of polishing the densified concrete with diamond resin pads. In order for the sealer to penetrate the
concrete properly, SuperShield WB is to be applied as 1 thin coat after RED (#325/500) and a second thin
coat after GREEN (#1500/3000). Each coat should penetrate in less than 1 hour and no surface residue to
be left otherwise the appearance may become dull and milky. In such occurrence, the residue on the
surface will need to be removed via diamond grinding back to BROWN (#60/80) or BLACK (#80/140). If
used on a non-ground / polished concrete there will be no visual difference. Any surface to be treated must
be clean of dirt, grease, oil or other surface contaminants including dust left over from concrete grinding.
Any coatings, adhesives, efflorescence or laitance should be removed, ideally by grinding the surface with
diamond tools. Surface may be slightly damp but not wet! Apply SuperShield WB with a clean microfiber
mop (or brush, broom, roller, squeegee). Work a thin coat into the substrate surface and fill voids and pin
holes. Any successive coats should again be applied thinly, cross hatch to previous coat to fill any
remaining voids and to cover all areas. Curing time may be up to 7 days and avoid applying any water or
cleaning the surface with a burnish pad prior! On mature, medium-hard concrete, 1 litre Supershield WB
may produce approx. 10-20 square metres of coverage. If higher results are achieved, then it may be a)
porous material, b) surface treated is too dense and it may need to be opened / roughened up with
diamond grinding in order to penetrate, c) the surface already contains a foreign sealer. SuperShield WB is
a non-hazardous, green tick, water based product. However some individuals may experience skin
reaction. Wear personal protection equipment and refer to our MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet for more
information). If applied properly and for the correct application, the product should have a lifetime of
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minimum 5 years (indoors). Any future rejuvenation should follow the original method. Under no
circumstances should SuperShield WB be applied in conjunction with any scrubbing or burnishing
machinery or mixed-in with any water while performing scheduled cleaning!

Trade $890.00 $890.00
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Joint & Crack Filler WB (4.5kg) D

for indoor application only
XSO-HOL-0001

Joint &amp; Crack Filler WB is a highly engineered polymer-modified and fiber reinforced cement based
product. Ideal for indoor skim coats, feather finish and expansion joints and crack repair. Creates a strong
and durable, high compression strength surface. Easy to mix with water (2 parts to 1 part water) and
simply trowel on for a rapid set in about 30-90 minutes.

Trade $69.00 $69.00

Repair & Patch Filler WB (4.5kg) D

for indoor &amp; outdoor application
XSO-HOL-0003

Repair &amp; Patch Filler WB is a fast setting cementitious product. Ideal for indoor &amp; outdoor
concrete surfaces and material for feather finish, filling large patches and creating ramping elevations up to
75mm. Creates a strong and durable, high compression strength surface. Easy to mix with water (4 parts
to 1 part water) and simply trowel on for a rapid set in about 60-90 minutes and 16 hours curing time.

Trade $69.00 $69.00

HTC Filler (4kg) # D

For pores and shrink cracks, =40sqm
XSO-HTC-SOL020-0400

HTC Filler is a soft, flexible polymer cement that consists of a powder and liquid which are combined just
before use to form a primer filler, for level screeding, reparation of cracks and pore sealant. HTC Filler can
be used on concrete both indoors and outdoors. HTC Superfloor approved product.

Trade $65.00 $65.00

HTC Liquid Grout (10kg) D

For filling smaller pores and cracks
XSO-HTC-SOL022-1000

HTC Grouting is a polymerised liquid grout intended to be used for filling smaller pores and cracks, where
normal filling is inefficient. The HTC Grinding machine is used to push the grouting into the floor. HTC
Superfloor approved product.

Trade $239.30 $239.30

HTC Concrete Repair 4 litres## D

For filling thin trim lines, serious cracks and cavities
XSO-HTC-SOL023-0400

HTC Concrete Repair is used for filling thin trim lines (0.5-3 mm) as well as repairing more serious
damages, cracks and cavities.

Trade $54.50 $54.50
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Cup Pack 7" (Buy 5 cups & get a FREE shroud) C

(Turbo Spiral WM)
DGC0180-ACP01

Buy 5pc of the Premium 7” TS Turbo Spiral WM cup grinders and get this Premium Grinder Dust Shroud
for free! The advertised price is for the dust shroud including the Makita collar.

Trade $1,225.00 $1,225.00

Cup Pack 7" (Buy 5 cups & get a FREE 9" grinder) C

(Turbo Spiral WM)
DGC0180-ACP05

Get a FREE Makita Grinder 9" GA9040SK 2400W, with every purchase of 5pc Spiral turbo cup 180mm
WM Premium***. Why bother repairing the old one?

Trade $1,225.00 $1,225.00

Grinder pack Standard** 4" C

MPT-HOL-GSP01S

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Grinder pack Premium*** 5" C

MPT-HOL-GSP02S

Trade $545.00 $545.00

Grinder pack Standard** 5" C

MPT-HOL-GSP03

Trade $485.00 $485.00

Grinder pack Premium Xtra*** 7" C

MPT-HOL-GSP04P

Trade $975.00 $975.00
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Grinder pack Premium*** 7" C

MPT-HOL-GSP04P2

Trade $845.00 $845.00

Grinder pack Standard** 7" (TS) C

MPT-HOL-GSP04ST

Trade $625.00 $625.00

Grinder / Sander pack Standard** 7" (wood) C

MPT-HOL-GSP15

Trade $595.00 $595.00

Combo Pack Premium 7" Dust Shroud & Premium 7" cup C

(Turbo Spiral WM)
MPTX-HOL-ACP01

Save up to 30% with this Combo Deal! Includes the Premium 7” TS Turbo Spiral WM cup grinder and
Premium Grinder Dust Shroud. The advertised price is for the dust shroud including the Makita collar.

Trade $550.00 $550.00

Combo Pack Standard 7" Dust Shroud & Standard 7" cup C

MPTX-HOL-ACP02

Combo deal includes the Standard 7” TS Turbo Spiral cup grinder and Standard 7” Grinder dust shroud.

Trade $255.00 $255.00

Demon Prep cup 100mm (8x#25/35) D

Concrete, thin &amp; hard paint &amp; glue
DGC0100-001

Demon Prep (DP) grinding cup designed for extreme fast grinding of concrete, coatings and thin glue

Trade $145.00 $145.00
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Demon Prep cup 125mm (10x#25/35) D

Concrete, thin &amp; hard paint &amp; glue
DGC0125-001

Demon Prep (DP) grinding cup designed for extreme fast grinding of concrete, coatings and thin glue

Trade $179.00 $179.00

Demon Prep cup 180mm (12x#25/35) D

Concrete, thin &amp; hard paint &amp; glue
DGC0180-001

Demon Prep (DP) grinding cup designed for extreme fast grinding of concrete, coatings and thin glue

Trade $265.00 $265.00

Spiral turbo cup 100mm Standard** D

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P
DGC0100-TSBK08

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P

Trade $69.00 $69.00

Spiral turbo cup 100mm WM Premium*** D

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P
DGC0100-TSWM08

The Turbo Spiral (TS) diamond configuration is ideal for fast and effective grinding of concrete, floor
prepping and high spots. While being aggressive, the cup still produces a relative smooth finish with next
to no swirl marks. All WM Series cup grinders of the Holer diamond cup grinder range are Premium***
quality. Distinct features include the diamond segment shape in WM form. The unique form is patented
and is designed to reduce contact footprint, while containing a high amount of diamond concentration per
area, which provides high performance and stock removal. The unique shape also provides better air flow
and dust clearing, which minimizes segment glazing when striking ultra hard materials. Every Holer
diamond cup grinder body is balanced and features the patented ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology)
which is made of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air and dust extraction.

Trade $129.00 $129.00

Spiral turbo cup 125mm Standard** D

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P
DGC0125-TSBL10

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P

Trade $75.00 $75.00
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Spiral turbo cup 125mm WM Premium*** D

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P
DGC0125-TSWM10

The Turbo Spiral (TS) diamond configuration is ideal for fast and effective grinding of concrete, floor
prepping and high spots. While being aggressive, the cup still produces a relative smooth finish with next
to no swirl marks. All WM Series cup grinders of the Holer diamond cup grinder range are Premium***
quality. Distinct features include the diamond segment shape in WM form. The unique form is patented
and is designed to reduce contact footprint, while containing a high amount of diamond concentration per
area, which provides high performance and stock removal. The unique shape also provides better air flow
and dust clearing, which minimizes segment glazing when striking ultra hard materials. Every Holer
diamond cup grinder body is balanced and features the patented ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology)
which is made of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air and dust extraction.

Trade $169.00 $169.00

Spiral Turbo cup 180mm Standard** D

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P
DGC0180-TSBK12

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P

Trade $109.00 $109.00

Spiral turbo cup 180mm WM Premium*** D

Concrete, Thin paint & coating, G/P
DGC0180-TSWM12

The Turbo Spiral (TS) diamond configuration is ideal for fast and effective grinding of concrete, floor
prepping and high spots. While being aggressive, the cup still produces a relative smooth finish with next
to no swirl marks. All WM Series cup grinders of the Holer diamond cup grinder range are Premium***
quality. Distinct features include the diamond segment shape in WM form. The unique form is patented
and is designed to reduce contact footprint, while containing a high amount of diamond concentration per
area, which provides high performance and stock removal. The unique shape also provides better air flow
and dust clearing, which minimizes segment glazing when striking ultra hard materials. Every Holer
diamond cup grinder body is balanced and features the patented ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology)
which is made of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air and dust extraction.

Trade $245.00 $245.00

Double row cup 100mm Standard** D

Concrete, G/P
DGC0100-DRBK16

A Standard** quality product. Every Holer diamond cup grinder body is balanced and features the patented
ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology) which is made of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air
and dust extraction. The Double row diamond configuration is ideal for general stock removal, high spot
grinding of concrete and building material, providing fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime.
The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl marks remaining.

Trade $105.00 $105.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653

http://www.holer.co.nz/Product/info/DGC0125-TSWM10
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Double row cup 100mm WM Premium*** D

Concrete, G/P
DGC0100-DRWM16

All WM Series cup grinders of the Holer diamond cup grinder range are Premium*** quality. Distinct
features include the diamond segment shape in WM form. The unique form is patented and is designed to
reduce contact footprint, while containing a high amount of diamond concentration per area, which
provides high performance and stock removal. The unique shape also provides better air flow and dust
clearing, which minimizes segment glazing when striking ultra hard materials. Every Holer diamond cup
grinder body is balanced and features the patented ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology) which is made
of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air and dust extraction. The Double row diamond
configuration is ideal for general stock removal, high spot grinding of concrete and building material,
providing fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime. The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl
marks remaining.

Trade $215.00 $215.00

Double row cup 125mm Standard** D

Concrete, G/P
DGC0125-DRBK20

A Standard** quality product. Every Holer diamond cup grinder body is balanced and features the patented
ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology) which is made of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air
and dust extraction. The Double row diamond configuration is ideal for general stock removal, high spot
grinding of concrete and building material, providing fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime.
The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl marks remaining.

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Double row cup 125mm WM Premium*** D

Concrete, G/P
DGC0125-DRWM20

All WM Series cup grinders of the Holer diamond cup grinder range are Premium*** quality. Distinct
features include the diamond segment shape in WM form. The unique form is patented and is designed to
reduce contact footprint, while containing a high amount of diamond concentration per area, which
provides high performance and stock removal. The unique shape also provides better air flow and dust
clearing, which minimizes segment glazing when striking ultra hard materials. Every Holer diamond cup
grinder body is balanced and features the patented ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology) which is made
of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air and dust extraction. The Double row diamond
configuration is ideal for general stock removal, high spot grinding of concrete and building material,
providing fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime. The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl
marks remaining.

Trade $265.00 $265.00

Double row cup 180mm Standard** D

Concrete, G/P
DGC0180-DRBK24

A Standard** quality product. Every Holer diamond cup grinder body is balanced and features the patented
ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology) which is made of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air
and dust extraction. The Double row diamond configuration is ideal for general stock removal, high spot
grinding of concrete and building material, providing fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime.
The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl marks remaining.

Trade $175.00 $175.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Double row cup 180mm WM Premium*** D

Concrete, G/P
DGC0180-DRWM24

All WM Series cup grinders of the Holer diamond cup grinder range are Premium*** quality. Distinct
features include the diamond segment shape in WM form. The unique form is patented and is designed to
reduce contact footprint, while containing a high amount of diamond concentration per area, which
provides high performance and stock removal. The unique shape also provides better air flow and dust
clearing, which minimizes segment glazing when striking ultra hard materials. Every Holer diamond cup
grinder body is balanced and features the patented ACT ports (Active Cooling Technology) which is made
of 3 large kidney shape openings for ultimate air and dust extraction. The Double row diamond
configuration is ideal for general stock removal, high spot grinding of concrete and building material,
providing fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime. The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl
marks remaining.

Trade $345.00 $345.00

PCD T-Rex Single row cup 100mm (9xsmall) D

Thin paint &amp; coating
DGC0100-011

T-REX: PCD diamond cup grinder for effective grinding thin glue, paint, carbon fiber and Fiberglas. Will
leave a relative smooth finish.

Trade $165.00 $165.00

PCD T-Rex Single row cup 125mm (9xsmall) D

Thin paint &amp; coating
DGC0125-011

T-REX: PCD diamond cup grinder for effective grinding thin glue, paint, carbon fiber and Fiberglas. Will
leave a relative smooth finish.

Trade $195.00 $195.00

PCD T-Rex Single row cup 180mm (12xsmall) D

Thin paint &amp; coating
DGC0180-011

T-REX: PCD diamond cup grinder for effective grinding thin glue, paint, carbon fiber and Fiberglas. Will
leave a relative smooth finish.

Trade $235.00 $235.00

PCD Raptor H-Duty Single row cup 180mm (6xlarge) D

Thick paint &amp; coating
DGC0180-016

PR Raptor: Large segment PCD diamond cup grinder for effective grinding of thick and sticky paint, glue,
Vinyl, Cork, Bitumen Sealer &amp; glue. This cup will gauge and groove the surface and is best suited for
heavy duty removal or floor prep!

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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PCD Hammerhead Turbo 180mm D

Thick Glue & Epoxy, Vinyl
DGC0180-TMPCD

Hammerhead PCD cup: Extremely aggressive and ideal to remove Vinyl, Cork, Black Jack, thick and
sticky glue, paint and acrylics, epoxy and coatings over &amp;gt;3mm. The Hammerhead PCD cup
features 4mm diameter half moon PCD diamonds with a 40RHC steel protection bar that assists with
protecting the diamond and also avoids the tool from digging to deep into the surface. The tool is not
designed for conventional grinding and the PCD segments can leave deep gauges in the surface. Prior
grinding any surface or material, the floor must be inspected for any reinforcing or bolts protruding as they
will also damage the PCD diamond! The ideal grinding operation is to overlap just like with conventional
grinding.

Trade $575.00 $575.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 100mm Coarse Premium*** D

#35/60, Granite & Concrete
DGC0100-CSC035-01

#35/60, Granite & Concrete

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 100mm Fine Premium*** D

#80/140, Granite & Concrete
DGC0100-CSF100-01

#80/140, Granite & Concrete

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 100mm Medium Premium*** D

#60/80, Granite & Concrete
DGC0100-CSM060-01

#60/80, Granite & Concrete

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 125mm Coarse Premium*** D

#35/60, Granite & Concrete
DGC0125-CSC035-01

#35/60, Granite & Concrete

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 125mm Fine Premium*** D

#80/140, Granite & Concrete
DGC0125-CSF100-01

#80/140, Granite & Concrete

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Cosmo Spiral cup 125mm Medium Premium*** D

#60/80, Granite & Concrete
DGC0125-CSM060-01

#60/80, Granite & Concrete

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 180mmm Coarse Premium*** D

#35/60, Granite & Concrete
DGC0180-CSC035-01

#35/60, Granite & Concrete

Trade $275.00 $275.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 180mm Fine Premium*** D

#80/140, Granite & Concrete
DGC0180-CSF100-01

#80/140, Granite & Concrete

Trade $275.00 $275.00

Cosmo Spiral cup 180mm Medium Premium*** D

#60/80, Granite & Concrete
DGC0180-CSM060-01

#60/80, Granite & Concrete

Trade $275.00 $275.00

Turbo Monsta 125mm HM3/GH3 D

(PCG32) #35/60, HM Hard-Med concrete
DGC0125-TMGH3

(PCG32) #35/60, HM Hard-Med concrete

Trade $150.00 $150.00

Turbo Monsta 125mm UH2/GH5 WM D

DGC0125-TMGH5

Trade $150.00 $150.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Turbo Monsta 180mm Standard** D

Concrete, Thick paint & coating, G/P
DGC0180-TMBK06

Concrete, Thick paint & coating, G/P

Trade $155.00 $155.00

Turbo Monsta 180mm HM2/GH2 Premium*** 6S D

(PCG22) #25/35, HM Hard-Med concrete
DGC0180-TMGH2

(PCG22) #25/35, HM Hard-Med concrete

Trade $265.00 $265.00

Turbo Monsta 180mm HM3/GH3 Premium*** 6S D

(PCG32) #35/60, HM Hard-Med concrete
DGC0180-TMGH3

(PCG32) #35/60, HM Hard-Med concrete

Trade $295.00 $295.00

Turbo Monsta 180mm HM3/GH3 Premium*** 3S D

(PCG32) #35/60, HM Hard-Med concrete
DGC0180-TMGH3-02

(PCG32) #35/60, HM Hard-Med concrete

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Turbo Monsta 180mm MS2/GS1 D

(PCG53) #25/35, MS Medium-Soft concrete
DGC0180-TMGS1

(PCG53) #25/35, MS Medium-Soft concrete

Trade $350.00 $350.00

Turbo Monsta 180mm MS3/GS2 D

(PCG50) #35/60, MS Medium-Soft concrete
DGC0180-TMGS2

(PCG50) #35/60, MS Medium-Soft concrete

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Velocity Turbo cup 100mm VT3 D

#25/35 UH Ultra Hard concrete & Coatings
DGC0100-1VT-03

Velocity VT5: The name says it all, this diamond cup grinder is designed for speed! Featuring 3pc V shape
soft bond #25/35 diamond segments. Ideally suited for ultra hard concrete &amp; coatings.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Velocity Turbo cup 125mm VT3 D

#25/35 UH Ultra Hard concrete & Coatings
DGC0125-1VT-03

Velocity VT5: The name says it all, this diamond cup grinder is designed for speed! Featuring 3pc V shape
soft bond #25/35 diamond segments. Ideally suited for ultra hard concrete &amp; coatings.

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Category - Cup Grinders

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Adaptor R1/2M - 11/4M B

MDX-EXT-AD001

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Adaptor R1/2F - 11/4F B

MDX-EXT-AD002

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Adaptor R1/2M - 11/4F B

MDX-EXT-AD003

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Adaptor R1/2M - P12F B

MDX-EXT-AD004

Adaptor to take T100 tile core drill bits with 12.7mm shank (1/2”) and attach to R ½ machine thread.

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Adaptor Hilti Q.D. Male to 1¼" Male B

MDX-EXT-AD005

Trade $90.00 $90.00

Adaptor BL-BS/BR Hilti =&gt; 1¼" B

4699992
MDX-EXT-AD007

Trade $495.00 $495.00

Category - Core Drill Adaptors

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Core drill 12x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0012-B600-114

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Core drill 12x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0012-B600-R12

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Core drill 14x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0014-B600-114

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Core drill 14x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0014-B600-R12

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Core drill 16x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0016-B600-114

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Core drill 16x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0016-B600-R12

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Category - CDL-C4 (B600) Crowns

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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info@holer.co.nz
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Core drill 18x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0018-B600-114

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 18x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0018-B600-R12

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 20x450x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0020-B600-114

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 20x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0020-B600-R12

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 22x450x11/4 B450 C

DCW0022-B450-114

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 22x450x11/4 B600 C

DCW0022-B600-114

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Category - CDL-C4 (B600) Crowns

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Core drill 22x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0022-B600-R12

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 24x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0024-B600-114

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 24x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0024-B600-R12

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 25x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0025-B600-114

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 25x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0025-B600-R12

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core drill 26x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0026-B600-114

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Category - CDL-C4 (B600) Crowns

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Core drill 26x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0026-B600-R12

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Core drill 28x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0028-B600-114

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Core drill 28x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0028-B600-R12

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Core drill 30x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0030-B600-114

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Core drill 30x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0030-B600-R12

Trade $135.00 $135.00

Core drill 32x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0032-B600-114

Trade $145.00 $145.00

Category - CDL-C4 (B600) Crowns

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Core drill 32x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0032-B600-R12

Trade $145.00 $145.00

Core drill 35x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0035-B600-114

Trade $179.00 $179.00

Core drill 35x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0035-B600-R12

Trade $179.00 $179.00

Core drill 37x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0037-B600-114

Trade $179.00 $179.00

Core drill 37x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0037-B600-R12

Trade $179.00 $179.00

Core drill 40x400x1-1/4 B600 C

DCW0040-B600-114

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Category - CDL-C4 (B600) Crowns

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Core drill 40x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0040-B600-R12

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Core drill 42x400xR1/2 B600 C

DCW0042-B600-R12

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Core drill 45x400x1-1/4 B600 (DP) C

DCW0045-B600-114

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Core drill 45x400xR1/2 B600 (DP) C

DCW0045-B600-R12

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Core drill 52x400x114 B600 ring C

DCW0052-B600-114

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Category - CDL-C4 (B600) Crowns

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Tile Chisel l 50-300 SDS-Max C

MDX-FIX-A-80830

Trade $56.10 $56.10

Anchoring Starter kit M12 / 16mm C

MDX-FIX-APK-01

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Anchoring Starter kit M12 / 20mm C

MDX-FIX-APK-02

Trade $129.00 $129.00

Anchor plug M12 / 16mm - leave in wall (50pc)

MDX-FIX-APM12-16

Trade $49.50 $49.50

RAWL plug M12 / 15mm - leave in wall (50pc)

HKD M12x50mm
MDX-FIX-APM12-50

HKD M12x50mm

Trade $49.50 $49.50

RAWL plug M12S / 20mm - re-useable 6pc kit A

M12x75
MDX-FIX-APM12S-06

Trade $55.00 $55.00

Category - Core Drill Rig Fixings

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Fast Fix Wing Nut w 70mm flange - suit anchor rods C

B15 50x95x70 27mm Head
MDX-FIX-ARFFN

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Fast Fix Wing Nut w/out flange - suit anchor rods D

B15 55/85 27mm head
MDX-FIX-ARFFN-01

Trade $15.00 $15.00

Anchor Rod 2 Pack Long for M12 C

MDX-FIX-ARM12L-2

Working load: 40kN, Breaking load: 71kN, Shear load: 30kN

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Anchor Rod Kit Long for M12 C

2 x Rods 2 x Nuts
MDX-FIX-ARM12L-K

Working load: 40kN, Breaking load: 71kN, Shear load: 30kN

Trade $72.50 $72.50

Anchor Rod 2 Pack Short for M12 A

MDX-FIX-ARM12S-2

Working load: 40kN, Breaking load: 71kN, Shear load: 30kN

Trade $45.00 $45.00

Anchor Rod Kit Short for M12 C

2 x Rods 2 x Nuts
MDX-FIX-ARM12S-K

Working load: 40kN, Breaking load: 71kN, Shear load: 30kN

Trade $72.50 $72.50
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Masonry Drill 15mm x 150mm Multifit - to suit M12 C

MDX-FIX-DRILL15

Trade $34.50 $34.50

Masonry Drill 15mm x 260mm Multifit - to suit M12 C

MDX-FIX-DRILL15-260

Trade $41.50 $41.50

Masonry Drill 16mm x 200mm Multifit - to suit M12 C

SDS Plus &amp; P12
MDX-FIX-DRILL16

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Masonry Drill 20 x 200mm SDS Plus - to suit M12 C

160mm working length
MDX-FIX-DRILL20

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Punch for M12 anchor plugs C

MDX-FIX-PUNCH

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Vacuum Pump UNIT w frame, hose & couplings B

230V / 50Hz
MDX-FIX-VPM01

The Vacuum pump is an oil less diaphragm pump suitable for anchoring diamond core drill rigs. Max Flow
1.55cfm / 2.63m3/h, Max Pressure 60psi / 4.2bar, max vacuum 25.5in-Hg / 150mbar, Power 1/3 HP /
0.25kW. Our internal tests have shown that when power is cut, the unit holds suction of a wall mounted
drill rig for up to 60 seconds. Kit includes vacuum hose and high quality fittings.

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Vacuum pump HOSE with couplings complete B

MDX-FIX-VPX01

Trade $166.00 $166.00
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Vacuum plate (blue) with belt C

Metric threads
MDX-FIX-VPX02

Trade $495.00 $495.00

HCCB5 Vacuum kit compl

99MK-60134-70
ZSP-TYT-960795

Trade $184.32 $184.32

HCCB5 Vacuum belt only L=1120mm

05V1-02510-13
ZSP-TYT-960797

05V1-02510-13

Trade $84.00 $84.00

Blue Plate Vacuum belt only L=1230mm

ZSP-TYT-975420

Trade $62.00 $62.00

HCCB4/5V/6V Grommet Seal (vacuum centre)

0001-54417-05
ZSP-TYT-975900

0001-54417-05

Trade $8.24 $8.24

DRU160P/HCCB4 Vacuum kit compl

99MK-54436-00
ZSP-TYT-976014

99MK-54436-00

Trade $145.00 $145.00
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HCCB4 / DRU160 Vacuum belt only L=980mm

05V1-02510-10
ZSP-TYT-976438

05V1-02510-10

Trade $25.00 $25.00

HCCB2 Vacuum kit compl

99MK-54436-10
ZSP-TYT-977264

Trade $184.32 $184.32

HCCB6 Vacuum kit compl

99MK-60092-93
ZSP-TYT-977368

Trade $184.32 $184.32

HCCB6 Vacuum belt only L=1315mm

05V1-02510-12
ZSP-TYT-977496

05V1-02510-12

Trade $89.00 $89.00
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Eibenstock Magnetic drill rig B32 B

MDR-EIB-B32

20kN magnetic power, magnet base 200x100, suitable up to 100mm diameter core drill, 170mm lift, total
height 410mm, 65mm collar to suit core drill machine

Trade $1,495.00 $1,495.00

Eibenstock drill rig BST50V (2x suction cups)

MDR-EIB-BST50V

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00

Eibenstock drill rig BST60V (3x suction cups)

including m/mount
MDR-EIB-BST60V

Trade $1,250.00 $299.00

Big Foot Drill Rig A

for deep drilling & large holes
MDR-HOL-BIGFOOT

Trade $19,995.00 $19,995.00

Hydrostress drill rig BC2 (1340mm) A

w gear & wheel
MDR-TYT-BC2M

Trade $8,950.00 $8,950.00

Hydrostress drill rig DRA400P Bolt down base B

max drill Ø/L: 300 (400mm*)/720mm
MDR-TYT-DRA400P

max drill Ø/L: 300 (400mm*)/720mm

Trade $2,690.00 $2,690.00
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Hydrostress drill rig DRA500P Bolt down base A

max drill Ø/L: 500*mm/860mm
MDR-TYT-DRA500P

max drill Ø/L: 500*mm/860mm

Trade $5,790.00 $5,790.00

Hydrostress drill rig DRU160P w m/mount B

max drill Ø/L: 160 (400mm*)/590mm
MDR-TYT-DRU160P

max drill Ø/L: 160 (400mm*)/590mm

Trade $1,790.00 $1,790.00

Hydrostress drill rig DRU400P Vacuum base B

max drill Ø/L: 300 (400mm*)/720mm
MDR-TYT-DRU400P

Trade $2,690.00 $2,690.00

Hydrostress DRA500/HCCB-7 rig extension 460mm A

MDRX-RIG-EXT70460

Trade $1,190.00 $1,190.00

Hydrostress DRA500/HCCB-7 rig extension 910mm A

MDRX-RIG-EXT70910

Trade $1,950.00 $1,950.00

Hydrostress DRA500/HCCB-7 rig ext support f 910mm (pair) A

MDRX-RIG-EXT7SUP

Trade $180.00 $180.00
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Hydrostress HCCB5/6/7 distance plate +180 A

ModulDrill
MDRX-RIG-MOD180

ModulDrill

Trade $850.00 $850.00

Hydrostress HCCB5/6/7 distance plate +250 A

ModulDrill
MDRX-RIG-MOD250

ModulDrill

Trade $895.00 $895.00

Hydrostress BC & BY motor mount A

ModulDrill
MDRX-RIG-MOD280

Trade $999.00 $999.00

Hydrostress HCCB-2/4 motor mount A

60mm
MDRX-RIG-MOM24

Trade $165.00 $165.00

Hydrostress DRA/DRU/HCCB-5/6/7 motor mount A

ModulDrill
MDRX-RIG-MOM567

ModulDrill

Trade $495.00 $495.00

HCCB6S track 2000mm (steel inserts)

99MK-60093-22
ZSP-TYT-10978047

Trade $1,550.00 $1,550.00
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HCCB2/4/5/6/7 hand wheel (hex type)

99MK-60134-20
ZSP-TYT-960780

99MK-60134-20

Trade $165.00 $165.00

Trolley chassis BC-2

99MK-53351-00
ZSP-TYT-974264

Trade $699.78 $699.78

Trolley chassis HCCB5/6/7 DRA400

99MK-60092-91
ZSP-TYT-977392

Trade $395.00 $395.00
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Combo: Drill Rig & Motor (DK08&DRU160) A

MDR-HOL-ACP003

Trade $3,365.00 $3,365.00

Combo: Drill Rig & Motor (DK16&DRU160) A

MDR-HOL-ACP005

This Combo includes a WEKA DK1603 drill motor and a Hydrostress DRU160 drill rig and motor mount.

Trade $4,195.00 $4,195.00

Combo: Drill Rig & Motor (DK32&DRA400&M/mount) A

MDR-HOL-ACP010

Trade $5,995.00 $5,995.00

Combo: Drill Rig & Motor (DMH650&DRA400&M/mount) A

MDR-HOL-ACP015

Trade $7,995.00 $7,995.00
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Extension 100 x 1 1/4 B

MDX-EXT-114-0100

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Extension 200 x 1 1/4 B

MDX-EXT-114-0200

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Extension 400 x 1 1/4 B

MDX-EXT-114-0400

Trade $115.00 $115.00

Extension 1000 x 1 1/4 B

MDX-EXT-114-1000

Trade $415.00 $415.00

Extension 100 x R1/2 B

MDX-EXT-R12-0100

Trade $49.00 $49.00

Extension 150 x R1/2 # B

MDX-EXT-R12-0150

Trade $50.00 $50.00
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Extension 200 x R1/2 B

MDX-EXT-R12-0200

Trade $65.00 $65.00

Extension 400 x R1/2 B

MDX-EXT-R12-0400

Trade $115.00 $115.00
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Core Cut 2.1HP Air Drill Motor 77 CFM @ 90PSI A

3speed (300/500/1500) - Slip Clutch
MDM-CCT-21

Trade $6,250.00 $6,250.00

Core Cut 3.8HP Air Drill Motor 122 CFM @ 90PSI A

3speed (190/420/805)
MDM-CCT-38

Trade $6,950.00 $6,950.00

Holer DMH650 hydr drill motor 3 Speed A

3 speed WK gearbox
MDM-HOL-DMH650

The DMH650 hydraulic core drill motor, comes standard fitted with a WEKA 3-speed gearbox and a 30ccm
(Size 2) hydraulic motor. Designed for drilling into concrete and stone up to 650mm diameter. Gearbox
includes a heavy duty clutch and is not designed to run in reverse. The standard hydraulic couplings are
type QR 1/2" BSP Male and QR 1/2" BSP Female. If operated in conjunction with a hydraulic power pack
set at 30 l/min, output rpm are: 130/260/400.

Trade $5,950.00 $5,950.00

Weka DK0803 drill 1800W B

2speed 540/1700rpm
MDM-WEK-DK08

2speed 540/1700rpm

Trade $1,575.00 $1,575.00

Weka DK119 drill motor 1600W A

1speed (430)
MDM-WEK-DK119

Trade $2,250.00 $2,250.00

Weka DK1603 drill motor 2000W A

3speed (900/1900/3900)
MDM-WEK-DK16

Intellitronic - the new electronic system starts the motor by means of a micro controller softly and thus
avoids a too high start current. When exceeding the over current threshold the electronic is showing this by
a pulsating of the motor. If the operator now decreases the feed power, the motor works normal again. If
the operator does not decrease the feed power the electronic switches the motor off after some seconds.
After this action the motor can be started immediately. It is not required to wait a time period before starting
again like on a thermal motor overload switch. Thus the Intellitronic avoids overload conditions and
increases safety, the operators comfort and the motors life time.
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Trade $2,650.00 $2,650.00

Weka DK17 drill motor (wet & dry) 2000W A

3speed (540/1200/2520)
MDM-WEK-DK17

Trade $2,750.00 $2,750.00

Weka DK32 drill motor 3000W A

3speed (230/480/720)
MDM-WEK-DK32

The WEKA DK 32 combines the successful features of the original DK 22 with additional increase of output
power to 2300W (nominal power 3200W), as well as increased operator comfort, working safety and
quality suitable for a continual and professional operation. The excellent efficiency from motor and gear
box guarantees an unusual working capacity. Features: 3-speed gear box that provides the speed range
for a wide selection of core drilling diameters, Oil-bath clutch &amp; gears, Oil pump for optimal gear
lubrication when drilling in any position to ensure for gear box durability and reduced maintenance.
Overload clutch - This novel multiple disk clutch protects operator, machine and core bit against high
mechanical overload. The larger friction surfaces guarantees a near constant release torque even after
many hundreds of release cycles of the clutch, hence also reducing the required service intervals.
Intellitronic - the new electronic system soft starts the motor by means of a microcontroller and thus avoids
a too high start current. When exceeding the overcurrent threshold and thereby overloading the machine,
the electronic will indicate this to the operator by creating a pulsation of the motor. If the operator now
reduces the feed pressure, the motor will return to its normal performance again. If the operator does not
decrease the feed pressure, the electronic will switches off the motor as a precaution. The machine can be
switched back on again immediately and it is not required to wait a period of time before starting the motor
again like on machines fitted with a thermal motor overload protection switch . Moreover the Intellitronic
registers the motor temperature and will decreases the overload threshold when exceeding the ideal
temperature. Thus the Intellitronic increases safety, operator comfort and the motors life time. Start current
limiter - Two-stage start of the motor takes care for a reliable operation even with quick-action main fuses
(for 230 V version only). DC-coated drill spindle with protective sleeves - Sleeves on the spindle made
from stainless steel in addition with a high quality surface treatment ensure for a maximum protection
against rust and abrasion of the running surface under the rotary shaft seals. Antifriction-Element - This
smart ring fixed on the drill spindle is able to reduce the release torque for loosening the drill bit
considerably.

Trade $3,650.00 $3,650.00

Weka DK42A drill motor 3900W A

3speed (160/340/510)
MDM-WEK-DK42A

The WEKA DK 42 has extended the successful series of powerful diamond core drills up to 400mm drilling
diameter. A robust, powerful and solid three-phase motor with an appropriate high capacity gear system is
packed in a stable aluminum case. Excellent power to weight ratio, achieved by utilizing patented water
motor cooling. Furthermore the DK 42 has the following special features: Three speed gearing unit - High
efficiency gearing unit with economic speed adjustment to each core diameter as well as a wide drilling
range. Oil bath lubrication - Optimal gear lubrication for high efficiency and durability and less
maintenance. Safety clutch - Indispensable safety element. Protects operator as well as machine and tools
from mechanical overstrain. Three-Phase Motor - Extremely durable and low maintenance motor without
brushes and commutator. This motor has only a simple rotor instead of a coiled armature. It is silent. The
speed drop at full power is minimal. Motor protection - The DK 42 is protected by thermal switches
integrated in the stator windings. Thus the motor is protected directly in case of overload, unsymmetrical
voltage, phase failing or deficient cooling. Motor cooling - The DK 42 motor is cooled by a patented water
cooling. The cooling water flows controlled through the interspace between case sleeve and motor case.
Due to this intensive cooling power output and weight is improved considerably. Metal casing - makes the
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DK 42 - contrary to plastics cases - mechanically and thermally solid and stable. The DK 42 is switched by
an on-off button on the top of the machine via a conductor. For saving weight it is fitted in a cable case. By
this device the motor is solidly and exactly switched and the required undervoltage trip is realized. The DK
42 corresponds to the water protection IP 55 according to the European normative document EN 60 529,
i.e. water cannot enter into the motor during proper use. Thus it is possible to drill upwards in a vertical
position without taking any further precautions (overhead drilling).

Trade $3,950.00 $3,950.00

Weka DK52 drill motor 5200W A

3speed (120/240/360)
MDM-WEK-DK52

3speed (120/240/360)

Trade $5,500.00 $5,500.00

Weka SR25 drill motor 3700W A

230/280/340/410/490/570 e-gears
MDM-WEK-SR25

Trade $4,695.00 $4,695.00

Weka SR35 drill motor 3700W A

3speed (200/390/610) + e-gears
MDM-WEK-SR35

Trade $5,500.00 $5,500.00

Weka SR75 drill motor 7500W A

3speed (80/160/250) + e-gears
MDM-WEK-SR75

Trade $6,500.00 $6,500.00

Hycon hydraulic hand drill HCD25-100 (1500rpm) A

20-30 l/min @ 170bar, (max 100mm)
MHH-HYC-HCD25-100

20-30 l/min @ 170bar, (max 100mm)

Trade $3,995.00 $3,995.00
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Hycon hydraulic hand drill HCD50-200 (600rpm) A

20-30 l/min @ 170bar, (max 200mm)
MHH-HYC-HCD50-200

20-30 l/min @ 170bar, (max 200mm)

Trade $3,995.00 $3,995.00
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Loctite 771 Nickel Anti-Seize 28g A

MDX-AID-771-28

Trade $23.90 $23.90

Super Slider XL 1 1/4 A

MDX-AID-AFE02

Trade $125.00 $125.00

Core Puller 1-1/4 x R 1/2 (Slide hammer) C

MDX-AID-SLIDEH

Trade $265.00 $265.00

Full grip wrench for tube 160x4.5mm B

MDX-OES-SW160

Trade $985.00 $985.00

Combination spanner 19mm (TYT) B

973784
MDX-OES-SW19

973784

Trade $21.50 $21.50

Open end ratchet wrench 19mm (TYT) B

MDX-OES-SW19R

Trade $85.00 $85.00
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Open end spanner 22mm B

MDX-OES-SW22

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Open end spanner 32mm B

MDX-OES-SW32

Trade $35.00 $35.00

Open end spanner 41mm B

MDX-OES-SW41

Trade $39.00 $39.00

Full grip wrench for tube 74x3.5mm B

MDX-OES-SW74

Trade $685.00 $685.00

Air Vacuum Swivel Assy (5/8-11F - 1.250"-12m) D

MDX-WAS-A0001

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Water swivel economy (hex P12.7 x R1/2F) D

MDX-WAS-EC002

Trade $115.00 $115.00
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Water swivel heavy duty (hex P12 - R1/2-114) D

MDX-WAS-HD001

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Water swivel heavy duty (SDS - R1/2-114) D

Max drill size 52mm
MDX-WAS-HD003

Trade $209.00 $209.00

Water swivel heavy duty M16x1.5 - R1/2-114 D

(M16x1.5 - R1/2-114)
MDX-WAS-HD004

Trade $195.00 $195.00

Water swivel heavy duty BT45 (½"UNC - R1/2-114) D

MDX-WAS-HD005

Trade $350.00 $350.00

Hose Connector Plastic 12mm Neta D

MDX-WAS-HFC12P

Trade $8.00 $8.00

Hose Fittings Set 12mm Neta D

MDX-WAS-HFS12P

Trade $24.00 $24.00
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Core drill 47x450x114 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0047-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $160.00 $160.00

Core drill 47x450xR1/2 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0047-R12-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $160.00 $160.00

Core drill 52x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0052-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $160.00 $160.00
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Core drill 52x400xR1/2 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0052-R12-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $160.00 $160.00

Core drill 57x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0057-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $165.00 $165.00

Core drill 57x400xR1/2 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0057-R12-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $165.00 $165.00
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Core drill 62x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0062-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Core drill 67x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0067-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $185.00 $185.00

Core drill 67x400xR1/2 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0067-R12-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $185.00 $185.00
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Core drill 72x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0072-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $215.00 $215.00

Core drill 77x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0077-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $215.00 $215.00

Core drill 82x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0082-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $225.00 $225.00
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Core drill 87x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0087-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $255.00 $255.00

Core drill 92x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0092-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $255.00 $255.00

Core drill 102x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0102-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $255.00 $255.00
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Core drill 107x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0107-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $265.00 $265.00

Core drill 112x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0112-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $275.00 $275.00

Core drill 117x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0117-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $325.00 $325.00
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Core drill 122x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0122-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $325.00 $325.00

Core drill 125x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0125-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $325.00 $325.00

Core drill 132x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0132-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $355.00 $355.00
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Core drill 142x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0142-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $355.00 $355.00

Core drill 152x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0152-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $375.00 $375.00

Core drill 162x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0162-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $375.00 $375.00
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Core drill 172x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0172-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $390.00 $390.00

Core drill 182x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0182-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $450.00 $450.00

Core drill 192x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0192-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $575.00 $575.00
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Core drill 202x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0202-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $595.00 $595.00

Core drill 212x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0212-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $650.00 $650.00

Core drill 222x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0222-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $695.00 $695.00
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Core drill 225x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0225-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $720.00 $720.00

Core drill 232x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0232-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $750.00 $750.00

Core drill 242x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0242-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $750.00 $750.00
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Core drill 252x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0252-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $750.00 $750.00

Core drill 262x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0262-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $795.00 $795.00

Core drill 274x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0274-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $850.00 $850.00
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Core drill 282x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0282-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $905.00 $905.00

Core drill 300x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0300-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $950.00 $950.00

Core drill 310x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0310-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,050.00 $1,050.00
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Core drill 325x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0325-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Core drill 332x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0332-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Core drill 350x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0350-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Category - CDM-C4

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Core drill 400x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0400-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,350.00 $1,350.00

Core drill 450x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0450-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,550.00 $1,550.00

Core drill 500x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0500-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,595.00 $1,595.00

Category - CDM-C4

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz
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Core drill 550x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0550-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $1,895.00 $1,895.00

Core drill 600x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0600-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $2,250.00 $2,250.00

Core drill 650x450x1-1/4 CDM-C4 C

Reinforced Concrete @ 4-5m/s
DCW0650-114-001

The CDM-C4 is a Premium*** diamond core drill bit, featuring individual roof-shape top segments with a
total height of 11mm. Designed for core drilling of reinforced and mature concrete, utilizing machines up to
4kW. The segments contain new technology materials, that add a new dimension to diamond core drilling.
Other diamond core drill bits are operated at relative low peripheral speed or very low when drilling heavy
reinforced concrete. This is not the case with the CDM-C4, as it should always be operated at double the
conventional peripheral speed to achieve maximum performance. The optimum peripheral speed is
4-5m/s, even when striking heavy steel. This will ensure that the diamond core bit will always drill fast,
even through reinforcing without tending to deviate. The recommended RPM chart is featured on each
core drill bit. The CDM-C4 drill bits are very operator friendly that also dramatically reduce or eliminate any
vibrations when drilling steel and as a result create less wear and stress on drill motor and drill rig. Feed
advance pressure should be easy to medium. Excessive pressure may result in fast wear. For abrasive
material, or when operating high power core drill machines (over 4kW), chose a core bit from our CDH
range.

Trade $2,350.00 $2,350.00

Category - CDM-C4

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Phano China Markers - Yellow Single C

MPTX-HOL-001

Ideal for marking on concrete, glass, plastic, film, paper, metal, rubber or any smooth surface! Marks wipe
away clean from porous surfaces. No need for a sharpener. Pencils are paper wrapped with a tear string
for easy sharpening.

Trade $2.50 $2.50

Phano China Markers - Yellow 12 Pack C

MPTX-HOL-002

Ideal for marking on concrete, glass, plastic, film, paper, metal, rubber or any smooth surface! Marks wipe
away clean from porous surfaces. No need for a sharpener. Pencils are paper wrapped with a tear string
for easy sharpening.

Trade $29.00 $29.00

Tactix Chalk Powder 113G/4OZ RED C

MPTX-HOL-003

Trade $3.00 $3.00

Tactix Chalk Line 3pc Set C

MPTX-HOL-004

Trade $14.00 $14.00

Tactix Chalk Powder 113G/4OZ YELLOW C

MPTX-HOL-005

Trade $3.00 $3.00

Chemz Mark-it Hi-Vis Fluoro Orange U.S.D. 400ml D

XSO-CHE-CZ8224

Trade $11.90 $11.90

Category - Marking

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Chemz Mark-it Hi-Vis Fluoro Green U.S.D. 400ml D

XSO-CHE-CZ8244

Trade $11.90 $11.90

Chemz Mark-it Hi-Vis Fluoro Pink U.S.D. 400ml D

XSO-CHE-CZ8264

Trade $11.90 $11.90

Category - Marking

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Hand / floor saw 300x3.2x10 BS12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0300-BS12

The Contractor BS12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS12 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS12 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor H12 range.

Trade $215.00 $215.00

Hand / floor saw 350x3.2x10 BS11 C

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0350-BS11

The Contractor BS11 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saws. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS11 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS11 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS11 is from our Basic* quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor BS12 range.

Trade $199.00 $199.00

Hand / floor saw 350x3.2x10 BS12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0350-BS12

The Contractor BS12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS12 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS12 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor H12 range.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Hand / floor saw 350x3.2x9 Contractor H12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0350-H12PRO

The Contractor H12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saws. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The H12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or little
amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel
core and sloping (S) and full (C) diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any
undercutting of the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the H12 can be used
include: Brick &amp; Paver saws. The H12 is from our Premium*** quality range and provides improved
speed and lifetime from our Contractor BS12 range (Standard** quality).

Trade $455.00 $455.00

Category - Floorsaw blades

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Hand / floor saw 400x3.2x10 BS11 C

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0400-BS11

The Contractor BS11 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saws. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS11 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS11 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS11 is from our Basic* quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor BS12 range.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Hand / floor saw 400x3.2x10 BS12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0400-BS12

The Contractor BS12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS12 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS12 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor H12 range.

Trade $399.00 $399.00

Hand / floor saw 400x3.2x9 Contractor H12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0400-H12PRO

The Contractor H12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saws. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The H12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or little
amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel
core and sloping (S) and full (C) diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any
undercutting of the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the H12 can be used
include: Brick &amp; Paver saws. The H12 is from our Premium*** quality range and provides improved
speed and lifetime from our Contractor BS12 range (Standard** quality).

Trade $499.00 $499.00

Hand / floor saw 450x3.8x10 BS12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0450-BS12

The Contractor BS12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS12 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS12 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor H12 range.

Trade $450.00 $450.00

Category - Floorsaw blades

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available
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Hand / floor saw 500x4.4x10 BS12 D

Asphalt & Green Concrete
DHS0500-BS12

The Contractor BS12 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS12 is best suited cutting Asphalt / Chip seal / Green Concrete or
little amount of soft concrete. To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened
steel core and full diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of
the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS12 can be used include: Brick
&amp; Paver saws. The BS12 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime
performance refer to our Contractor H12 range.

Trade $575.00 $575.00

Floor saw 350x3.6x7 AS17 C1CSW#

Asphalt / Chipseal
DFS0350-AS17-C1

Asphalt / Chipseal

Trade $499.00 1 - 2 @ $99.00 3 and Up @
$49.90

Floor saw 350x2.8x10 AS19 C

Asphalt, Chip Seal, Green Concrete
DFS0350-AS19

The AS19 is a Premium Diamond Saw Blade for cutting Asphalt &amp; Chipseal as well as Green
Concrete. The cutting speed is fast and yet still produces an extreme long lifetime.

Trade $399.00 $399.00

Floor saw 400x3.2x10 AS19 C

Asphalt, Chip Seal, Green Concrete
DFS0400-AS19

The AS19 is a Premium Diamond Saw Blade for cutting Asphalt &amp; Chipseal as well as Green
Concrete. The cutting speed is fast and yet still produces an extreme long lifetime.

Trade $449.00 $449.00

Floor saw 450x3.4x10 AS19 C

Asphalt, Chip Seal, Green Concrete
DFS0450-AS19

The AS19 is a Premium Diamond Saw Blade for cutting Asphalt &amp; Chipseal as well as Green
Concrete. The cutting speed is fast and yet still produces an extreme long lifetime.

Trade $499.00 $499.00

Category - Floorsaw blades

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Floor saw 500x3.4x10 AS19 C

Asphalt, Chip Seal, Green Concrete
DFS0500-AS19

The AS19 is a Premium Diamond Saw Blade for cutting Asphalt &amp; Chipseal as well as Green
Concrete. The cutting speed is fast and yet still produces an extreme long lifetime.

Trade $599.00 $599.00

Floor saw 400x3.6x12 C590 (FSH-C5) C

DFS0400-FSH-C590

The C590 (FSH-C5) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C590 (FSH-C5) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing hard aggregate with medium – heavy reinforcing.

Trade $525.00 $525.00

Floor saw 400x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0400-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $535.00 $535.00

Floor saw 450x3.6x12 C609 (FSH-C3) C

DFS0450-FSH-001

The C609 (FSH-C3) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C609 (FSH-C3) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle with medium - heavy
reinforcing.

Trade $499.00 $590.00

Floor saw 450x3.6x12 C590 (FSH-C5) C

DFS0450-FSH-C590

The C590 (FSH-C5) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C590 (FSH-C5) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing hard aggregate with medium – heavy reinforcing.

Trade $615.00 $615.00

Category - Floorsaw blades

7 Nov 2013
All in NZD, excl GST & freight
Prices subject to change without notice or while stock available

Holer New Zealand Ltd
info@holer.co.nz

0800-224-653
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Floor saw 450x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0450-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $590.00 $590.00

Floor saw 450x3.6x12 (FSM-C4) C

DFS0450-FSM-002

Trade $590.00 $590.00

Floor saw 500x3.6x12 C609 (FSH-C3) C

DFS0500-FSH-001

The C609 (FSH-C3) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C609 (FSH-C3) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle with medium - heavy
reinforcing.

Trade $585.00 $650.00

Floor saw 500x3.6x12 C590 (FSH-C5) C

DFS0500-FSH-C590

The C590 (FSH-C5) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C590 (FSH-C5) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing hard aggregate with medium – heavy reinforcing.

Trade $675.00 $675.00

Floor saw 500x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0500-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $650.00 $650.00
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Floor saw 600x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0600-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $895.00 $895.00

Floor saw 650x3.6x12 C590 (FSH-C5) C

DFS0650-FSH-C590

The C590 (FSH-C5) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C590 (FSH-C5) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing hard aggregate with medium – heavy reinforcing.

Trade $950.00 $950.00

Floor saw 650x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0650-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $920.00 $920.00

Floor saw 750x3.6x12 C609 C

DFS0750-FSH-001

The C609 (FSH-C3) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C609 (FSH-C3) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle with medium - heavy
reinforcing.

Trade $995.00 $1,150.00

Floor saw 750x3.6x12 C590 (FSH-C5) C

DFS0750-FSH-C590

The C590 (FSH-C5) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C590 (FSH-C5) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing hard aggregate with medium – heavy reinforcing.

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00
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Floor saw 750x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0750-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Floor saw 800x3.6x12 C600 (FSH-C4) C

DFS0800-FSH-C600

The C600 (FSH-C4) is a Premium*** Diamond Floor Saw Blade, suitable for high powered (HP) floor saw
machines from 35HP. Alternatively it may also be operated on medium powered (MP) floor saw machines
of 27HP, but reduced cutting speed may be experienced. The C600 (FSH-C4) is designed for cutting
mature concrete containing crushed aggregate with medium - heavy reinforcing. Great cutting speed and
good lifetime make this Holer’s flagship floor saw blade. Increased diamond wear may occur when cutting
concrete containing Limestone aggregate or River pebble / shingle. In such case, select spec C609
(FSH-C3) spec for better lifetime, yet still producing great cutting speed.

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00

Floor saw 450x5.0x12 FSHX-C530 C

Pre-cut - Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS0450-FSHX-C530

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.

Trade $799.00 $799.00

Floor saw 600x5.0x12 FSHX-C530 C

Pre-cut - Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS0600-FSHX-C530

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.

Trade $1,099.00 $1,099.00
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Floor saw 750x4.7x12 FSHX-C530 C

Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS0750-FSHX-C530

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.

Trade $1,199.00 $1,199.00

Floor saw 900x4.7x12 FSHX-C530 C

Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS0900-FSHX-C530

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.

Trade $1,599.00 $1,599.00

Floor saw 1050x4.7x12 FSHX-C530 C

Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS1050-FSHX-C5360

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.

Trade $1,899.00 $1,899.00

Floor saw 1200x4.7x12 FSHX-C530 C

Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS1200-FSHX-C530

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.

Trade $2,099.00 $2,099.00

Floor saw 1350x4.7x12 FSHX-C530 C

Concrete - fast cut HPX (from 35HP)
DFS1350-FSHX-C530

The C530 diamond floor saw blade is designed for high powered (HP) Petrol and Diesel floor saw
machines from 35HP, to cut reinforced mature concrete. The blade features a strong 3.5mm steel core to
provide stability and rigidity. The extra wide diamond segments of the C530 spec provide cutting clearance
for operation from 18” (450mm) up to 54” (1350mm). The C530 blade is supplied without any diamond
undercut protection, but can be included at request.
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Trade $2,599.00 $2,599.00

Hand / floor saw 300x3.2x10 BS10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0300-BS10

The Contractor BS10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS10 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS10 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor H10 range.

Trade $215.00 $215.00

Hand / floor saw 350x3.2x10 BS9 C

Concrete & G/P
DHS0350-BS09

The Contractor BS9 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saws. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS9 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS9 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS9 is from our Basic** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor BS10 range.

Trade $199.00 $199.00

Hand / floor saw 350x3.2x10 BS10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0350-BS10

The Contractor BS10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS10 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS10 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor H10 range.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Hand / floor saw 350x3.2x9 Contractor H10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0350-H10PRO

The Contractor H10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The H10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
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cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and
sloping (S) and full (C) diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any
undercutting of the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the H10 can be used
include: Brick &amp; Paver saws. The H10 is from our Premium*** quality range and provides improved
speed and lifetime from our Contractor BS10 range (Standard** quality).

Trade $455.00 $455.00

Hand / floor saw 400x3.2x10 BS9 C

Concrete & G/P
DHS0400-BS09

The Contractor BS9 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saws. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS9 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS9 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS9 is from our Basic** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor BS10 range.

Trade $299.00 $299.00

Hand / floor saw 400x3.2x10 BS10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0400-BS10

The Contractor BS10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS10 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS10 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor H10 range.

Trade $399.00 $399.00

Hand / floor saw 400x3.2x9 Contractor H10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0400-H10PRO

The Contractor H10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The H10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and
sloping (S) and full (C) diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any
undercutting of the segments or damage to the blade. Other applications where the H10 can be used
include: Brick &amp; Paver saws. The H10 is from our Premium*** quality range and provides improved
speed and lifetime from our Contractor BS10 range (Standard** quality).

Trade $499.00 $499.00
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Hand / floor saw 450x3.8x10 BS10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0450-BS10

The Contractor BS10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS10 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS10 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor H10 range.

Trade $450.00 $450.00

Hand / floor saw 500x4.4x10 BS10 D

Concrete & G/P
DHS0500-BS10

The Contractor BS10 diamond saw blade suits 2-stroke hand saws and low powered floor saw. Designed
for the general Contractor or Hire / Rental industry where a variety of materials are being cut and often by
a variety of different operators. The BS10 can be used as a General Purpose blade and it is best suited
cutting mature concrete with medium aggregate and medium reinforcing, as well as Asphalt / Chip seal
(60/40 split). To ensure the blade can handle this variety, it features an extra hardened steel core and full
diamond undercut protection segments that aid towards eliminating any undercutting of the segments or
damage to the blade. Other applications where the BS10 can be used include: Brick &amp; Paver saws.
The BS10 is from our Standard** quality range. For improved speed and lifetime performance refer to our
Contractor H10 range.

Trade $575.00 $575.00

Floor saw 350x3.6x10 C163 C

Concrete - MP (from 27HP)
DFS0350-C163

C163: Floor saw blade is designed for Medium Powered (MP) floor saws, cutting mature concrete.

Trade $255.00 $255.00

Floor saw 400x3.6x10 C163 C

Concrete - MP (from 27HP)
DFS0400-C163

C163: Floor saw blade is designed for Medium Powered (MP) floor saws, cutting mature concrete.

Trade $325.00 $325.00

Floor saw 450x3.6x10 C163 C

Concrete - MP (from 27HP)
DFS0450-C163

C163: Floor saw blade is designed for Medium Powered (MP) floor saws, cutting mature concrete.

Trade $365.00 $365.00
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Floor saw 500x3.6x10 C163 C

Concrete - MP (from 27HP)
DFS0500-C163

C163: Floor saw blade is designed for Medium Powered (MP) floor saws, cutting mature concrete.

Trade $395.00 $395.00
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Floor saw - deco cut 350x5x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-05

ABT35 with 5mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly used
for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $699.00 $699.00

Floor saw - deco cut 350x6x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-06

ABT35 with 6mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly used
for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $745.00 $745.00

Floor saw - deco cut 350x8x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-08

ABT35 with 8mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly used
for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $905.00 $905.00

Floor saw - deco cut 350x10x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-10

ABT35 with 10mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly
used for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $1,085.00 $1,085.00

Floor saw - deco cut 350x12x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-12

ABT35 with 12mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly
used for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $1,250.00 $1,250.00
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Floor saw - deco cut 350x15x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-15

ABT35 with 15mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly
used for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $1,650.00 $1,650.00

Floor saw - deco cut 350x20x10 ABT35 C

DFS0350-ABT35-20

ABT35 with 20mm wide Sandwich Segment: Diamond Saw Blade for Loop / Decorative cutting. Mainly
used for cuts that are 5 - 15 mm deep. The diamond segment is Sandwich form which maintains its outside
edges and provides full wear of the 10mm segment height. The ABT35 spec is suitable for most saws from
13HP to 80HP. Suitable for Concrete, but may also be used for Asphalt or Green Concrete (with less life
time). Must be used wet.

Trade $1,950.00 $1,950.00

Floor saw - 2 part Chamfer 350x10(x2)x16 C300 C

Width of both blades together: 20mm. Segm Angle: 45 degree
DFS0350-CHAM-01

The 2-part Chamfer blade is not designed to perform cuts, but only to bevel existing cuts! The ideal
procedure is to pre-cut with a standard 3.2 or 3.6mm wide blade, then follow this cut with an extra wide
blade of the desired width (5 to 20mm) and only then use the 2-part Chamfer blade to bevel the outer
edges. The 2 blades allow for the insertion of spacers in-between, which enables beveling to any width of
cut. To avoid the angled diamond segments featured on each blade from developing grooves and
prematurely losing their bevel, increase or reduce the amount of spacers. By alternating the amount of
spacers, the section of the diamond segments beveling the concrete edge is being varied, which ensures
the bevel on the blades is maintained till worn out. Simply raise or lower the machine (blade) height to
accommodate the correct width of cut. This blade is best operated on 20-27HP machines and it is strongly
recommended to use a jockey wheel at the front of the saw to eliminate the machine from dropping lower /
deeper into the cut.

Trade $1,995.00 $1,995.00

Floor saw - deco cut 400x5x10 ABT35 C

DFS0400-ABT35-05

Trade $995.00 $995.00

Floor saw - deco cut 400x6x10 ABT35 C

DFS0400-ABT35-06

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00
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Blade spacer 2mm OD200 x ID25.4 x 2.0 1PH(11.5/57.4)

ZRM-SAW-0200-0001

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Blade spacer 1mm OD200 x ID25.4 x 1.0 1PH(11.5/57.4)

ZRM-SAW-0200-0002

Trade $19.00 $19.00

Blade spacer 1.5mm OD200 x ID25.4 x 1.5 1PH(11.5/57.4)

ZRM-SAW-0200-0003

Trade $19.00 $19.00
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Slip on blade guard 14" taper type fat (new) A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010600

Trade $640.00 $640.00

Slip on blade guard 20" taper type fat (new) A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010602

Trade $710.00 $710.00

Slip on blade guard 26" taper type fat (new) A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010604

Trade $820.00 $820.00

Slip on blade guard 30" taper type fat (new) A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010606

Trade $873.00 $873.00

Slip on blade guard 36" taper type fat (new) A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010608

Trade $1,168.00 $1,168.00

Slip on blade guard 26" Metric tapered mount A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010954

Trade $800.75 $800.75
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Slip on blade guard 30" Metric tapered mount A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010956

Trade $875.00 $875.00

Slip on blade guard 36" Metric tapered mount A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010958

Trade $1,150.00 $1,150.00

Slip on blade guard 42" Metric tapered mount A

MFSX-CCT-GA6010960

Trade $1,590.00 $1,590.00

Core Cut Groover CG-1G24 A

20.5HP Honda,
MFS-CCT-CG1G24

Fits 12"/ 300mm blades, producting a max width of cut/groove of 10"/250mm. Self propelled hydrostatic
transmission Power raise and lower system Heavy duty construction to handle big jobs Useful for creating
textured anti-slip areas for improved traction Compact &amp; maneuverable in hard to reach areas An
affordable alternative to large grinding machines<br><br><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5wncVoxZQ0"><img style="width:70px;height:49px;float:left"
src="/Server/youtube-logo2.jpg"></a><a target="_blank"
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5wncVoxZQ0"><br>Click here to view Holer Core Cut Groover
CG-1G24 Youtube video</a>

Trade $23,950.00 $23,950.00

Core Cut Groover CG-2D49 A

49HP Deutz Diesel,
MFS-CCT-CG2S49

Fits 12"/ 300mm blades, producting a max width of cut/groove of 16"/400mm. Self propelled hydrostatic
transmission Power raise and lower system Heavy duty construction to handle big jobs Useful for creating
textured anti-slip areas for improved traction Compact &amp; maneuverable in hard to reach areas An
affordable alternative to large grinding machines

Trade $43,950.00 $43,950.00
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Core Cut Bump Cutter PC150 A

215HP Turbo Diesel
MFS-CCT-PC150

215HP Turbo Diesel

Trade $355,000.00 $355,000.00

Core Cut floor saw CC1810E3XL-20P elect. B

10HP/50HZ/380V, 500mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC1810E3-S

10HP/50HZ/380V, 500mm blade cap

Trade $10,500.00 $10,500.00

Core Cut floor saw CC1820HXL-20S A

20HP Honda, 500mm blade cap - Self Propelled
MFS-CCT-CC1820H-S

20HP Honda, 500mm blade cap - Self Propelled

Trade $11,500.00 $11,500.00

Core Cut floor saw CC2515E-20 Elec w/Hydraulic Raise & Lower A

15HP/50Hz/380V, 650mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC2515E-20

Trade $17,950.00 $17,950.00

Core Cut floor saw CC2515 Elec - Manual Raise & Lower A

15HP/50Hz/380V, 650mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC2515E-20M

15HP/50Hz/380V, 600mm blade cap

Trade $14,950.00 $14,950.00

Core Cut floor saw CC2527KC-20 w/Hydraulic Raise & Lower A

27HP Kohler, 650mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC2527KC-20

27HP Kohler, 500mm blade cap

Trade $17,950.00 $17,950.00
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Core Cut floor saw CC2527 - Manual Raise & Lower A

27HP Kohler, 650mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC2527KC-20M

Trade $15,950.00 $15,950.00

Core Cut floor saw CC3535JBV-20 A

35HP Briggs Vanguard, 750mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC3535JBV-20

35HP Briggs Vanguard, Eaton Trans, 750mm blade cap

Trade $24,950.00 $24,950.00

Core Cut floor saw CC6560XLS-20 A

60HP Deutz T-Diesel, 900mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC6560XLS-20

The CC6560XLS is a single speed saw, featuring a 60HP Deutz Turbo Diesel Engine with a max blade
capacity of 900mm (36”) providing a 375mm (14-3/4”) cutting depth.

Trade $36,950.00 $36,950.00

Core Cut floor saw CC7074C-36 A

74HP Kubota with Clutch, 900mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC7074-36

74HP Kubota with Clutch, 900mm blade cap

Trade $55,950.00 $55,950.00

Core Cut floor saw CC7274-36 A

74HP Deutz T-Diesel, 1500mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC7272-10-36

The CC7272 is a single speed saw, featuring a 72HP Deutz Turbo Diesel Engine with a max blade
capacity of 1500mm (60”) providing a 675mm (26-1/2”) cutting depth. Incorporates a Jackshaft design for
high torque when running in low RPM for deep sawing.

Trade $45,950.00 $45,950.00

Merit floor saw 400-20E R4 Rear Pivot 4 speed A

3phase 15kw with phase reversal switch, 750mm blade cap
MFS-MER-400-20E-18

3phase 380V with phase reversal switch.Small &amp; light for easy maneuverability, this multi-purpose
saw comes with single-hand operator controls, adjustable handlebars and rear differential engineering
enhancements. Extra-low gear with extra torque for larger blade diameter. Four-speed gear box with true
neutral, allowing safe movement while in operation. Fully enclosed differential with neutral, conveniently
located panel controls, and rear pivot for easy operation and maneuverability Blade Capacity up to 36” /
900mm, max cut depth 16” / 400mm
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Trade $40,500.00 $40,500.00

Merit floor saw 400-44D Rear Pivot 4 speed A

44HP Kubota T-Diesel, 750mm blade cap
MFS-MER-400-44D-18

44 HP KUBOTA TURBO DIESEL Small &amp; light for easy maneuverability, this multi-purpose saw
comes with single-hand operator controls, adjustable handlebars and rear differential engineering
enhancements. Extra-low gear with extra torque for larger blade diameter. Four-speed gear box with true
neutral, allowing safe movement while in operation. Tier three and tier four emission compliance, fully
enclosed differential with neutral, conveniently located panel controls, and rear pivot for easy operation
and maneuverability Blade Capacity up to 36” / 900mm, max cut depth 16” / 400mm

Trade $42,600.00 $42,600.00

Merit floor saw 600-62DSS Rear Pivot 4 speed A

62HP Perkins T-Diesel, 1050mm blade cap
MFS-MER-600-62D-20

62 HP TURBO DIESEL This multi-purpose saw delivers easy maneuverability and super reliability in one
powerful package. Includes single-hand operator controls, adjustable handlebars and rear differential
engineering enhancements. Extra-low gear with extra torque for larger blade diameter. Four-speed gear
box with true neutral, allowing safe movement while in operation. Tier three and tier four interim motor for
emission compliance. Fully enclosed differential. Front and rear pivot available Blade Capacity up to 48” /
1200mm, max cut depth 22” / 558mm

Trade $55,900.00 $55,900.00

Core Cut floor saw CC148HEE-6 6" Early Entry-Cut B

5HP Honda
MFS-CCT-CC115H6EA

5HP Honda

Trade $4,795.00 $4,795.00

Core Cut floor saw CC1918H 14" Early Entry-Cut B

18HP Honda
MFS-CCT-CC11918H-14

18HP Honda

Trade $16,895.00 $16,895.00

Core Cut floor saw CC1211H-18 (18" guard) - Inc Water Tank Kit B

11HP GX390 Honda, 500mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC1213HS

Fits a 500mm saw blade, max cutting depth 190mm

Trade $4,995.00 $4,995.00
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Core Cut floor saw CC1215LS-18 (18" guard) - Inc Water Tank kit B

15HP Lifan, 500mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC1215LS

Fits a 500mm saw blade, max cutting depth 190mm

Trade $3,595.00 $3,595.00

Core Cut floor saw CC1305E3XL-18 elect. 18" Blade Guard B

5HP/50Hz/380V, 450mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC1305E3-XL

5HP/50Hz/380V, 450mm blade cap

Trade $5,995.00 $5,995.00

FloorPro FS14E Electric Floor Saw 14" 240V B

2.2kw/240V, 10L water Tank
MFS-HOL-FPFSE-14

The FloorPRO FS14E electric Floor Saw is a heavy duty machine designed to cut through all types of
concrete. The hand operated lever makes incremental depth cutting and raising the blade out of the cut
quickly a breeze. This light-weight and durable concrete cutter is a perfect choice for the hire and
construction industries; through cutting slabs, crack chasing and concrete repair work this machine has
become a popular pedestrian road saw. The electric concrete saw is extremely useful for completing work
indoors, in areas with noise restrictions and poorly ventilated work spaces. Best Diamond Blade Option:
BSBL (super silent) or Super Cut.

Trade $3,995.00 $3,995.00

Lissmac Joint Brushing Machine FB60b B

13HP Honda
MFS-LIS-FB60-2B

Trade $6,950.00 $6,950.00

Water Tank Kit CC1200 5 Gal 5/8" hose B

ZSP-CCT-6049047

Trade $176.10 $176.10

Core Cut rider saw CC8074-30 A

74HP Deutz T-Diesel, 1350mm blade cap
MFS-CCT-CC8072-30

Trade $78,500.00 $78,500.00
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Twister 6" / 150mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0150-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $73.00 $73.00

Twister 6" / 150mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning, scratch & stain remove, matt finish
DPV0150-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $84.00 $84.00

Twister 6" / 150mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0150-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $66.00 $66.00

Twister 9" / 230mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning (1500rpm)
DPV0230-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $95.00 $95.00

Twister 9" / 230mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0230-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
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scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $109.00 $109.00

Twister 9" / 230mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0230-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $95.00 $95.00

Twister 12" / 300mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0300-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $117.00 $117.00

Twister 12" / 300mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning, scratch & stain remove, matt finish
DPV0300-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $134.00 $134.00

Twister 12" / 300mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0300-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $100.00 $100.00
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Twister 13" / 330mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0330-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $138.00 $138.00

Twister 13" / 330mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0330-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $160.00 $160.00

Twister 13" / 330mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0330-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $138.00 $138.00

Twister 14" / 350mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0350-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $160.00 $160.00

Twister 14" / 350mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning, scratch & stain remove, matt finish
DPV0350-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
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scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $184.00 $184.00

Twister 16" / 400mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0400-TWI2-GREE

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $175.00 $175.00

Twister 16" / 400mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0400-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $202.00 $202.00

Twister 16" / 400mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0400-TWI2-White

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $175.00 $175.00

Twister 16" / 400mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0400-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $175.00 $175.00
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Twister 17" / 430mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0430-TWI2-GREE

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $182.00 $182.00

Twister 17" / 430mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0430-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $206.00 $206.00

Twister 17" / 430mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0430-TWI2-White

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $182.00 $182.00

Twister 17" / 430mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0430-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $182.00 $182.00

Twister 18" / 450mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0450-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.
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Trade $189.00 $189.00

Twister 18" / 450mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0450-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $189.00 $189.00

Twister 18" / 450mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0450-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $189.00 $189.00

Twister 20" / 500mm Black #80/140 - (2pc)# CSF
Item

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0500-TWI2-Black

TWISTER Black: For heavy duty cleaning of stained and dirty industrial coatings and raw concrete
surfaces. Removes oil, grease, soot and truck marks. Twister™ Black is the problem solver for the
industry.

Trade $239.00 $239.00

Twister 20" / 500mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0500-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $208.00 $208.00

Twister 20" / 500mm Red #325/500 - (2pc) C

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0500-TWI2-RED

HTC TWISTER / Red pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Red is ideal for deep cleaning or heavy
duty cleaning of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors.
Used in conjunction with water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines.
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Effectively removes scratches and stains and leaves a clean / matt surface finish. The ideal pad for top
scrubbing and stripping of coatings on Vinyl and Linoleum floors.

Trade $239.00 $239.00

Twister 20" / 500mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0500-TWI2-White

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $208.00 $208.00

Twister 20" / 500mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0500-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $208.00 $208.00

Twister 21" / 530mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0530-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $208.00 $208.00

Twister 21" / 530mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0530-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $208.00 $208.00
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Twister 22" / 550mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0550-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $247.00 $247.00

Twister 24" / 600mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0600-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $331.00 $331.00

Twister 24" / 600mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0600-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $331.00 $331.00

Twister 27" / 675mm Black #80/140 - (2pc)# CSF
Item

H-duty cleaning of stained & dirty surface
DPV0675-TWI2-BLACK

TWISTER Black: For heavy duty cleaning of stained and dirty industrial coatings and raw concrete
surfaces. Removes oil, grease, soot and truck marks. Twister™ Black is the problem solver for the
industry.

Trade $380.00 $380.00

Twister 27" / 675mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0675-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
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“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $331.00 $331.00

Twister 27" / 675mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0675-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $331.00 $331.00

Twister 27" / 675mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0675-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $331.00 $331.00

Twister 28" / 700mm Green #1500/3000 - (2pc) C

Final polish & daily cleaning
DPV0700-TWI2-GREEN

HTC TWISTER / Green pad: Can be used for Cleaning and Burnishing: As a cleaning pad, the HTC
Twister Green is ideal for the daily maintenance, cleaning and upkeep of polished concrete, Vinyl &amp;
Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with water and low rpm
(150rpm or less) Scrubber machines, they will provide a brilliant clean and finish. As a Burnishing pad
(Electric &amp; Propane over 1,500rpm), the HTC Twister Green pad can be used dry and is the ideal to
“pop” a floor and to give it that high sheen / high gloss finish without the use of any chemicals or coatings.

Trade $331.00 $331.00

Twister 28" / 700mm White #500/800 - (2pc) C

Fine scratch & stain remove, silky-matt finish
DPV0700-TWI2-WHITE

HTC TWISTER / White pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister White is the Upgrade pad 1 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a silky / clean surface finish.

Trade $331.00 $331.00
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Twister 28" / 700mm Yellow #800/1500 (2pc) C

Fine surface cleaning, prior Twister Green
DPV0700-TWI2-YELLOW

HTC TWISTER / Yellow pad: As a cleaning pad, the HTC Twister Yellow is the Upgrade pad 2 for polished
concrete, Vinyl &amp; Linoleum, Terrazzo or any other hard-solid surface floors. Used in conjunction with
water and low rpm (150rpm or less) Scrubber / Scrubber Dryer machines. Effectively removes tiny
scratches and stains and leaves a clean surface finish, ready for final cleaning with HTC Twister Green.

Trade $331.00 $331.00
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Water swivel economy (hex - P12.7) P12.7 tile D

MDX-WAS-EC001

Trade $69.00 $69.00
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